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( i) 

FOREWORD 

I, Robert G. Miller, submit this thesis for the degree of Master in Industrial 
Administr(ltion. I cl~im that this is my original work and that it has not 
been submitted in this or in a similar form for a degree at any University. 

Tqis thesis is s4bmitted to meet the 50% credit requirement toward~ a Master 
in Industrial Administration Degree. 

The thesis S\lpplements the Graduate Diploma ln Industrial Administration, 
which constitutes the other 50% credit. 

The diploma includes courses in industrial engineering, financial accounting, 
management accounting, principles and practice of management, human relations 
and organisation, professional communication, law, s tatist:ics, operations 
research and computational methods. 

The diploma and degree are offereci by the University of Cape Town within the 
In<lustrial .AdJDinistration Programme under the direction of the Department: of 
Mechanical ~n~ineering. 



ABSTRACT (ii) 

This thesis addressses institutional investment management regarding m1n1ng 
capital investment (analysis, decision-making and administration). 
Emphasised is information processing and computer strategy to support 
mining investment recommendations. 

The topic is inter-disciplinary: mining, investment and information 
sys terns/ computers. It is non-innovative in these individual areas. 
However, their integration here into a comprehensive strategy contributes 
to a poorly documented management area. This strategy minimises 
differences between mining and non-mining institutions as investors. The 
documentation avoids the theory of economics, investment techniques, stock 
exchange operations, minerals technology and computers. 

In deriving a total strategy, the objectives are to: 
Identify practical problems in mining investment analysis. 
Formulate the broad frameworK for problem solution. 
Examine the existing analytical and administrative procedures. 
Provide guidelines for more effective and efficient procedures. 
Forecast technical developments over the next decade. 

The objectives were examined against personal observations during a 
diversified career in mining and commerce: The thesis was conceived after 
three years in active mining investment analysis. It matured subsequently 
i.n the commercial computer environment; but is firmly rooted i.n twelve 
years of earlier practical experience in mineral exploration and mining. 
The opinions expressed were influenced by contact with technical and 
financial mining directors, stock brokers, economists, mining and other 
sector analysts, portfolio and investment managers. 

The review concludes that: 
investment institutions inadequately evaluate and monitor tl)e mining 
sector using manual information processing methods within existing 
organisation structures. Resource deficiencies (time, money, skills, 
information systems, computer facilities) exist in the face of high 
volume da~a inflows and corporate complexity. 
Institutions must establish/main~ain comprehensive investment 
information sys terns (manual and computer) to support all functions, 
including mining analysis. The mining analyst co-ordinates 
investment management, computer and mlnlng information sources. 
Inter-institutional links will supplement areas weak in specialists. 
Traditional ratio analysis is often wrongly applied to mine performance 
forecasting. Technico-financial analysis based on intrirysic mine 
factors is more reliable. Computer modelling techniques facilitate 
this analysis. Interactive data base modelling is developing. 
Generalised models (e.g. gold, base metal) will evaluate m~s t mines, 
modelling packages permitting consolidations. Specific models 
Ce~onometric, indQstrial dynamic) are required for commodity 
forecasting. The existing potential of distributed data base 
technology must be applied to information systems and reports. 
Automated 'office of the future 1 technology is revolutionising 
adwinistration. It involves integration of distributed networks, 
mi.ni-cQmputers and word processors into an effective communication 
entity. · This will transform the organisation structure of investment 
offices. Management sc~ences and telecommunications departments will 
emerge to co-ordinate developments. In the new environment:, shared 
data bases and inter-institution (financial, industria! and research) 
~ommunication wpl optimise information resources. 
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INTR0-1 

INTRODUCTION 

INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISE DEPENDS ON THE THREE FACTORS OF PRODUCTION -

CAPITAL, MEN AND MACHINES. 

THIS THESIS IS CONCERNED . WITH THE FIRST OF THESE THREE FACTORS. IT 

ADDRf;SSES INSTITUTlONAL INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT WITH REGARD TO CAPITAL 

INVESTMENT ANALYSIS, INVESTMENT DECISION-MAKING AND ADMINISTRATION. MORE 

SPECIFICALLY, IT INVESTIGATES INFORMATION PROCESSING AND ASSOCIATED 

COMPUTER STRATEGY IN THE SPECIALISED AREA OF MINING ANALYSIS. THE 

OBJECTIVE IS TO PROVIDE SUPPORT FOR MINING INVESTMENT RECOMMENDATIONS. 

HOWEVER, THE Tl:iESIS MAINTAINS A PERSPECTIVE OF THE OVERALL INVESTMENT 

ENVIRONMENT, AND ACKNOWLEDGES THE DEPENDENCE OF THIS MINING ANALYSIS 

FUNCTION ON OTHER SPECIALISED INVESTMENT FUNCTIONS. 

THE SCOPE OF THE SUBJECT IS INTER-DISCIPLINARY, WITH INVESTIGA't'!ONS INTO 

AND INTEGRATION ACROSS THREE MAJOR DISCIPLINES: 

MINING 

INVESTMENT 
\ 

INFORMAT+ON SYSTEMS/COMPUTERS 

THE Tt'IES!S DOES NOT BREAK NEW .GROUND IN ANY OF THESE AREAS, CONSIDERED 

INDIVlDUt\LLY. IN AS MUCH AS IT RECOGNISES THAT THESE THREE D+~CIPLINES 

MUST BE INTE!JRATED INTO A COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY (FOR EFFECTIVE 

MINING INVESTMENT ANALYSIS), AND PROCEEDS TO DOCUMENT THIS STRATEGY, THE 

THf;S IS BREAKS NEW GROUND. IN AS MUCH AS l.'f ATTEMPTS TO BREAK DOWN THE 

REAL OR IMAGINARY IHfFERENCES BETWEEN MINING AND NON-MINING INSTITUT'!ONS 

(AS REGARDS THEIR OBJECTIVES AND FUNCTIONS IN ANALYSING ANP ADMINISTERING 

MININ~ AND OTHER INVESTMENTS) Tl:iE THESIS ENTERS A SENSITIVE AREA. 

THE TH,ESIS WAS MOTIVATED BY PERSONAL PROBLEMS EXPERIENCED l.N EVALUATING 

AND R,EGVLARLY MONITORING INSTITUTIONAL INVESTMENTS IN THE SOUTlJElU~ AF~ICAN 

MINING SECTOR. 'HOWE:VER, FROM PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS, IT IS SUGGESTED THAT 

THE BASIC PQ.QBLEM IS UNIVERSALLY EXPERIENCED: 

/ 



INTR0-2 

MOS'f INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS RECOGNISE THE NEED TO REGULARLY BACK UP THEIR 

LARGE CAPITAL INVESTMENT DECISIONS WITH FORMAL AND DETAILED IN-DEPTH 

FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSES. HOWEVER, LIMITATIONS IN RESOURCES (TIME, MONEY, 

SKILLS, INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND COMPUTING CAPABILITY) RENDER THIS IDEAL 

LARGELY UNACHIEVABLE. CONSEQUENTLY, COMPROMISES ARE REACHED IN ANALYSING 

COMPANY SHARES AND JUSTIFYING INVESTMENT DECISIONS. THESE VARY ACCORDING 

TO THE INSTITUTION'S PUBLIC IMAGE, MANAGEMENT PHILOSOPHY, STRENGTH OF 

SKILLS, AND RECIPROCAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER (COMPLEMENTARY) 

INSTITUTIONS. THESE COMPROMISES ARE MOST OFTEN OBSERVED IN THE 

TECHNICALLY COMPLEX AREA OF MINING ANALYSIS. 

INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS 

CORPORATIONS/INSTITUTIONS. 

COMPRISE BOTH MINING AND NON-MINING 

THE MINING CORPORATIONS (INSTITUTIONS) ARE 

STRONG lN TECHNICO-FINANCIAL EVALUATION OF NEW MINING PROJEQTS. THE 

NON-MINING INS'fl:TUTIONS ARE STRONG IN OVERALL INVESTMENT ANALYSIS AND 

ADMINISTRATION. BOTH MINING AND NON-MINING INSTITUTIONS NEED TO 

COMPLEMENT THEIR INVESTMENT STRENGTHS (SKILLS), BUT HAVE NOT FULLY 

ACHIEVED THIS IDEAL. 

SUPERIMPOSED ON THE ABOVE PROBLEM, OF RESOURCE LIMITATIONS AND THE NEED TO 

DEVELOP RECIPROCAL INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS, IS TijE RAPIDLY CiiANGING 

FACE OF OFFICE TECliNOLOGY. THE SO-CALLED 'AUTOMATED OFF!C~ OF THE 

FUTURE' IS ENCROACHING ON ALL ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS, AND IS E~PECTED TO 

DEVELOP DRAMATICALLY THROUGH THg 1980S, THE INVESTMENT OFFICE IS CAUGHT 

UP IN THE MOMENTVM OF THIS CHANGE. 

IN THt': LIGHT OF THE ABOvt: SCENARIO, THE OBJECTIVES OF Tli.IS THESIS ARE TO: 

lDENT~FY THE PRACTICAL ANALYTICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS, 

FORMULATE TH~ BROAD FRAMEWORK FOR PROBLEM SOLUTION. 

EXAMfNE THE EXISTING ANALYTICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES 

PRACTISED WITHIN THIS FRAMEWORK, INCLUDING COMPUTER METHODS. 

PJWVJDf,: DETA !LED GUIDELINES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF MORE EFFEC'fl VE AND 

EFfiCIENT PROCEQURES WITliiN THE CURRE~T STATE-OF-THE-ART. 

FO~CAST TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS OVER l'li.E NEXT DECADE AND TH!l! !R IMPACT 

ON CURRENT PROCEDURES. 



INTR0-3 

THESE OBJ~CTIVES ARE ACCOMPLISHED WITHIN FIVE MAIN SECTIONS: 

SECTION A: 

SECTION 13: 

SEGTION C: 

SECTION D: 

SECTION E: 

~ 

CONSlPJ):RATIONS IN EFFECTIVELY MONITORING THE MINING 

INVESTMENT SECTOR. 

INFORMATION PROCESSING ORGANISATION AND FACILITIES TO 

SUPPORT MINING ANALYSIS IN THE INSTITUTIONAL INVESTMENT 

ENVIRONMENT. 

MINING ANALYSIS. 

COMMUN~CATION OF INVESTMENT ANALYSIS FINDINGS. 

THE FUTURE OF INFORMATION PROCESSING IN THE HWESTMENT 

OFFICE, 

THIS SUB-DIVISION liAS THE ADVANTAGE OF PROVIDI~G BOTH A PHILOSOPHICAL AND 
• PRACTICAL FRAMEWORK FOR ANY INVESTMENT INSTITUTION TO IDENTIFY: 

THE CURRENT STATE OF IT'S MINING ANALYTICAL FUNCTION. 

THE ~EVEL IT WISHES TO ACHIEVE. 

THE MEANS TO REACH IT'S OBJECTIVE. 

THE SECTIONS ARE ARRANGED IN A SEQUENCE LOGICALLY AND CHRONOLOGICALLY 

APPROPRIATE FOR REVtEWING THE INVESTMENT FUNCTION. EACH OF Tl;IE FIVE 

SECTIONS (A-E) ARE INTRODUCED lW Tl;IEIR OWN TABLE OF CONTENTS ANI) SVMMARY, 

PRIOR 'l'O PE;TAILED PJ.SCUSSION. THIS WILL PROVIDE SUlTA13~E BREAKS AND 

FACILJTATE COfiPR,EHENSlON OF A MULTI-PISCIPLINARY SUBJECT. 

•· 
PTER.ATURE SURVEY: I . . . 

LTTERI\TURE ADDRE;SSlNG l~VESTMENT MANAGEMENT STRATEGY IS MAINl,Y EMJlEPDED IN 

INSTITUTIONAL IN-HOl1SE FILES. THESE FILES DOCUMENT GUIDELU~ES AND 

fROCEPUR:ES~ IN Tfili; MORE SPECIFIC AREA OF M:J_NING INVESTMENT ANALYSIS, 

DOCUMENTATION OF STRI\~GY !S OFTEN VAGUE. WHEN COMPUTER SUPPORT IN THIS 

SPECiFIC AREA IS CONSIDERED, DOCUMENTATION OF STRATEGY IS VIRTUALLY 

NON-EXIST.AN'['. 
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'l'ECJ-It'HCAL LITERATURE IN MIN:ING, INVESTMENTS AND INFORMATION 

PROCESSING/COMPUTERS IS WELL DOCUMENTED AND UNIVERSALLY AVAILABLE - BUT 

NOT ')'HE PRIMARY CONCERN HERE. THIS THESIS ADDRESSES INVESTMENT 

MANAGEMENT W:j:TH A TOTAL ADMINISTRATIVE STRATEGY IN THE LIGHT OF THE 

PROJ3LEM :IDENTIFIED AND THE TECHNIQUES AVAILABLE AND/OR DEVELOPING. 

TECHNICAL PETAILS ARE DISCUSSED ONLY TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY PROVIDE 

CONTINUITY AND PERSPECTIVE ('J;N A MULTl-DISClPLINARY AREA); OR 

UNDERSTANDING OF THE IMPLICATiONS OF A RECOMMENDATION. 

THIS THESIS, :IN MEETING THE OBJij:CTIVES (OUTL:):NED EARLIER), ALSO SETS OUT 

TO PROVIDE A COMPREHENSIVE DOCUMENTATION OF ALL THE RELEVANT FACTORS 

IMP:INGING ON MINING INVESTMENT ANALYSIS (WI.TH A MINlMUM OF 

CROSS~REFERENCING FRUSTRA,TION). 
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CONSIDERATIONS IN EFFECTIVELY MONITORING 
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SECTION A 

CONSIDERATIONS IN EFFECTIVELY MONITORING 

Tl-IE MINING INVESTMENT SECTOR 

SUMMARY ----

THE lMPRESSIVE SCALE AND DIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MINING INDUSTRY 

EMPHASlSES THE IMFORTANCE THAT THE MINING SECTOR OCCUPIES IN ANY 

INSTITUTIONAL INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO. 

THE CONSERVATIVE NATURE AND LONG-TERM INVESTMENT STRATEGY OF THE 

INSTITUTIONAL INVES'fOR NECESSITATES A DISCIPLINED APPROACH TO INVESTMENT 

DECISION-MAKING - UNLIKE THE .APPROACH OF THE SPECULATIVE INVESTOR. THIS 

INVOLVES BOTij THE INITIAL INVESTMENT EVALUATION AND THE $QBSEQUENT 

PERFORMANCI!: MONITORING. 

SUCH PlSCIPLINE IN THE SPECIALISED AREA OF MINING ANALYSIS IS COMPLICATED 

BY TWO MAIN FACTORS: 

TlJE TRADITIONAL INSTITUTIONAL APPROACH OF 'STANDARD HISTORICAL 

ANALYS!S AND EXTRAPOLAT!ON' APPLIED TO ALL INVESTMENT SECl'ORS; AND 

THE COMMERCIAL ORIENTAT!ON AND QUALifiCATION OF ANALYSTS EVALUATING 

THE TECHNICALLY COMPLEX MINING S:ECTOR. 

TH~ LARGE NUMB'Ij:R OF COMPANIES WITIUN THE MINING SECTOR, AND THE 

RECULAR F:LOOD OF TECHNICAL AND FINANCIAL INFORMA'l'ION IN AN ERA OF 

RApiD CHANGE. 

THE JNSTIT:UTlONAL INVESTOR WILL NOT ACT lJNTIL TJ:tE INFORMATION SQPPORTING 

HIS peCISWN HAS BEEN CONFII.U'ffiD AND EVALUATED. THE M,UHNG ANALYST 

PJWVIP:ES THIS EVALUATlON SERVIC!,': FOR THE t1IN!NG SECTOR. 

[)EC!SIQN-MAKUiG INVOLVES RISK. TO HANDLE UNCERTAINTY WE EMPLOY 

PRO~ABlpTY THEORY; TO HANDLE COMPLEXITY AND VOLUME WE USE THE 

COMPUTER· HOWE~R, TH~ ANALYST MUST QUANTifY THE Fl.JNDAMEN'fAL FACTORS FOR 

TtlE C011Pl.JTER. 
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MINING FXNANCE HOUSES DIFFER FUNDAMENTALLY FROM INDUSTRIAL BUSINESSES. 

THEREFORE, THE NATURE OF MINING AND THE FUNDAMENTAL FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE 

MINING EVALUATION MUST 6E IDENTIFIED. 

TH.E OREBODY IS IDENTIFIED AS THE CORE OF FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS AS IT 1 S 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS IMPOSE THE INTRINSIC CONSTRAINTS ON ECONOMIC 

EXPLOITATION. THE GEOLOGICAL FEATURES ARE A PRIMARY CONSIDERATION AS 

THEY INFLUENCE THE MINING AND METALLURGICAL TECHNOLOGY TO BE EMPLOYED 

(SECONDARY CONSIDERATIONS). 

THE POLITICO..,GEOGRAPHICAL LOCA'l'ION IS ALSO OF PRIMARY SIGNIFICANCE AS IT 

IMPOSES THE EXTERNAL CONSTRAINT. OTQ.ER FACTORS SUCH AS MINERAL PRICE, 

TAX AND LO~ REPAYMENTS ARE CONSIDERED AS TERTIARY. 

THE COMPLEXITY AND ABUNDANCE OF FUNDAMENTAL FACTORS IN MINING ANALYSIS 

EMPHASISES THE NEED FOR ADEQUATE INFORMATION AND CO~PUTER SUPPORT 

SYSTEMS; AND A RATIONAL INSTITUTIONAL APPROACH TO EFFORT EXPENPITURE IN 

COMPANY ANALYSIS. 

MINING ANALYSIS EFFORT MUST APDRESS TaE TWO COMPLEMENTARY AREAS OF 

RESPONSIBILITY REGULAR ROUTINE MONITORING OF THE MINING SEQl'OR; AND 

RESEARCH lNTO IM!?ROVED DECISION-MA.I<ING TECHNIQUES. 

TIME l$ A CONSTRAINT DUE TO THE LARGJ!; NUMBER OF QUOTED COMPANIES. 

COMPLE~lTY lS IMPOSED ~y THE SIZE AND DIVERSIFICATION OF THE MINING 

FINJ\.NC!£ HOUSES. COM!?UTERISATlON PROVIDES AN EFFECTIVE STRATEGY TO 

OVERC0('1E THESE CONSTRAI~TS AND SVPPORT THE MINING ANALYSIS fUNCTION. 

A FEW FuNDAMENTAL MOPELS (GOLD, COAL, BASE METAL) CAN I:"OTENTIALLY HANDLE 

THE ANALYStS OF MOST MINING COMPANIES. 

PETA~~. IN SUMMARY OR GRAPHICALLY. 

CALCULATIONS CAN 13E OUTPUT IN 

COMPU'l'ER!SA'flON WILL CREATE MOEtE 'l'IME FOR THE MINING ANALYST TO RESEARCH 

MOPEJ,. !?ARL\METERS AND NEW TEGJ·lfU:QUES. 
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THE MINI~G ANALYTICAL FUNCTION IS IDEALLY HEADED BY A MINING ANI\LYST, WHO 

liAS A PRACTICAL BACKGROUND IN MINING, INVESTMENT AND FINANCIAL ANALYTICAL 

SKILLS, AND J\ KNOWLEDGE OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND COMPUTER CAPABILITIES. 

HIS ROLE IN THE INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONMENT IS THAT OF CO-ORDINATOR BETWEEN 

INVESTMENT Mf.NAGEMENT, THE COMPUTER FACILITY AND THE HOST OF INFORMATION 

SOURCES. 
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CONSIDERATIONS IN EFFECTIVELY MONITORING 

THE MINING INVESTMENT SECTOR 

1. INSTITUTIONAL MINING INVESTMENT 

South Africa is one of the Big Five in the Mining World, together with 
the U.S.A., Russia, Canada and Australia. However, when compared by 
equivalent areas, South Africa has by far the richest and most 
diversified assemblage of minerals (1). These minerals occur in almost 
every identifiable type of geological environmentC2). 

In July 1980, the total market capitalisation of the Johannesburg Stock 
Exchange stood at + R70 000 million. With gold fluctuating around 
$650/oz., gold and mining finance shares accounted for + 55% of this 
total market capitalisation. Including the value of other m1n1ng 
shares, the ratio was ~ 70%. 

Consequently, any South African ins~itutional investment portfolio is 
likely to have a significant stake in the mining sector, thr~ugh share 
investment in the Johannesburg Stock Exchange. Portfolios with 20% to 
40% Mining and Mining Financial shares are common. 

The investment environment considered is primarily that of the 
institutional investor whose assets are tied up on a long-term basis(3). 
This includes the mining finance houses, life insurance companiea, pension 
funds, investment and unit trusts, and others whose resources are largely 
drawn from the public in terms of services provided. E~clu~ep are the 
institutions involved in the short-term capital or money market, such as 
bui14ing societies, banks and discount houses; and private inv~stors and 
speculators. 

The eqormous investment capitalisation and the constant generation of 
larg~ volumes of additional investable funds characterise the 
institutional investor. These additional funds are derived from 
interest and dividend receipts plus the revenue on norm~l business 
accounts i.e. profits, premiums, pension contributions or client savings. 

The institution, unlike the private investor, has an indefinite life 
ahead of it. Therefore, it can afford to take a much longer view in 
selecting equity purchases i.e. lower yields and higher prices, This 
has an impact on the formulation and implementation of policy. 

The institutional investor,differs from. the speculator essentially in his 
attit~de and approash to the problems qf risk and gro~th. The 
instit~t;ion9l i~vestor is concerned about minimising risk - even if this 
involv~s a lower immediate benefit. With growth he is principally 
inter~sted in income and profits gains over the long-term, although 
capit~l gains are not irrelevant. . 

The institutional investor is cautio\ls and patient when buying or 
selling, justifying his action on projected future dividends and 
profits. These cannot be known with certainty, but he reasons that 
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their long-term direction can be judged more accurately than the 
short-term performance and price movements. Most importantly, the 
institutional investor will not act until the information supporting his 
decision has been confirmed and evaluated - even if this means waiting 
and losing part of a capital profit. 

For ~his reason an effective information processing organisation and 
system is essential for supporting investment decision-making. 

Traclition<:~lly, investment decision-m<:~king in the investment institutions 
has been the responsibility of portfolio managers with accounting, 
commercial and actuarial qualifications and experience. The Investment 
Analysis Department (equity, property and fixed interest), similarly 
qualified, has provided the main analytical support to the portfolio 
managers. 

Investment analysis of the m1n1ng sector has often been based on the 
techniques applied to other sectors of the economy i.e. historical 
performance extrapolated into the future, measured 1n terms of 
prospective earnings per share, dividends per share and relevant 
financial ratios. Formal investment recommendations, based on these 
analyses, are conveyed via the portfolio manager( s) to the investment 
manager. The latter screens the recommendations pr1or to his 
presentation to the board of directors. 

This approach to mining investment was acceptable in the years when: 

Gold and diamond mining were regarded as synonomous with the mining 
sector. 
The gold price was fixed. 
The diamond price w&s controlled l)y the Central Selli.ng Org.:misation 
(De Beers). 
Inflation was negligible and predictable. 
Mining and metalturgical fact9rs were technically less complex. 
The sub-continent was politically more stable. 
The evaluation of undeveloped mineral reserves and mining rights was 
less dsl<y. 

In recent years platinum, uranium, coal and a host of base metal$ have 
eotereq the investment picture as potentially attractive investments tor 
the ini)J:itutional iq.vestor. While the mining finance houses have the 
$pecialht expertise to evaluate l:he technical aspects of mining 
ventures, these decisions in the non-mining investment inst:itut ions are 
predominantly in the hands of commercial thinkers. 

The technical compledty in evaluation is exacerbated by the hct: that 
mining finance house$ themselves have been diversifying out of their 
speci~lised areas of mining (e.g, gold) into other minerals, mineral 
beneficiation and the manufacturing industry(4). 

With some of the larger South African institutional investo:t;'s having a 
cash inflow of more !::han Rl million per day, of which a significant slice 
will lle diverted to mining investment, it becomes obvious that a new 
strategy for more effective evduation and decision-mal<ing neeqs to be 
employQd, 
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For monitoring the mining sector, the concept of a m1n1ng analyst 
co~ordinator interacting between specialist sources of information, a 
comp~ter support system and investment management is proposed. A 
computer-orientated strategy is emphasised in v1ew of the sheer volume 
and diversification of data in performing this investment serv1ce 
function. 

2. FUNDAMENTAL FACTORS IN MINE EVALUATION 

'A mining finance house differs from an industrial business, which 
usually expands by an extension of its existing operations or by the 
acquisition of established companies. This latter type of expansion, if 
successful, soon reflects itself in the profits earned and available for 
distribution. On the other hand a mining finance house, like Johnnies, 
has~ in the process of expansion, to create totally new enterprises. 
These are frequently in areas with little or no infra-structure and very 
often they represent the culmination of years of exploration. research 
and development. So a major feature of our business has been its 
expansion into capital intensive projects with long periods of little 
contribution to profits from such investments'. · 

(Extract from JCI Chairman's Report, 13.11.1973). 

The above extract provides a succinct introduction to a review of m1n1ng 
investments analysis and decision-making. 

2.1. Decision Making in an Uncertain World 

Judgement is the ability to think of many fundamental factors at once -
in their inter-dependence, their relative importance, and their 
consequences. Exercising judgement is a complex matter, and 
decision-making is the art of steering a course through the complexity, 
restricting the scope of the factors to be considered. 

Human judgement is defective at times, but all are qa~led upon 
c;:ontinually to make decisions. Th~ase decisions should be fi!ade on the 
Pas is of one's judgement of the circumstances against which the 
decision is required. This is true of our personal activities and 
especially true within the framework of a modern industrial on mining 
ent~rprise. Even the astutest of men will be incapable of m,al,<lng the 
best possible decision, in any given circumstance, because of the sheer· 
t)'lass of information to Pe considered when making even routine business 
and industrial decisions. With the price of an incorrect decision 
growing with the complexity of the circumstances, the incentive to 
rationalise the decision~~kiqg process is very high. 

Two fqctors are primarily responsible for the difficulty normally 
a$sociated with rational decision~making: uncertainty and 
comple"ity. To handle uncertaipty, we have at our disposal the 
mathematical theory of probability (qow several hundred years old). 
'fo handle complexity, we now have the computer (a product of this 
generation). This combination, properly used, gives the modern 
manager unprecedented facilities for processing .decision-making 
proble!lls of ·surprising comple~ity. 
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2.2. T~e Concept of Fundamental Factors 

'Fundamental analysis' of mining shares is the evaluation based on the 
hmdamental or intrinsic factors of the mine. 

Fundamentals are thl;! smallest units of the total technico-financial 
mechanism, which, if altered separately or in combination, will bring 
about a significantly different cash flow position. 

Fundamental financial analysis in the mining environment must therefore 
concern itself with identi.fying and quantifying the basic (or 
fundamental) financial and technical elements utilised in the synthesis 
of the total performance model. 

Exactly what degree of breakdown is regarded as basic could lead to 
philosophic debate, which is not inteqded. Certainly to be avoided is 
over-simplification of a complex set of inter-related factors and blind 
acceptance of guesstimates and information derived from sources of 
dubious technical or financial competence. Such acceptance negates 
the subsequent information processing effort and raises the question of 
credibility. 

2.3. What is a Mine? 

A m1ne is different things to different people: 

To those withol!t a vested interest, it is merely a hole in the 
g):"OUnd. 
To the exploration geologist it's discovery is the culmination of 
years of diligent field work and vindication of his theo~y of ore 
occurrence. 
To the mining engineer it is a challenge against often overwhelming 
physical odds. · 
To the thousanqs of mine. employees, of different professions and 
skills, it is 'The Company' 1 providing a high standaJ:d of Uving. 
To the government it is a source of bountiful tax revem.!e, and an 
entry in their balance of payments, 
To the chartist it is a graph reflecting market sentiment. 
To the financier and investor it represents a cash flow. 
To me, in my capacity as a fundamental analyst, with ll practical 

/ geological/mining background, a mine represents a natural 
;Pil~nomenon with very definite physical characteristics (observed 
and implied) which dictate ~he profitability of exploitation. 

2.4. The On~body as Prime Dictate in Fundamental Analysi$ 

What is the core of any mine ev.;1luati.on? Ol:>viously the orebody, and 
everything that is implied by its physical characteristics and 
g~ographical location~ 

WI-tHe tech~ica1 e~pertise and financial managemen~ of mining ventures 
may be of the highest calil:>re, cash flows are largely dictated by the 
ph;q>ic<.:~l characteristics encounter~g at different phases in the mine 
q~ve lopme•H and exp loit<:l t ion! Gooq technical management, through 
cl~vcr planning, can eli.miiJ.ate a large degree of the fluctuations· in 
earnings by <lnticipation of the physicd factors th·H are likely to 
adse. 
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A prime function of mine investment analysis must be the unravelling of 
the physical characteristics related to the ore body, and translating 
these. into cash flow prospects at various phases of the mine life. To 
ignore these characteristics and to embark on generalisations will 
never provide the confidence required to hold the investment. 

Physical Characteristics 

These impose the intrinsic constraints on a m1ne. Major e~phasis is 
on geology as the geological (primary) characteristi-cs dictate the 
revenue-generating potential of an orebody and influence the cost 
structure, through the mining method required for ore extrattion, and 
the metallurgic~! plant/process required for isolation of the metd 
or mineral. 

2.4.1.1. Geological Considerations (Primary) .................................... 
The metal/mineral to be economically exploited, i.e~ the ore 
type (simple ore, complex ore, associated mineralisation, trace 
elements). 
The tonnage and grade of the ore body (large, medium or !)mall 
tonnage; high, medium or low grade). 
The attitude of the orebody (shallow or deep, horizontal, 
shallow or steeply dipping, vertical). 
The nature of mineralisation (massive or disseminated, evenly 
or erraticaliy distributed). · 
The origin of the ore (syngenetic, epigenetic). 
The origin of the host rock (sedimentary, matamorphic or 
igneous)~ . 
The structure of the orebody (amorphous, tabular - elongate on 
strike or dip, lenticular, fold,ed, sinuous, fat.~lted, pipe-like, 
basin-shaped). . 
Ttle ground condition of the orebody and co:uqtry rock (good, 
fair, poor; hard, soft; massive, blocky, friable, sh1ared). 
The presence/absence of water (conformable hangingwall aquifer, 
f-issure water). 
N.;~ture of t~-Je mineral province (concentration of occurrences, 
history of m1n1ng operations, probability of further ore 
discoveries). · 
Tne cre<;libility of information (density of drill hole coverage, 
e;Kperie0ce of the company i1;1 the type-environmeqt). 

Mining Considerations (Secondary) 

~··~·~·····f'··~········,~,··~~·· 

Tile in situ grade/mining grade relationship. 
Percent;:~ge dUutiop (due to practicalities of mining 
mining feasibili~y. waste cavi~g). 

layout, 

Samplins and grade control techniques. 
D(:lvelopment layol.lt ~ 
Prilling pattern, 
Stoping !lleth<;>d (open pitting, sub-level 
pontinuo~s retreat, caving, cut-and-fill, 
long..,.waU). 

open stoping, 
db-and-pillar, 



Tramming/hauling arrangements. 
Hoisting capacity. 
Ventilation requirements. 
Flood control. 
Mine planning strategy. 
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Life of mine (dependent on rat:e of extraction against proven 
reserves and potential additional reserves). 
Technological advances (rock cutting, tunnel borers, ratse 
borers, rock mechanics, micro-climates). 

2.4.1.3. Metallurgical Considerations (Secondary) 

2.4.2. 

2,4. 3. 

2' 5. 

• 1! •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ' ••••• 

The mine grade/milling grade relationships. 
Nature of mineral as soc ia tions (grain size and distribution; 
chemical composition). 
Optimum crushing and grinding specifications. 
Suitability of reagents. 
Hydro- and pyro-metallurgical processes (leaching, flotation, 
smelting, refining; cyanide process; coal washing, 
gasification). 
Recycling of slimes dumps. 
Technological advances in beneficiation. 

Politico - Geographical Location (Primary) 

~mposes the non-intrinsic: (external) constraints on a mine, such as: 
domestic politics, relationship of the country with neighbouring 
states and international standing; availability of raw 'f1laterials, 
distances from sources of supply and ~arkets etc. 

Other Dictates (Tertiary) 
--~--~-----------------~-

fluctuations in revenue brought about by mineral price v~riations 
are dictated by international supply/demand factors and 4re beyond 
management control. 
Tax. and lease formulae are imposed by the governmept. 
Royalties/ tributes are the outcome of mutually beneficial arrange
ments with companies and governments. 
Sales contracts are normally concluded before the mine development 
~;~.nd infra-structure are financed, aqd are subsequently expanded 
consistant with expansion in mine output, 
Technical feasibility and financial viability studies precede 
financing negotiations, and loan repayment is a matter of 
corporate Hrategy rela.ted to earnings performance <~nd diviclend 
policy. 
Marketing strategy is related to the needs of the customer and 
the capability of the mine to provide according to specifications. 
Railage and ~reight charges are generally beyond the control of 
mine management, 

GuiC!~lines 
__.,.....,_-f--.. --.-.-

To thQse fl.llly cognisant of the fundamental factors, investment in the 
tec~oicalJy sophisticated field of ~ining can represent one of the most 
luG~Itive forms of investme~t. 
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Unlike most other sectors of the economy, which are influenced primarily 
by domestic economic factors and company management considerations, 
successful evaluation of mining projects depends on the appreciation of 
a multitude of additional factors- technical (geological, m:ining and 
metalJurgical), world mineral market behaviour/trends, political 
(domestic and international). 

'{n the institutional investment environment, the function of the m1 n1.ng 
an.!llyst is that of an information co-ordinator, drawing heavily on 
specialised expertise. 

Due to the dynamic nature of the abundant information in tne mining 
field, this co-ordinating function can be immensely facilitated by: 

Access to a well organised information system. 
The utilisation of a computing facihty, with the emphasis on 
modelling techniques. 

3. EFFORT EXPENDlTURE IN COMPANY ANALYSIS 

3,1. Time and Effort 

The Mining Sec tor is only one of several sec tors 1n the economy 
subjected to continuous scrutiny by the Investments Analysis Department 
of 'an Investments Division. It 1s thus necessary to establish an 
eff1>rt expenditure philosophy consistent with overall departmental 
acceptab it i ty. 

As time is always the greatest limiting factor in any human effort:, 
optimisation of effort expenditure is paramount. To thj.s end the 
areas of effort must be identified for evaluation of their respective 
be~efits and return on time invested. 

),2. Responsibilities of Mining Analyst; 

There are two main cat:egories of responsibility: 

Routine scrutiny of mining company and 
financial performances with a · view to 

mining fin~nce house 
favourable buy/sell 

sit~Jati.ons. 
ReseArch and innovation techniques to progressively improve 
inves l:ment decision-making. 

',['he two functions, while compll:~mentary, are of different emphasis: 

The former, by virtue of its dynamic nature, necessarily 
regular re-evaluation of shares tn the light of the most 
information available. Any work outpl!t is of short-term value 

requires 
current 

only. 

The latter~ by virtue of its more basic nature and broader application, 
is of longer-term benefit. 

The q~es t ion reaUy add re~ses the balance of e.ftort be tween the two 
categories qnd consideration of their d,gree of inter-dependen~e. 
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3,3, Ro\.ltirie Evaluati~n and Re~evaluation of Shares 

Figure Al below is a summary of the number of mining companies and 
rni11ing finance houses quoted on the Johannesburg Stock Exchan~e (April 
1980). 

J.S.E. MINING SECTOR SUMMARY 

(NUMBER OF QUOTED COMPANIES) 

Coal 
Dif.lrnonds 
Gold: Raqd and Others 15 ) 

Evander 4 ) 
Klerksdorp 7 ) 

O.F.S. 10 ) 

West Wits. 12 ) 
Curtailed Operat~ons 5 ) 

Copper 
Me1nganese 
l'h!:inum 
Tip 
Other 
Financial: Mining Houses 13 ) 

Mining Holdings 19 ) 

Figure Al 

126 

18 
6 

53 

5 
2 
3 
3 
4 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 94 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

32 

Total 126 

T\lil'! represents 545 = 23% of total f!larket quoted stocks. 

Not <lll of these might be iqa~itqtional~type shares warre1ntin~ in-depth 
analysis e1nd review. ijowever, !:he reliable evalue1tion p:f future 
perform~nce of m1n1ng financial$, and .the comparison 'Rf these 
prqjectioos, <l,epenqs on t)le reliable evalucttion of all those $}lares in 
wh~~h theY are invested. 

Fig\Jre A2 below is a summary of estimated percentage bre~J<down of 
earning~> which high l igpts the previous point. 

MINING F:J:NANCE; HOUSE PJ:;RCENTAGE J:;ARNINGS BY MAJOR P!VI~HON 
~ 

(~0.04.1973) 

Other Finance/ 
Gold Diamonds Metals Industry 

J\,qglos 3Q 20 28 22 
A.mgqld* 100 .. 

Anarpint ,.. 99 1 
A,...V~al Cons. 15 20 65 
Charter 5 3 40 52 
Con. G9lq 22 41 37 



De Beers 
Gen. Mining/ 
Fed. Mynbou 
G.F.S.A, 
Johnnies 
Rar1d Selections 
T.C. Lands 
Union Corp. 

Gold 

7 
15 
14 
85 
10 
45 

4 
43 

Diamonds 

70 

15 
13 

-.·~e.g. Amgold (31.12.1971) major investments: 
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Other Finance/ 
Metals Industry ---

4 19 
20 65 
20 66 

5 15 
40 35 
19 23 
91+ 2 
25 32 

:Buffelsfontein, Hartebeestfontein, Kloof, Vaal Reefs, West Driefontein, 
Western Deep Levels, East Driefontein, Gold Fields of South Africa, 
Free State Geduld, President Brand, President Steyn, St. Helena, 
Western Holdings, Southvaal, Western Ultra Deep. 

Figure A2 

There appears to be no short:-cut to reliability. What 1s needed 1s 
systematic evaluation and re-evaluation of all shares on 9 dynamic 
pas is, according to the most recent performance results and future 
factors of influence currently indicated. 

Regularity of co~pany re-evaluation: 

Annually, on receiving the 
Q~arterty (or half-yearly) 
yearly) reports. 

year-end report. 
on receiving the quarterly (or half-. . . 

Randomly, on receiving the various stock brokers' reports and press 
information. 

Assuming that on this basis each comp~ny is re-evalua~ed an average of 
4 t:imes per annum, we are :involved 1n 126 :){ 4 = 504, say 500 
re~evaluat:ions per annum or 2 every working day - a formidable (if not 
impos~d,ble) and monotonous task to sustain (and no coosidel"l'ltion has 
yet p~ef). given to research re~;~pons:i.bil:it:ies). 

With ~ime t:bus the bottleneck, the options for analysis are: 

Silcrifice fundamental analysis for 'e:){ternally qerived information' 
(st:ock brokers and news reports). 
J;>erfonn fund;imeotal analysis on a r;;tndom or select:ive basis, 
Apply computerised techniques on a proad basis to relleve the 
b~r4en of thorough fundamentaL analysis. 

The first alternative is con.trary to the policy of 'in-tlOuse' analysis 
by speciqlists; the second is subjective and favourable ~ituations 
will ·inevl~ably be missed. 
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3,4. Co~puter Techniques in Fundamental Analysis 

Once cornputerisa~ion is accepted in principal by management, as an 
i,nqqvation offering the b~st solution to the fundamental analysis of 
companies, management must provide the guidelines and support to 
f~cilitate co-operation and commitment during the difficult period of 
development and testing of the computer sys~em. 

The analysis of the majority of mines is capable of being handled by 3 
fundamental models (each with a certa,in degree of internal fle~ibility): 

A gold model. 
A coal model. 
A base metal model. 

Computer calculations are performed and results printed, according to 3 
options: 

Detailed report. 
Summary report. 
Graphical output of comparative performance, e,g. of all gold mines 
-net profit, e.p.s., d.p.s., present value etc. 

As ~he computer does all the routine calculations, effort is expended in 
the more careful interpretation of annual and quar~erly report& etc. and 
trqnsposing this technico-financial information (actual and inferred) to 
the standard :input form, This imposes its own nisei pline in that 
reports are now read with a view to quantifying the information in a 
form acceptable to the computer program, 

A standa,rd input data, prepara,tion form has a 3-fold purpose: 

The wqrking sheet for preparation of input data. 
The punch source document. · 
A permanent recprd of·. assumptions (parameters) useq in the 
evaluation, aod inclu4ing supplementary explanatory nqtes. 

The ret result of the exerci~e is: 

More accurate fundameotql 
ut:ili!>ation of the abundqnt 
po~sible to process manually. 

analysis due to 
fundamental data 

the constructive 
available, but not: 

Jqt> end!=hmep.t, in ~hat practical ~xperience in the mining sector 
ca,n pe turned to the more intellectual challenge of est<:~blisning 
reliable parameters. 
Anqlyses are available regularly, systematically and earlier than 
previously possible, a llowi,ng advantage to be taken of f;avourab le 
share rnarl<e~ prices. . 
Time is created for. basic research, 

Variou~ $Venues exist for research th4t: will contribute to more 
eff~ctive investment decision~making; 



Use of the abovementioned computer models to conduct mine viability 
and profitability studies, employing different combin~tions of 
changing parameters. 
Commodity price studies - historic and projected. 
Supply/demand analysis in traditional markets, prospective markets 
and in new commodity applications. 
Investigation of financing opportunities in new mining development 
ventures. 
Development of integrated on-line data base systems. 

3,6. Guirlelines 

There ~s a very meaningful relationship between the two functions of 
routine analysis and basic research/innovation - any improvements 1n 
the latter will render possible more efficient execution of the former. 

Strength of conviction and commitment is necessary to advance the 
modelling phase through to an integrated on-line data base system. 

An ever present danger is that of conservative short-term expediency 
practices undermining bold long-term objectives. 

Only when reliable ftmdamental valuation of companies can be rapidly 
obtained can market deviations from these 'theoretical bases' be 
explained (in terms of market sentiment, over-conservati$~, chart 
influences, etc.). 

4. STRlJCTlJR!NG THE MINING ANALYTICAL FUNCTION 

The Investment Analysis Deparbnent of an institutional investor provides 
an id,eal environment for the exchange of ideas between individuals 
researching different investment sectors. The overall experien~e gained 
affords a better perspective of the economy and alternative investments 
than is possible within a more 'mining~bound' organisation. However, in 
evaluation of t:he more specific mining sector, institutional investment 
strategy often lacks credibility. It is manifested either as unduly 
conservat:ive, unimaginative or isolationist. There lS a tendency to 
avoid things technological. 

If institutions are to invest in m1n1og ventures (and it is obvious that 
in the SotHh African investment environm~nt they cannot afford not to), 
the label of 'a non-mining institution' does not provide any immunity 
from the risks affecting mine investments that the mining houses have to 
bear. Nor does it absolve them from the disciplines that mining houses 
have to apply for reliable initial evaluation and subsequent 
re-ev.aluation on a regular basis - to remain GOmpetitive as investors. 

It is imperative to establish just how involved they wish to be in mine 
evalul'!t~on in terms of manpower, compqting aids and depth of analysis. 
Clearly, ~ single analyst, without a computing facility and minimal 
contact with the mining scene, cannot a&pire to the excellence achieved 
by a m~rnng investments team, with sophistica-ted computing aids and 
regulgr interaction with the mining fraternity. 
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Irre$pective of the degree of sophistication, balanced 'technico-financial 
analysis' based on published information and consultation, wit!) directors 
and specialists, is essential as institutions are long-t:erm, not 
speculative, investors. Mines cannot be evaluated from a desk with a 
stockbroker as the first line of reference (although the research teams 
of certain brokers do incorporate specialist mining expertise). · 

One would not think of investing 1n a property without ~horoughly 
investigating the condition of the building or the potential of the 
loc;ttion, not invest in a motor vehicle without a test run. How can 
one, therefore, invest in a mine, where the revenue-generating product is 
buried, without first discussing its potential with the geologists, 
engineers <J.nd metallurgists and tq,king a good look around to derive an 
independent opinion? 

Each evaluation must be approached according to the emphasis required. 
Different evaluations have different problem areas requiring contact with 
different types and levels of informed opinion. 

A diagrammatic representation of the liaison network considered essential 
for t:he Mining Analyst, as information co-ordinator, to provide an 
effect:ive service in an institutional investment environment is outlined 
in Figure A3 below. 

MINE EVALUATION LIAISON NETWORK 

STOCK l3ROKE R~ 

INVESTMENT 
ECONOMIST 

COMMODITY 
ANALYS'r 

.::,.:;....,.....,~~ 

MINING 
co~r_Al'!~IE_S.;...·· __ 

TECHNICAL 
SOCIET.tt::S/ 
INSTITUTIONS: ·-.. --....:..--..,-. -·-

-----. 

Market Factors, 
Recommendations 

Economic 
Influences 

General Technical 
Guid.;~nce 

Background Information / . 

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT 

I 
Guidelines 

l ~ecoiDPlendations . I . 

Input for Dat<i 
Processing 

w 
Retrieval 

I 
COMPUTER FACILtTY 

(Data bq,se, models) 

TECtHHCA.l-. LITERATURE: (Geology, mining, metallurgy) 
COMPANY REPORTS: (Specific technico-financial details) 
NEWS REPORTS; (Latest developments) 
HNAN()~i\J1 RIWlEWS: (Financia 1 perspective) 

Figure A3 



Priorities (ire: 

Formulation of investment guidelines. 
Development of dialogue with mining companies. 
Deve~opment and increasing use of the computer facility. 
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Information fLow in the network is achieved mainly through the formal in
house information system supplemented by periodic personal contacts and 
visits. As most investment institutions lack a mine research team, as 
such, it is obvious that they must draw more heavily on outside specialist 
oplnLon. To this end it is essential to agree on the credibility of the 
various sources and levels of information and to work at developing these 
channels of communication and establishing firm relationships at 
technical and financial level. 

A clear distinction should be made between the research and clerical 
(administrative) investment functions. On the basis that irreconcilable 
differeqces exist 1n the temperaments and motivations of research and 
clerical personnel, it must be clearly understood what is meant by 
research. Those suited to routine clerical functions gener11llY have 
very little innovative flair, while the constraints imposed by routine 
practices stifle the innovative element. 

ACTION 

It is prudent to reflect on these observations and thought~ and formulate 
an eff;ective mine iqvestment strategy - ~ith departmental consen~us. 

interested 1n 
saf:er m1n1ng 
1s: '!:low do 
the value of 

While it .;:auld be argued that institution.s are not 
investing in the majority of mines, b4t rather in the 
finanqe snares, the question that immediately comes to mind 
you evaluate a mining finance share, having little idea of 
its individual holdings?' 
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SECTION B 

INFORf1ATION PROCESSING ORGANISATION AND FACILITIES TO SUPPORT 

MINING ANALYSIS IN THE INSTITUTIONAL INVESTMENT ENVIRONMENT 

SUMMARY -.--.-. 

·• 

MINING INVESTMENT IS ONLY ONE OF MANY INSTITUTIONAL INVESTMENT 

ALTERNAJ'IVES. MINING INVESTMENT STRATEGY MUST THEREFORE Br: INTEGRATED 

WITH THE TOTAL INSTITUTIONAL INVESTMENT STRATEGY. IT FOLLOWS THAT THE 

VARIOUS ELEMENTS OF THE INSTITUTIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM SHOULD ALSO BE 

INTEGRATED. 

THE ANALYSIS OF THE MINING SECTOR IS UNLIKE THE ANALYSIS OF ANY OTHER 

SECTOR OF THE ECONOMY, DUE TO THE UNIQUE FUNDAMENTAL FACTORS DISCUSSED IN 

THE PREVIOUS SECTION. THIS CALLS FOR ESTABLISHING A SOPHISTICATED MINE 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM TO SUPPLEMENT THE MORE CONVENTIONAL 

INVESTMENT I NF ORMATION SYSTEM THAT SUPPORTS MINING lNVESTMEN'f 
' 

DECISION-MAKING. 

WHILE IT IS IMPORTANT TO RECOGNISE THESE UNIQUE FACTORS AND CATEGORIES, IT 

IS UNWISE TO SEPARATE THE MINU~G INFORMATION (TECHNICAL, FJ.NA~C!AL AND 

OTHER) FROM IT'S LOGICAL CLASSIFICATION IN THE OVERALL 1NVESTf1ENT 

INFORMA'f'lON SYSTEM. THE CR:E;.!\Tl;ON AND MAINTENANCE OF THE tNVEST~NT 

INFOR-MATION SYSTEM MUST PROCEED WITHIN A SrNGLE ORGANISATIONAL 

STRL!C'rURE. TlfiS WILL ENSURE EFFICIENT RATIONALISATION OF HUMAN AND 

INFORMATION RESOURCES IN THE COMPLEX .!\REA OF INFORMATION ORGANIS,ATION AND 

CONTRPL~ 

THE INVESTMENT INFORMATION SYSTE;M MUST SUPPORT ALL FUNCTIONS (E ~G. MINING 

ANALYSIS, E(::ONOMIC ANALYSIS, pORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT) Wl!HIN THJ<: INVESTMENT 

DEPARTMENT. THIS CONFIE.MS THE NEED FOR THE MORE SPECIFIC MINING 

INFOR~TION TQ MERGE EFFECTIVELY, FULLY COGNIS.!\NT OF THE OBJECT!V~S AND 
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FUNCTWNS OF nm INVESTMENT DEPARTMENT. TO THIS END, THE 01 FFERENT 

LEVELS OF THE INSTITUTIONAL INVESTMENT ORGANISATION ARE EXAMINED IN TERMS 

OF OBJECTIVES AND FUNCTIONS. 

THE LEV~LS CONSIDERED IN DETAIL ARE THE INVESTMENT ANALYSIS DEPARTMENT, 

THE INVESTMENT ANALYST (MINING) AND THE INVESTMENT ANALYSIS INFORMATION 

SYSTEM. THE DEPARTMENT PROVIDES THE MULTI-DISCIPLINARY INTERACTIVE 

ENVIlWNMENT NECESSARY TO SUCCESSFULLY PERFORM MINING ANALYSIS AS PART OF A 

TOTAL INSTITUTIONAL INVESTMENT STRATEGY. THE INFORMATION SYSTEM PROVIDES 

BOTH RAW DATA (FUNDAMENTAL FACTS) AND PROCESSED DATA (INFORMATION). 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS ARE OFTEN REFERRED TO IN THE SPECIFIC CONTEXT OF 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS. HOWEVER, IN THIS INVESTIGATION, INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

REFER TO ANY ORGANISED POOL OF INFORMAnON WHICH HAS A DIRECT OR INDIRECT 

BEARING ON MINING ANALYSIS - BOTH MANUAL AND COMPUTER BASED. THE MANUAL 

SYSTEMS rNCLUDE CONVENTIONAL DOCUMENT FILING SYSTEMS, PEI;l.IODICALS, 

MICROFILM AND REUTER'S FINANCIAL TICKER SERVICE. COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

INCLUDE DATA l3ASE AND MODELLING FACILITIES. 

THE APPENDICES INCLUDE DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AND CODES OF ALL CATEGORIES 

OF It\lVESTMENT INFORMATION, INVESTMENT METHODS AND PUBLICATIONS. FIRSTLY, 

THEY PROVIDE A USEFUL SUMMARY PERSPECTIVE fOR THE MINING ANA~YST TO 

ORIENTATE HIMSELF WITHIN THE TQTAL INSTITUTIONAL INVESTMENT ACTIVITY -

WITHOUT DEVlATING IN DETAIL FROM THE SUBJECT OF MINING ANALYSIS. 

SE:CONDLY, THESE APPENDICES ARE OF PRACl'ICAL USE IN DIRECTING T)iE MINING 

ANALYST TO BOTH MINING AND NON-MINING INFORMATION, THEORIES AND METHODS. 

'fHEY WILL SUPPORT tUM IN ANALYSING THE MINING INVESTMENT AND PREPARING 

SOPHI~TICATEP FORMAL REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE BOARD OF 

DIRECTORS. 
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UWORMATION PROCESSING ORGANISATION AND FACILITIES TO SUPPORT 

MINING ANALYSIS IN THE INSTITUTIONAL INVESTMENT ENVIRONMENT 

To underst~nd the purpose and nature of an Information System in an Investment 
Analysis Department, a perspective of the Institutional Investor organisation 
1s requireo. Emphasi.sed are the objectives and functions of: 

Investment Analysis Department. 
Invet,>tment Analyst (Mining). 
Investment Analysis Information System. 

l. THE INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR 

Invests the funds arising from t)l.e business operation prudently, in 
the most profitable manner consistant with security and the 
~nstitutional image. 

2. INVESTMENTS DIVISION 

Invests, with due regard to safety of capital, to produce the highest 
possible yield for the long-term. 
Invests with a view to promoting the lnstitution's business. 
Manages the investments of the Institution as efficiently and 
economically as possible. 

3. INVESTMENTS ANALYSIS DI!:PARTMENT 

3.1. Objectives 

Recommend the purchase and sale of equity investments and advise in 
the timing of such inves.tments in accordance with the Pi vis ion's 
objectives. 
Report on and elucidate economic trends and developments in the 
c~nmtries in which the Institution operates. 
Report on developments in the economic sectors 1n which the 
lnsti~ution as a substantial investor is interested. 
Project economic trends and developments in the countrie~;~ in which 
the Institution operates and in the sectors in wnich the 
tnst.:itution as an investor is interested or s)l.ould be intere~ted. 
Identify and recommend new investment opportunities for the 
Institution. 
Recommend allocations of all investab~e funds into various types of 
assets anq recommend targets for asset distribution in various 
portfolios controlled by the '):nstitution. Such ti'lrgets are to be 
short-term, medium-term and long-term. 
Recommend changes in the asset distribution of the portfolios 
controlled. 
Recommend purchases· and sale:;; of equity investments and advise on 
the timing of s~ch investments and disinvestments. 
Act on decisions taken by Man<}gement with regard to s.ales and 
p~:~rchases of equity investments. · 

/ 
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Liaise with the Property and Fixed Interest Departments on act ion 
to be taken with regard to investments other than equity 
investments. 
Record and comment on the relative performance of the various 
portfolios in terms of the objectives set for such portfolios and 
the targets set for them., 

3.2. Functions (To Achieve Objectives) 

3.2.1. 

3,2.2. 

3.2.3. 

Econometric 

Establish q 5-Year Macro Economic Model for Southern Africa 
setting out particu~arly: 

Course of interest rates. 
Stock Market prices and yields. 
Possible deviations. 

Review the model at least monthly. 

Prepare Sectoral and Industrial · Models for the same period 
indicating: 

Economic growth and profitability per economic sector. 
Profitability level per ind~strial sector. 

Review the models at least monthly. 

Portfolio Objectives 
-~~~~-----------~---

Re~ommend, in conjunction with the Property and Fixed Interest 
Departments, the 5-Yeqr Investment Objectives for the various 
portfolios. Review the objectives at least monthly. 

Note: By portfolio objectives is meant: Overall income return 
aillled for, overall capital appreciation aimed for, risk 
and speculative factors allowed for etc. 

~eco!lffilend, in conjunction with the Property and Fixep Interest 
Depart:ments, Portfolio Targets and cash-flow allocations for the 
5-Year period menti0ned for the various portfolios. Review 
targets at least monthlY· 
Review at least monthly all action taken on each portfolio in 
terms of objectives and targets. 
Review at least monthly all special funds and managed portfolios 
a,nd recommend action. 

Vpdate fundamental pdces of all companies on tne 'primary list' 
whenever results are announced~ 
Ppdate ~uyin• and selling lists at least month.ly. 
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Provide up to date in-depth analyses and views on the + 100 
'primary' compan1es and the industries 1n which these companies 
operate. 
Provide coverage on the+ 200 'secondary' companies. 
Construct computerised models for forecasting rriining companies' 
dividends according to varying assumptions (such as metal prices). 
Provide a continuous view on future commodity price movements 
with a view to providing parameters for U1e computer models. 

Information Systems 

Review and update the filing system. 
Set up a computerised data base, containing historical records of 
c.p.s., d.p.s., prices, volumes etc. of + 300 primary and 
secondary companies. 
Design and implement computer systems, with access to the data 
base, to: 

Update buying and selling lists. 
Update portfolio valuations. 
Update company statistics to provide 'screening shee~s'. 
Provide quC~rterly revisions of projected dividend income for 
each of the Institution's portfolios. 
Provide accurate statistics annually on retained earnings for 
portfolios. 
Update compound growth of c.p.s. and d.p.s. schedules for 300 
companies. 
Construct price, earnings and dividend indices 
companies and groups of companies (by type 
sector) for purposes of research into timing. 

for ~ndividual 
of share or 

3.3. Sector ClOd Company Classification 

The pdm<;lry objectives of sector allocation among analysts ~re sector 
sped!ilisation and optimal work-1oad allocation for total shqre-market 
cpverage~ Within each analyst's sectors companies may be j:;lassified 
as; 

Primary Companies 

Those companies which the analyst must study and know in qetail, 
for reasons such as the Institution's very large holdings, regular 
buying interest and potential selling interest when holdings are 
large etc. Regular annual analyses must be done, as soon after 
receipt of accounts as possible, and any significant changes, 
developments, interim results, etc. reported on immediately. 
rdeally, there should be a limit of 25 such companies per analyst. 

Sec0no;;try Companies 

"J:ncludes all the Instit~!=ion's smaller holdings, potentia! buying 
in~:erest, small scale periodic buying e.t:c. These are subject to 
regular detailed review, but the analyst is not expect~d to know 
ev¢ry aspect of operations, etc. 
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()ther Companies 

The remaining companies do not require regular detailed review. 
However, analysts are expected to be conversant with their 
activities and major direction of development; and to use 
screening analyses to bring potentially interesting companies to 
management's attention. Until these companies are 'promoted' to 
the secondary list not too much time is spent on them - but they 
are not ignored. 

The classification is subject to continuous rev1ew, and it 1s the 
responsibility of the analyst concerned to advise on re-classification. 
The mining analyst's allocation might look as shown in Figure Bl below. 

Minin& Sector 

Coal 

Gold 

copper 

MINING SECTOR AND COMPANY CLASSIFICATION 

No. 

10 

24 

4 

Primary Companies 

Amcoal 
Trans Natal 

Ergo 
Vaal Reef 
West Drie 

Messina 
Pal.apora 

Secondary Companies 

Apex Min 
A T Coll 
Clydsdale 
Nat Apts 
R L Goal 
Vryheid 
Wankie 
Wit Colls 

Blyvoor 
Buffels 
Poorri13 
E Drie 
Elanq$ 
F S Geduld 
Harmony 
Hart :i.e$ 
l(inro~?s 

Kloof 
Libanon 
Pres B~and 
Pres !)!:ey1;1 
Randfoptein 
St Helena 
Southv9al 
Unisel 
W ArE:!~S 
W Peep 
W Holl:.lings 
Winkels 

MTD 
ZCl 



Mining Sector --------- No. 

Manganese 2 

Plqtinum 3 

Diamonds 2 

Other Mines 4 

Mining Finance 17 

4. INVESTMENT ANALYST (MINING) 

4.1. Objectives 

Primary Companies 

Ass Mang 
Samanco 

Implats 
Lydplat 
Rusplat 

Anamint 
De Beers 

Amgold 
Anglos 
A Vaal 
Gen Min 
G F S A 
J C I 
T C Lands 

Figure Bl 
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Secondary Companies 

Rooiberg 
Con Murch 
Gefco 
Msauli 

Ass Ore 
Charter 
Con Gold 
Fed Mynbo 
Metam:i,n 
Midwits 
Minorco 
SentrLJ.st 
U C I 
Vogels 

Proyide up-to-date analyses, views and recommendations c;m act ion to be 
taken in respect of those Mining Companies (including Diamonds and 
Mining Financials) in which the Institution has (or in his vi~w should 
have) a direct or large indirect shareholding. 

4.2. Functions (To Achieve Objectiv~s) 

Cc:mstr\lct computerised models for forecasting gold mining and b<:lse 
metal ~ining companies' profits, 4ividends, present values etc. 

Investigate alternative systems (through computer vendors) in 
terms of service offered and costs • 
. Submit system recommen!iations to and discuss with Investment 
Management. 
If approved, set up models and test. 
J,Jtilize the 1110dels to proviqe forecasts b<:lsed on the latest 
company information avaihble 1,n the files and metql price 
p.;~:r<:lllleters provided by t:he Co!flmodit:ies Analyst. 
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Update interim and preliminary statistics on 'screening sheets' in 
respect of all 'primary' mining companies; evaluate results, 
discuss with Portfolio Managers and submit to weekly Lnvestment 
meeting. 
Monitor all 'secondary' mining companies, highlighting those which 
merit further investigation as potential investments, After 
discussion with Portfolio Managers conduct in-depth analysis, 
submit the recommendation (on a flysheet) together with the 
analysis. 
Prepare in-depth analyses of mining sectors and companies within 
those sectors, on request of Investment Management. This will 
normally follow a commoqities report (including a view of the metal 
price prepared by the Commodities Analyst, and agreed t:o by the 
Mining Analyst, Commodities Analyst and Portfolio Managers). 
Keep abreast of developments in m1n1ng sectors and companies; 
develop contacts with the mining fraten1ity, visit mines and their 
controlling Finance Houses, particularly where in-depth analyses 
are concerned. 

4.3. Planning and Control 

A,s an aid to both planning and control, all Analysts compile a weekly 
schedule of work planned and completed. A specimen is shown in Figure 
82 below. 

I I 
I (Name) W/E I 
I I 
I I 
I WEEKLY WORK PLAN SCHEDULE I 
I I 
1.~~------------~~------------~------~------1 I I 
I Outl:i.ne of activities Work to be coq~menced Work commenped or I 
I phnned for next 4 or completed this week completed d1,1ring I 
I weeks past week I 
I I 
l I 

I I 
I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I COMME:NTS: I I --. ~ I 
I I 
I I 

Figure B2 
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5. INVI£STMENT ANALYSIS INFORMATION SYSTEM 

S.l. Objectives 

To ::;ave time and money. 
To establish a system for keeping analysts fully informed of 
developments in their subject fields. 
To ensure that important items of new information are not missed, 
that use of information possessed is maximized, that earlier 
intormation relevant to any evaluation 1s retrievable to avoid 
duplication of effort. 
To orientate any systems to the needs of the users, constantly 
maint.'lining and checking such systems to keep pace with changing 
needs. 
To preserve original copies of all reports and other decision-making 
information originating in the department for future research. 

5.2. Basic Functions 

Collection and Storage 

Building up a collection of useful books, periodicals, reports and 
records, and maintaining these. 

C~rrent Awareness 

Circulating current information to relevant persons. 

f.oquiry and Retrieval 

Selecting a method of storage and indexing/cross-referencing to 
facilitate ready inform.ation retrieval. 

5.3. Information Elements and M.anua1 Processing Procedures 

5.3.1. Investment 'l'heories and Methods File 
--·----~---------------~~-~---------

This fi}e is kept by the Information Co-ordinator and is use4 for: 

Investment i4eas and theories. 
Methods and techniques. 
T.n-t10use applic.atiops <tnd research. 

Hems sent for filing are assigned their FILING CODES (detailed 10 

i [nfQnnation Fi~ing System' below) on the top right-haod corner. 

New f.iles are opened through the Information Co-ordinator so that the 
Master Index may be kept up to date (See Appendix l). 
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Information Filing System 
---~----~----------------

Categories 

The filing system must support all the functions performed 1.n the 
Investment Analysis Department and is housed in the filing room. 

The filing code and date are entered on all material sent for 
filing. 

Files may not be changed in name, discontinued, nor new files added 
without approval of the Information Co-ordinator in order that such 
changes may be incorporated in the Master Index. 

Where only the first .3 letters of a filing code are used, this file 
is assumed to be a general file for that category. 

The amount of sub-division in any particular category will depend 
largely on the volume of material to be stored. 

The main headings of the system are as follows: 

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS 

International 
Stock Markets 
South Africa 
Rhodesia/Zimbabwe 
u.s.A. 
E.E.C. (Incl. U.K.) 
Jap/in 
African 
Mi see llaneous 

:INVESTMENTS 

So!-lth Africa; 

Agriculture (Inc1uc1ing agricult!-lral commodL~ies) 
Firancial 
Property 
Industrifll 
Metals and Minerals 
Unit Trust.s 
Johannesburg Stock Exchange 
Fixed Interest Securities 

R.hodes ia/Zimbabwe; 

Sectors 
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ADMI~lSTRATI.ON 

Subscriptions and Services 

De!:ail.s of filing sub-division and specific coding for metals and 
minerals are included below. 

Details of all other categories are listed 1n Appendix 2. 

Metals and Minerals 

Filing Code 

MCH 

MEL 

MFU 

MGA 

MlR 

Ml.I 

MNU 

MQM 

ANT 
FLO 

COA 
on, 

DIA 

ASB 
VER 

f'\LU 

URA 

COP 
LEA 
T~~ 

TIN 
z:rN 

Category 

Chemical Metals and Minerals (Potash, 
Rock, Sulphur, Antimony, Barytes, 
Bo~on, Lithium, Fluorspar) 

Antimony 
Fluorspar 

Electronic 
Cadmium, 
Indium) 

Metals and 
Mica, Rhenium, 

Minerals 
Selenium, 

Fuel Minerals (Coal, Oil, Natural Gas) 

Coal 
Oil 

Phosphate 
Bismuth, 

(Mercury, 
Tellurium, 

Gemstones and Abrasives (Diamonds, Gemstones, 
Abrapives) 

Diamonds 

Insu1~nts and Refractories (Asbestos, Graphite, 
Perlite, Vermiculite, Sillimanite, Magnesite) 

As bet? tos 
Vermiculi~e 

Light: Metals (Ah.Jminium, Magnesium, Tit~nium) 

Alulllinium 

Nuclear Metals (Uranium, Calcium, Rubidium, 
Beryllium, Rare Earths, Zirconium, Hafnium) 

Uranium 

Olqer Major Metals (Copper, Tin, Lead, Zinc) 

Copper 
Lead 
The Londqn 'M.etal Exchange 
Tin 
Ziqc 



MPM 

MST 

MINING 

MINING 

GOL 
PLA 
SIL 

CHR 
IRN 
MAN 
['!IC 
STE 
VAN 

FINANCE 
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Precious Metals (Gold, Platinum Metals, Silver) 

Gold 
Platinum Metals 
Silver 

The Steel Industry Metals (Iron Ore, Steel, 
Nickel, Manganese, Chromite, Cobalt, Molybdenum, 
Tungsten, Columbium, Tantalum, Vanadium) 

Chromite 
Iron Ore 
Manganese 
Nickel 
Steel 
Vanadium 

General (Technical Reviews) 

Gen~ral (Industrial ) 

(Political and ) 

(Financial R~views ) 

Where the volume of !ll<lterial justifies it, further sub-classifica
tion of the categories above may be made, as follows: 

Sou~h Africa l?roduction 
Consumption 
Price Influence 
Reviews 

World (Same 4 as above) 

A.lterMltive Sub-classifications: 

A. file items ac;cordin,g to source of information: 

~rakers' Report§ 
New$ Cutting~ 
Pepartmental Work 
Company Statem~nts 

B. Mark items to be file4 with expiry dates according to tile 
following time categories: 

3 Months 
1.2 Months 
Permanent 
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Ma ii1 tenm1ce of Company F i l cs 
. .......................... . 

Aims 

Simplification (e.g. eradication of duplication, 
rationalisation of circulation). 
Reduce information flow to desks by selection and fi 1 ing at 
source. 
Provide up-to-date, easily accessible, essential information 
1n the files. 

Method 

At any one time a company file will only contain 
Information to be kept indefinitely; and 
6 months batch of cuttings etc. 

For continuity of file maintenance, analysts open a secondary 
file in front of each permanent file for depositing recent 
Oast 6 months) information. When an analyst requires a file 
he transfers information from the 6-months file into the 
permanent file and signs out only the permanent file. He then 
sorts the new information in the permanent file or discards 
before returning the file. 

Information Flow fro-.:n Companies 

Includes: 

Interim Result:s 
Preliminary Final Results 
Annual Accounts 
Chairman's Statemen~ 
Dividend Declarations . 
Rights Issues or Take-overs 
Gold Mining Quarterly Resutts 

..,. A clerk Guts the ticker tape and files the information 
under t:he Company, noting the name of the company and type 
of statement on a board next to the ticker. 
A cterk cuts the first official company statement seen in 
th~ papers, staples it pn a· sheet of paper and files under 
the company, discarding the previous ticker cutting. The 
~oard will then be ticked off against the company to show 
that the official statement is there. 
When the forlllal company statement arrivt:!s the clerk files 
one copy and discard~ the previous newspaper cuttipg. The 
tick next to the Company on the board is then crossed 
through. 
A separate file for Gold Mining quarterly results is placed 
behind the major Mining Finance Houses (e.g, Anglos). 
Ticker cuttings are ph.ced in there until the formal 
doc\Jmeqt: from the company arrives, tl)en t;he tic\{er cutting 
is discarded~ 
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Only th8 last 4 company statements are kept. 
No other newspaper reports and cuttings are kept. The 
main source of gold sector histori'cal information 1s the 
Mining Journal. 

Information Flow from Brokers 

The share trader files all brokers reports on individual 
companies straight into the company 6-months file. If the 
analyst wishes to receive certain brokers reports personally 
he makes arrangements with the trader. 
Reports dealing with a number of companies in one sector 
should be filed next to the indus try or commodity file 
(e.g. all platinum company reports next to platinum file). 

Basis of Permanent File 

One set: of Company accounts (2 of latest 
as far as possible, plus the Articles of 
kept separately from the ma1n file 

year) going back 
Association, are 
in chronological 

order, latest year first. Good, well researched, brokers 
reports are also kept here. 

Company File is sub-divided under the headings below: 

Historical Statistics 

All Moodies, and series of Pollak and Freemantle reports 
and f.M. Cards. 

Brokers Reports 

One copy of last year's l:>rokel:"s reports clipped together, 
by broker, until the analyst has decided on their worth. 

Department Work 

One copy of all past analyses kept together~ All 
department fly sheets on rights issues etc. with one copy 
of the relevant company documents attached. 

Company Circulars 

One copy of all interim statements, hatched together. 
Ch.lirman's statements to be stapled to annual accounts if 
they do not appear in them. Offer documents etc. where 
department made no decision. 

Newspaper and,Periodical Cu~tings 

Analysts' responsibility - keep only articles of permanent 
va1ue! Be ruthless. 

Administration File 

Do not touch 'decision pending', 
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P~riodicals - Circulation, Reading and Filing 

Aims 

To bring to Investment personnels' immediate 
articles of importance. 

attention 

To keep permanently only those periodicals that contain 
historical statistical information deemed essential or whose 
contents are directly related to investment work. 

Method 

The information Department distributes a list of p~riodicals 
available (See Appendi~ 3) and an individual 'reading request 
form'. 

Each individual adds to his form the titles of any 
publications which appear on the list' which he can really 
use, and returns the form to the Information Department. 
Periodicals required, but not listed, are inserted for 
investigation by the Information Department. It is not how 
much information one has access to, but the amount one does 
something about which determines the efficient use of 
information. Rapid readers can deal with many periodicals, 
but slow readers should choose a minimum to ensure rapid 
circulation. Once the Information Department receives the 
individual periodical request forms they place tha relavent 
names on a circulation list which is attached to the 
periodical, Those requesting immediate access will have 
their names on top of the list. 

Decisions required on Periodicals 

To be kept permanently in department? 
To be kept for 3, 6, 12 months? 
To be read and returned to Information Department 
(Institution's Main Library) for permanent filing (i.e. 
impprtant to the Institution but not to the Investment 
Department although some articles may be worth photo~stating)? 
To be read and destroyed? (Important articles being .cut 
O'IJt). 

Sugg~s tions 

J3ank Reviews: One copy should be filed on 3, 6 Ot' 12 month 
basis for random perusal by anybody; while the economist 
receives a personal copy which he must read, cut up, 
photostat and possibly circulate in a weekly report, then 
destroy. 

~ Where a copy is to be kept permanently and no index 1s 
~vaihble, the list o~ contents should be photocopied and 
circulated to personnel for reading and then kept as an index. 
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Everybody should have access to and must read a 
Financial Mail. and Economist. The articles 
circulated for information but can immediately 
deemed necessary for permanent record. 
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Daily paper, 
need not be 
be filed if 

A clear distinction must be drawn in the minds of all people 
responsible for reading magazines between information to be 
brought to people's attention and information that is of 
permanent value. Therefore articles should be marked for 
permanent filing only if considered essential. 
P~riodicals of a highly specialized nature are retained by 
analysts for reference in their field. Periodicals to be 
retained for over 2 years are bound together (by year) by the 
Printing Department and kept 1n. the Investment Analysis 
Library. 

Microfilm Service 

The following microfiche 
(received Monday morning 
information): 

are 
in 

available 
respect of 

for technical analysis 
the previous week 1 s 

Microfiche 
Identification 

A 

A, B 
B 

PFl-24 

Dow Jones Industrial Average 
FT Industrials 
FT Golds 
RDM SECTORS (ALL) 
ESE Banks 
New Car Sales 
New Commercial Vehicle Sales 
Comparison Car al}d Commercial 
Copper J;lrice 
Foreign Exchftnge Reserves 
Sugar 
Tin 
Money and Near Money 
London Free Market Gold Price 
Short Term Interest R~tes 
Reserves and Share Prices 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) Mainly Point 
) and Figure 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

liAR-CHARTS abou~ 500 price/volume bar-charts 
covering <ill the more actively traded companies - 3 
year period, log scale, etc. 

POINT & F!GURE CHARTS - about 1 000 charts covering 
virtually every listed company, many over long 
periods - some ove:r 10 years. In some cases 2 or 3 
charts per share, using different methods. 

Current microfiche are retained by users. 

Non-current microfiche are dumped, except for a 
representative sample at reguhr interviils for 
rese<,irch (keep the month-end edition of weeklies). 
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Reuter's F~nancial Ticker Service 

Spot prices are dumped at the end of each day. General announcements 
and news i terns are also dumped. Company announcements ;1re marked 
with the initials of relevant analysts, cut out at the end of the day 
and sent to the analysts; the rest are dumped. Closing prices and 
volumes are retained for 6 months. Other information is handled as 
arranged •. 

5.4. Computer Facility 

Successful portfolio management 1s heavily dependent on the quality and 
timing of investment decisions. These decisions can only be as good 
as the quality of current information available in useable form. 

The potential of the computer as an aid to investments analysis has 
long been recogni~ed in the U.S.A. and U.K., due to the necessity of 
processing large streams of many variables into meaningful information 
as quickly as possible. 

A similar trend of increasing useage of 
already becoming manifest in South Africa. 
are currently developing computer systems in 
as aids to improved equity decision-making. 

Specialized Groups of Shares 

comput:er 
A number 
the areas 

applications is 
of Institutions 
outlined below, 

For which detailed statistics are regularly available~ 

In (:he case of mining shares, particularly gold, a large number of 
interrelated parameters (lre continuously in a state of dynamic 
change, necessitating regular re-evaluation of potential earnings 
apd ·therefore the pres~nt value of shares. To this end the 
copcept of a computer moclel is seen as the only efficient: tool. 
(See 'Mine Modelling' section 5.4.2. below). 

Technical Analysis 

Refers to timing (when t:o buy or sell), and nece~>sarily involves a 
l>tud,y of share price movements and traded volumes, often on a daily 
basis. Two main areas are: 

Calculation of a wide variety of indices to indicate trends in 
shares, sectors and the market. 

-:- Speci,:11ized timing sy&tems which indicate buying and selling 
pressures. 

Snare Selection Aids 

Pue t:o its ability to scan .and si:ft vaat quaptities of data, the 
comp1..1ter can be used, to highlight profitable situations. C).lief 
uses ar~: 

Relative value reports 
qnderpriced or overpriced, 
projected, ~riteria. 

indicating Whether snares 
according to var;i.ous historical 

are 
and 
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Ranking of shares accorqing to speci.fled criteria (e.g. 
earnings growth r~te, dividend yield, dividend cover, etc.). 

Processing of Investment Statistics 

Is implicit in any kind of analytical research. 
accomplished by: 

This can be 

The creation and maintenance of a data base, from company financial 
statements, etc., from which a large variety of useful information 
(ratios, etc.) may be extracted, and summarised in meaningful 
fprm. (For details see 'Data Base' section 5.4.1. below). 

Pricing of Individual Shares 

By means of complex models, l\Sing such techniques as regression 
analysis, is a valuable facility and area for further research. 
(See 'Mine Modelling' section 5.4.2. below). 

Portfolio Perform~nce Assessment 

Manl\ally, any type of af)sessment is a major statistical exercise at 
ipfrequent intervals. However, computerization enables regular 
assessmen~, using a variety of me~hods e.g. comparison of different 
portfolios. 

Data Base 

Will inclucle at least the + 300 primary and secondary companies 
identified during 'Sector andCompany Classification' (Section 3.3.). 
Refer to this section for the 66 mining co!IIpanies that;; would be 
typically included in the data base. 

Reference Data 

This is in effect 
to time, a.ccessed 
of space and no 
'updating' implies 

a status report which may be updatecl from time 
by C<?mpany code. It occupies a fi?ced amount 
historical record is necessary. The term 
record amendment, cleletion or additi0n. 

for each pf the 300 companies: 

Data Description 

Name (abbreviated) and Code 
Number of i;>sued shares 
Year-end for results herein 
Number of shares held by 

each portfolio 

Forecasts 
Pividends Interim 

Final 
Earning$, total 
Growth rate (camp. div.) 

5 year 

Units 

millions 
moth, yr. 

thousands 

~;:.p.s. 

c.p.s. 
c.p.f). 

% + or ""' 

Characters Dec. 

16 
p 
3 

8 

5 
5 
(:i 

4 

Places 

3 
0 

1 

2 
2 
2 

0 
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Miscellaneous 
Buying (B) or Selling (S) 
list indicator and approval 
date 

Maximum buying pri.ce 

Historical Data 
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Units Characters Dec. Places 

6 0 
c.p.s. 4 0 

For each of the 300 companies, a record of fixed length for each 
year indicated: 

Freq. No. of 
Data Description p.a. Years Units Characters .Dec. Places 

Dividenqs, total 1 
Dividends, interim l 

and date (LOR) 

1 Dividends, bnal 1 
and date (LOR) 

Earnings, total (1) 1 
Date of prelim. 

announcement 1 

Earnings, interim 1 
and date announced 

Earnings !lttrib. 
total (2) 1 

Shareholder'' int. 
Ct!r:rent ratio 
Prices, High, ~ow, 

Last (3) 
Volyme (3) 

Prior charge ratio 
Net asset value 

1 
1 

52+12 
52+12 

1 
1 

Non-Company Historic:al Data 

Indices (to include dates) 

RDM, weekly 52 
ESE, weekly 52 
SAM, weekly 52 

Sector and Special Indices 

25 c.p.s. 5 2 
6 c.p.s. 5 2 

mnth, day 4 0 

6 c.p.s. 5 2 
mnth, day 4 0 

25 c. p. s. 5 2 

2 mnth, day 4 0 

2 c.p.s. 5 2 
mnth, day 4 0 

25 c.p.s. 5 2 

6 
6 

6 
6 

6 
6 

6 
6 
5 

( deta;il s as 

% 

cents 
('00s) 

c.p.s. 

;ippropri.ate) 

2 
2 

4 
5 

4 
4 

4 
4 
4 

0 
1 

0 
0 

1 
0 

1 
1 
1 

~9TES: (1) 

(~) 

Incl. attributable earnings for pyramids. 

(3) 
0 

Only for certain companies such as Mining finance, 
etc. 
Weekly and montb.,.end. 
Per wagnetic tape from E.S.E. Financial S~rvices 
(Pty) Ltd~, Johannesburg, weekly. 

f/J 
f/J 
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Initial Data Validation 

In order to have accurate data for initial data file 
creation, check the validity of the figures on the 
handwritten data capture record sheet against the following 
sources of reference (adjusting retrospectively for any 
capital issue or split): · 

Sources of Reference 

1967 Onwards Analyses produced by Investments Analysis 
Department, and where tpese are not avail
able FM cards. 

Prior to 1967 Max Pollak reports. 
For gold mines, the Mining Journal 
Quarterly review of gold shares. 

Observe the coding conventions of the computer installation. 

Mine Modelling 

The computer has become a valual>le tool in 
wide range of applications e.g. the data 
support: systems (section 5,4.1. above). 
non-prograiOIJier, the use of the comp~,.tt:er has 
proble~s as it has alleviated. 

speeding work flow for a 
base decision - making 

Unfortunately for the 
sometimes caused as many 

This dilemma ~s particularly true for those involved in Investment 
Analysis. The nature of Investment Analysis requires intimate 
involvement by the analyst to ensure that key assumpt:ions are 
properly integrated into the analysis. The same degree of 
involvement is also necessary to assess correctly the impact: of 'what 
if' q~,.testions. The traditional flpproach of using a computer 
analyst;/programmer to assist the investment analyst separates the 
investment analyst from the solution tool. 

This separation creates numerous difficulties, particularly in 
coJillllunica'tion and timeliness. If the Investment Analyst must rely 
09 a computer specialist to provide the solution vehicle, then the 
ass4rnptions of the problem must be communicated to this specialist, 
~ng t:he program must: be tested, run, and the results validated. In 
mo~;>t cases, the solution vehicle, i.e. the program, ~s a very poor 
communication to0 l for anyone except the programmer. 

Similarly, the ability to respond to changes 1n the investment 
eqvinmment (variables) is inhibited by reliance on staff technical 
support. Whenever the support staff performs the calculations, the 
j.nves tment analyst is forced to interrupt the flow of tl)ough t that 
D~p~0ds and formulates the conceptual problem. Inevitab~y something 
is lost due to lag time. The mental pict:~re of the problefll must be. 
reconstructed before the results can be evaluated. If it ~s 
necess<H'Y to ask 'what if' quest:ions, or change assumptions, the 
whole problem must be recycleq. 
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Current l"nteractive Modelling Systems are designed to eLiminate these 
probl~mt;; by making the power of the computer directly available to 
the non-technician. They do this by providing a natural language 
syntax for model (problem) formulation and a set of simple commands 
to solve the model and generate results. The problem statements are 
entered in any desired sequence. The system resolves the correct 
sequence of computation and allows the user to focus on the problem, 
not on t:he solution vehicle. Because the statements of the model 
.;~re readable, they provide documental: ion for the problem solution. 
~ecause modification and interrogation of the models are very easy, 
changes in assumptions or data take only minutes from 
conceptualisation to implementation and report generation. 

With these modern Interactive Modelling Systems the Investment 
Ana. lyst can obtain more accurate results, document the approach and 
qssumptions automatically, and make better use of the decision time 
available at less cost than by any other method. 

IBM's CALL/360 STRATPLN(5)(6) and CDC's IFPs(7) (among others) 
are computer time-sharing systems for interactive financial 
modelling. Using a compact typewriter or CRT terminal, each user 
communicates with a powerful mainframe computer. Many users are 
connected to the system simultaneously but each appears to have the 
computer to hill\self. Time-sharing implies cost sharin~, so that 
each user only pays a small proportion of the total cost of the 
machine. 

{Jsers 1 offices are connected to the vendor 1 s mainframe service over 
the normal public telephone network. The procedure is simple - dial 
the appropriate number, wait a few seconds for the signal indicating 
connection to the computer has been made, and sign-on with a personal 
{Jser Number and Password. (You can change your password at any time 
to maintain security of information). 

To the Mining Analyst enga·ged ip company and commodity evaluation, 
t:his modelling facility is ideal~ It provides an economical 
cPmputing service with the fast response needeq to evaluate several 
set:s of assumptions within minutes. 

Models developec:t in the Mining Sect;:or fall into the follo¥?ing broad 
ca.tegories (Figure B3): 

Simulation 
Models 

I 

Pirect ProbC!b i l i ty 

MODEL CATEGORIES 

Models 
I 

Figt~re B3 

Mathematical 
Models 
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Technico-Financial Mining Investment Models are primarily of the 
Direct Simulation type with secondary Probability features. In its 
simplest outline the model can be represented as follows (Figure B4): 

Revenue 

t 

MINING INVESTMENT MODEL 

Profit 

Business 
System 

f 1 
Environment 

Figure B4 

Within ~his framework details are expanded to accurately represent 
reality. Building the model is facilitated by the structure of 
current Modelling Systems, which separate definition of model logic, 
input data, report formats and communication commands as illustrated 
(Figure B5): 

MODELLING SYSTEMS 

I<;XE C:UTI VE 

I DATI\ 
I fiL~S 

Figt,~re B5 

REPORT 
WRITER 

FILES 

De~ailt> of coTt~modity, base metal anq gold modeh are cliscussed 1n the 
following section on Mining Analysis. 
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SECTION C 

MINING ANALYSIS 

SUMMARY 

MINING ENTERPRISES DIFFER FUNDAMENTALLY FROM OTHER BUSINESS ENTERPRISES. 

THIS DIFFERENCE IS REFLECTED IN THE FORMAT AND CONTENT OF THE MINING 

COMPANY ACCOUNTS AND REPORTS. 

THE QUARTERLY AND ANNUAL REPORTS ARE ONE OF THE MAIN SOURCES OF 

INFORMATION FOR MINING ANALYSES. THEREFORE, THE NATURE OF THESE REPORTS 

IS EXAMINED WITH RESPECT TO THE BALANCE SHEET, PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT AND 

TECHNICAL REPORTS. 

EQUIPPED WITH THE ACCOUNTS AND OTHER SOURCES OF INFORMATION FROM THE 

INVESTMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM, THE MINING ANALYST'S MAIN CHALLENGE LIES IN 

REALISTICALLY EXTRAPOLATING FUTURE TRENDS OF THE MANY VARIABLE FUNDAMENTAL 

FACTORS. 

THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR, AND THE MOST DIFFICULT TO PREDICT, IS 

THE FUTURE COURSE OF THE METAL OR MINERAL PRICE, BASED ON SUPPLY AND 

DEMAND. TO RESOLVE THIS PROBLEM, COMMODITY FORECASTING MODELS ARE 

REQUIRED. INDIVIDUAL MODELS NEED TO BE CONSTRUCTED FOR EACH MAJOR METAL 

AND MINERAL. THERE ARE TWO B)lOAD APPROACHES TO CONSTRUCTING THESE MODELS 

I.E. ECONOMETIUC AND I~DUSTRIAL DYNA111C TECHNIQUES. 

WITH THE COMMODITY FORECASTING J;>ROBLEM RESOLVED, MORE GENERALISED MODELS 

CAN BE CONSTRUCTED FOR TijE TEC~NICO-FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF THE MINING 

COMPANIES. TWO MODELS l.IL A BASE METAL MINE MODEL AND A GOLD MINE 

MODEl,., WILL ij/\NDLE THE BULK OF MI~ING ANALYSES. 

THESE MODELS HAVE DIFFERENT FRAMEWORKS, BUT ARE SIMILARLY CONCERNED WITH 

HANDI,.ING FUTURE UNCERTAINTIES OR RISKS. THEY EXPRESS THE MINE'S WORTH IN 

PRESENT VALIJE TERMS (BASED ON :DISCOUNTED CASij FLOWS OF FUTURE DIVIDENDS), 

INCLUDING A PR.08ABILITY RATING OF ACHIEVING THE PREDICTED RESULTS. 
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MUCH. DETAILED WORK HAS BEEN DONE BY THE MINING FINANCE HOUSES IN THIS 

DIRECTION, BUT NON-MINING INVESTMENT INSTITUTIONS HAVE LAGGED IN OR 

AVOIDED THIS FIELD. 

ANALYSIS OF GOLD MINING 

AVAILABILITY OF A COMPUTER. 

COMPANIES IS COMPLICATED, EVEN WITH THE 

THIS IS DUE TO: THE LARGE NUMBER OF MINES; 

THE FLOOD OF REGULAR QUARTERLY PERFORMANCE DATA; THE WILDLY FLUCTUATING 

GOLD PRICE (AND IT'S EFFECT ON MINING GRADE, MINE DEVELOPMENT AND MINE 

LIFE); AND THE RATIONALISATION OF OPERATING MINES AND MERGING OF MINING 

FINANCE HOUSES. 

THEREFORE INVESTMENT INSTITUTIONS MAY RESORT TO OTHER LESS SOPHISTICATED 

METH,OD$. THIS INCLUDES A 'RELATIVE VALUE INDEX' OF GOLD MINING SHARES 

AND AN 'AVERAGE BROKER VIEW'. 

THE METHOD USED WILL DEPEND ON THE RESOURCES AVAILABLE (I.E. TIME AND 

COMPUTER FACILITIES), THE AMOUNT OF CAPITAL TO BE INVESTED AND THE MARKET 

STATUS OF THE COMPANY SHARES. 
) 

MINING FINANCE HOUSES HAVE DIVERSIFIED INTO GOLD, DIAMONDS, URANIUM, COAL, 

BASE METALS AND MINERALS, MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE. THEIR 

ANALYS:E;S ARE THEREFORE MOR.E COt1PLEX THAN SINGLE MINERAL PRODUCING MINING 

C0l1P ANIE S. HOWEVER, THE TWO BASIC MODELS (BASE METAL AND GOLD) CAN MAKE 

A SIGNIFIC~NT IMPACT ON TOTAL ANALYTICAL EFFORT BY FACILITATING THE 

ANALYSIS OF MOST OF THEIR INDIV!PUAL MINING HOLDINGS. 

MOREOVER, THE PRINCIPLES INVOLVED IN THESE MINING MODELS HAVE BROAD 

APPLICATION IN OTHER INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL MODELS. 
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1. MINING COMPANY ACCOUNTS AND REPORTS 

1.1. The Business Nature of Mining Companies 

The mining industry is generally in the unique position of enjoying an 
unlimited market for it's output. Price trends vary enormously, 
depending on the type of mineral. Consequently the accounts and 
reports differ greatly from those of other industrial enterprisesC8)(9). 
The output of individual mines is often limited only by the ability to 
produce within the bounds of economics. This 1s influenced by the 
relationship between capital outlay and the mineral content (or life) 
within individual mine boundaries. A mine's competitive position 
therefore plays little part in it's fortunes. Naturally the ability 
to keep costs at the lowest possible level is no less pressing than 
with other industries, particularly with the so-called marginal m1nes 
where low-grade ore generates revenue barely sufficient to cover 
working costs. 

As the industry is not compet1t1ve, means of reducing costs are derived 
through co-operative organisations established within the structure of 
the individual m1n1ng groups or within the wider structure of the 
mining industry i.e. The Chamber of Mines. The latter handles, inter 
alia, labour recruiting for the industry as a whole. Similarly, wage 
increases are a matter for negotiation by the industry as a whole. 
The net effect is that savings or increases in costs follow a similar 
trend at nearly all the individual mines. 

1.2. Accounts and Reports 

Shareholders in the South African Mining Industry receive quarterly 
prof it and technical reports, in addition to the annual accounts and 
reports. The quarterly reports give the working profit and costs 
together with the tonnage and grade of ore milled. They also state 
the estimated amount of taxation, capital expenditure and various other 
financial information. In the technical section they disclose details 
of development and shaft sinking. At the end of the financial year, 
the composition of the latest ore reserve is estimated. Apart from 
these reports, special announcements are made regarding borehole 
results, values obtained in shaft intersections of reef and plans for 
increasing output, This means that progress at the mines can be 
followed with considerable accuracy, virtually from month to month. 
However, the value of annual financial and technical reports is much 
more limited than in the case of other enterprises. 

The only new information disclosed by the annual reports 1s, with few 
exceptions, contained in the chairman's statement and in the plan of 
the workings. The statement may reveal: details of development in 
various sections of the mine; major plans for expansion; estimates of 
the corresponding capital expenditure; the means of financing this 
e~pencliture (from profits, loans or new share issues); the assessed 
loss for tax purposes (if applicable); and a general indication of the 
significance of development trends. The plan of the workings, when 



considered in relation to borehole results 
neighbouring mines, gives an indication of 
development and is the basis of any assessment 
the mine. 

1. 3. Balance Sheet 
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and/or indications 
likely value trends 
of the remaining life 

at 
l.n 

of 

Fixed assets are largely in the form of 'a hole 1n the ground' and 
plant and buildings which will ultimately be of relatively little 
value. All successful mines gradually build up a comfortable excess 
of current assets over current liabilities during, or immediately 
after, the initial period of expansion. Dividend declarations are 
then for many years directly related to the annual profits until near 
the end of the mine's life. Consequently, the balance sheet is of 
little interest except in the early years and latter years of the life. 

In the former case, the funds available are of prime importance in 
considering the mine's ability to finance estimated future capital 
expenditure. These funds are considered in conjunction with the 
likely level of future profits. This projection will determine 
whether additional share capital or loans have to be raised; 
alternatively, whether or not the level of capital expenditure calls 
for a reduction in the existing dividend rate. In considering these 
possibilities, reference is made to the directors' report or chairman's 
statement. If the mine is not already paying tax it will also give 
the assessed loss for taxation purposes, so that the timing of tax 
liability can be taken into consideration. 

With old mines nearing the break-up or liquidation stage, the balance 
sheet is important in the assessment of share value. Apart from the 
net current assets, many mines have investments in co-operative 
concerns or are shareholders in other mines and even 1n industrial 
ent:erprises. The value of these assets can usually be determined 
accurately from the information given in the balance sheet and 
directors' report. This does not complete the assessment of the total 
break-up value, but wi 11 often provide sufficient guide to determine 
wh~ther t:;he market price of the shares is conservative or not in 
relation to the possible value of the assets. Other items taken into 
account are: the value of the remaining accumulated ore in the mine 
and plant (the recovery of which is termed the 'clean-up'); the value 
of the plant and machinery; and freehold land. 

At this stage of a mine's life, the situation and extent of freehold 
laqd can usually be determined from the directors' report or from an 
ipset of the freehold on the plan of the workings. Freehold areas do 
not: necessarily coincide with the mining areas. The nominal value of 
the shares is also taken into consider&tion as the tax-free capital 
returns a:re limited to this amount. Any other returns, whether in 
the form of dividends or liquidation dividends, are subject to tax. 

1.4. Profit and Loss Account 

For the reasons outlined in the introductory comments dealing with the 
balanc? sheet, the profit and loss account deserves little more than a 
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glance, except with new and old mines. With new mines, it provides a 
background to the estimates. With the old, it confirms the 
indication, given by the trend of net current assets in the balance 
sheet, of whether or not Cllrrent dividends are being bolstered by 
drawing on accumulated profits. This factor is considered when 
viewing the break-up possibilities of an old mine which has not started 
capital repayments. 

For those mines still in the prime of life, the profit indicates the 
trend of profitability. However, this would already have been 
indicated by the quarterly reports and by the dividend declarations 
before the end of the financial year. The policy is usually to pay 
out profits in full. As the future profit trend is mainly determined 
by information given in the technical reports, the significance of the 
profit and loss account is very limited. 

1.5. Technical Reports 

These take the fo~m of a manager's and/or consulting engineer's 
report. It is usually in one or other of these reports that the 
break-down of working costs is given. A comparison of these details 
with those of neighbouring mines, or a consideration of individual 
items of cost in relation to information given elsewhere 1n the 
technical reports or in the chairman's statement, may enable certain 
conclusions to be drawn regarding the future trend of costs. For 
example, a mine which has already reached it's maximum rate of output 
may still be building up the volume of its ore reserves. To do this 
requires extra development, but when the reserves are considered 
adequate the development footage will be red,uced to merely maintain the 
reserves. 

It is from the trend of the ore reserves and of development that the 
fut:ut·e profitability of the mine is estimated. The metal content of 
the reefs is measured in grams per ton. The value of reef exposed in 
development .LS normally stated in cm-g, which is derived by multiplying 
the grams by the centimetre width of the reef. The purpose of 
development is to test the reef by sampling to determine whether it is 
payable or not, and to prepare the reef for the stoping or mining-out 
operation, It is frpm these results that the volume and value of the 
ore reserves is computed annually. The ore reserve is stated as so 
many tons at, say, lOg over an average stoping width of, say, 120cm. 
~asica11y the g figur~ in the ore reserve is arrived at by dividing the 
cm-g fact:or, derived from development of areas taken into the ore 
reserve, by the estimated stoping width in em. In practice, the ore 
reserve value is usually lower than the development results due to 
technical factors which must: be t.;tken into account. If the trend of 
the ore reserve value is upwards, then the trend of the mill or 
recovery grade (stated in g) and consequently of profits, will be 
upwards. If the quarterly development results are, on average, 
maintained or higher than the average in the previous year or two, it 
is probable that the ore reserve value, when published at the financial 
year end, will be maintained or increased as the case may be. It is 
consequently from the trend of development and ore reserve values that 
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the future profitability is determined. If an attempt is made to 
es hmate the likely value of future development, reference must be made 
to the plan of the workings (which usually discloses borehole results) 
and/or to the results at neighbouring mines. This, although an 
interesting exercise, is no subject for the layman. 

As indicated above, the stage is eventually reached when development is 
aimed simply at maintaining and not increasing the volume of the proved 
ore reserve. When a mine has reached this pos1t1on, any steady 
decline in the volume of the ore reserve 1s a danger signal as it 
points to an inability to find sufficient payable reef in development 
to replace the ore which is being mined from the ore reserves. If 
suc;h a trend continues, it will eventually lead to a reduction in 
output and, in extreme cases, perhaps to the premature closing of a 
m1ne. In mining, hasty conclusions should not be drawn from 
development or ore reserve trends over a short period as a low value 
zone which is adversely affecting the ore reserves may be of a very 
1 imi ted extent. However, if the ore reserves have been declining in 
volume, the percentage payability disclosed by development is a guide 
to the likely trend to be expected in the publication of the annual ore 
reserves. The percentage payability may be stated as the relationship 
between payable and total samples taken in development, expressed as a 
percentage. The lower the percentage payability, the greater the 
footage of development which must be advanced to maintain the 
reaerves. As increased footage in development means higher costs, 
there is an economic limit beyond which the footage advanced in an 
attempt to maintain the ore reserves cannot be maintained. Basically, 
a falling ore reserve. tonnage and a consistently low percentage 
payability are danger signals pointing to a decline in profitability. 

The volume of the ore reserves may also decline without a redu~tion in 
the percentage payability. This is the stage when primary development 
is completed, i.e. when virtually the entire m1n1ng area has been 
explored by normal development. At this stage, the reef development 
is mainly directed to breaking up larger blocks of ore to facilitate 
mining, or to establish payability in doubtful areas. A glance at the 
plan will soon confirm whether this is the case as the development 
tunnels and workings would be shown covering virtually the whole area 
of the mine. If the ore reserves are large, it may still be several 
years before the mill grade and tonnage treated (and consequently the 
profits) are affected. The life factor must then be given 
considerable weight in assessing what proportion of the dividends are 
in effect repayments of capital, relative to the market price (not the 
qomin&l value) of the shares; and to the value of the. qet current 
a~:~sets, share!1oldings, freehold and plant. As all mines are wasting 
assets; part of every dividepd should be set aside t;o provide for the 
al!lortizatioq of capital invested in the shares, but in practice this is 
seldom a l!lBjor consideration until a mine is past its peak. 

The lives of old m1nes are sometimes extended far beyond normal 
expectations througl1 the. m1n1ng of subsidiary reefs in the closing 
years of their lives, but this usually means the mining of lower grade 
reefs with a consequent fall in profitability. 
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The technical reports may also disclose the source of the ore milled -
from ore reserves, from outside ore reserves, from development. At an 
average mine, + 70% of the net tonnage (i.e. tonnage after dumping 
waste rock but- be fore sorting) should be drawn from the reserves. 
This percentage may be rather less at a new mine. because of the extra 
rock drawn from the excess development aimed at building up an adequate 
reserve; and considerably less at an old mine with small ore reserves 
apd reaching the end of its life. 

In the latter case, the mill grade will bear little relationship to the 
ore reserve grade. But i:f + 70% of the mill tonnage is drawn from 
reserves, the mill. grade (although not necessarily immediately) will 
follow the trend of the ore reserve grade. Generally, the mill grade 
is rather lower than the ore reserve grade due to loss of ore in mining 
and other technical reasons. The exceptions to this rule are those 
mines which practice a high rate of sorting, the sorting rate usually 
bl"!ing disclosed in the annual technical reports. By eliminati[lg rock 
containing little or no economic mineral before milling and treatment, 
sorting has the effect of up-grading the ore treated, relative to its 
value in the ore reserve. Thus the ~ill grade at mines which sort 20% 
or more, may equal or even exceed the ore reserve grade. 

1.6. Conclusion 

The technical rep<:>rts and financial accounts both reveal the state of 
the enterprise at a particular time and, when considered in relation to 
previous results, the trend of its affairs. 
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2. METAL AND MINERAL COMMODITY FORECASTING 

2.1. Supply/Demand and Price 

Mining companies continually face the problem of whether to invest in 
additional production capacity. Decisions usually depend on the 
expected rate of return of the proposed investment. Techniques exist 
to give reliable short- and long-term forecasts of metal prices, and so 
contribute to a satisfactory analysis of expected mining profitability. 

Computers permit the application of standard mathematical techniques to 
large quantities of data in order to make accurate and rapid estimates 
of capital requirements. Alternative production methods and schedules 
and their associated costs can be evaluated accurately. 

Evaluation of controllable cost and capital requirements is only part 
of the picture. To determine the overall viability of an investment, 
a reliable assessment also has to be made of factors outside company 
control i.e, future demand and price. This has in the past usually 
involved extrapolations of existing trends of 'high-low' estimates. 
However, the outstanding feature of most commodity markets, including 
t~ose of many minerals and metals, is that trends are erratic. In any 
one year, demand, supply and price are rarely on trend. Simple trend 
extrapolation is at best only a first approximation and inadequate for 
purposes such as estimating likely payback periods for mine investments. 

However, quantitative techniques to cope with this type of problem have 
been evolved and refined. These techniques involve mathematically 
cons true ted behavioural models of different types of economic 
systems. It is no longer necessary to rely on historical market 
behaviour to extrapolate into the future. These models incorporate 
tot;al market behaviour to forecast the likely future trend and 
behaviour consistent with that trend. It is obviously much easier to 
analyse a commodity market than it is to analyse a whole economy. 

Some non- ferrous met:als exhibit extreme price instabi 1 i ty, but this is 
not entirely random. In the case of copper, for example, nearly all 
year-to-year price changes have been traced directly to quantifiable 
movements in supply and demand. This means that movements in price 
and ot:her variables can be successfully forecast once the basic 
behavioural characteristics of the market for a particular commodity 
h<We been assessed, The key task is to construct a framework or model 
within which even, say, the price impact of strikes, usually considered 
completely unpredictable, can be estimated. Copper is subject to 
particularly wide and sharp price fluctuations. 

St&tistically-based forecasts cannot completely eliminal:e future 
uncertainty, but the quality of forecasts can be significantly improved 
by mathematical analysis of the relationships that have determined 
supply and demand in the past and tile ones likely to pertain in the 
future. This scientific approach also allows assessment: of the 
probability of error in advance. The probability assigned to likely 
future prices can in itself be a guide to policy decisions or forward 
planning estimates. 
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2.2. The Economic Model Framework 

The economic model is a representation of the real world constructed in 
such a way that the reactions of a given economic system or market to 
particular stimuli can be investigated artificially. In practice, 
most economic models will be simplified representations of reality, in 
so far as different econom1.c models focus on particular aspects of the 
real world. 

The economic model consists of a system of equations that demonstrate 
the functioning of markets under various conditions. 

Economic models nave to cope with human behaviour, and therefore are 
not based on exact relationships. However, most decisions are based 
on considerations with a degree of uncertainty. Nevertheless, 
decisions are made, and the process is little different from building 
an economic model. The more complex the dec is ion and the larger the 
investment involved, the more important it becomes for the dec is ion -
making process to be formalised, with all assumptions and hypotheses 
clearly defined. In addition, formal (as distinct from informal) 
model building has the advantage of clarifying ideas and views, and of 
generating new ones. 

No mining company invests in a new project until it has been thoroughly 
costed in advance. This itself is a form of model building. Mining 
companies, as well as analysing (or modelling) the technical aspects of 
a project, analyse the market in which the product is sold. This is 
particularly important due to the instability in demand and prices of 
metals and minerals. 

There are 4 stages in building the model: 

Defining the Purpose 

It i.s vital tor a speculator to know within a small margin what the 
price of the metal in question is likely to be over the next few 
~eeks. The semi-fabricator, with a stock problem is interested in 
whe!:her prices are going to be significantly higher or lower in the 
months ahead, without undue concern about the precise level. For 
the primary producer, and institutional investor on the point of 
investing, it is important to know the likely range of prices over 
the ne~t 25 years, and particularly whether prices during the first 
5 to 10 years of a new project will be at levels such that capital 
and interest can be repaid, The precise level of prices in each 
of these years is of less importance than knowing what the cyclical 
pattern is likely to be - provided that they are not at such levels 
that losses would be incur~ed, 

Short-term models have to be very corpplex, since fundamental supply 
and derpand conditions change and interact with each other slowly. 
Also, short-lived phenomena such as strikes or share price changes 
are important. For long-term evaluation these can be discounted; 
what is then required is accurate simulation of the way the 
fundamentals will change and interact. 
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Having established the purpose of the model, the construction is 
resolved in the next three stages. 

Specification 

Identify the variables which are important in the real world and 
roughly their relationship. Essential to this stage, and to the 
construction of any economic model, is a detailed practical 
understanding of how the particular market operates. The final 
model is only as good as the knowledge on which it is based. The 
initial verbal specification of the variables and their 
inter-relationship must be translated into a system of equations 
which accurately reflect the way the particular market operates. 

Simplicity 1s desirable because complex formulations, even though 
apparently more rea lis tic, give less accurate predict ions. This 
results fro~ econom1c laws being inherently less accurate than 
physical laws. Economic models containing more complex 
relationships will follow as the underlying relationships become 
better understood. 

Distinguish those variables whose values are taken as given 
(exogenous), and those values the model is attempting to predict 
(endogenous). A model of a mineral market takes the level of 
world ~anufacturing output as given - this is explained by factors 
outside the market and it would be unreasonable to require the 
model to predict it. 

The primary endogenous variables are the supply, demand and price 
of the metal. These are then broken down into tneir constituent 
parts such as mine output, scrap, refined metal consumption and 
stocks (See Appendix C2). Their interaction is determined by an 
analysis of how they were linked in the past. These linkages 
between endogenous variables provide the behavioural characteristics 
of the market. The force with which they interact at any instant 
is then determined by the values assigned to exogenous variables, 
such as the level of industrial activity, strikes and net past 
consumption which constitutes the potential pool of recycled scrap. 

Estimation 

Involves assigning numerical parameters to the relationships 1n the 
model. Thus i£ the model postulates a relationship between demand 
for the metal and the level of world manufacturing output, it is 
necessary to specify the precise increase in demand resl.llting from 
a given increase in manufacturing output. Assigning the numerical 
re lfl tionship between different variables is generally dane on the 
basis of past experience, and with the help of techniques discussed 
later. Whatever techniques are used, this stage involves 
reference to data on the past behaviour of the relevant 
variables. The collection and refinement of data are the most 
tim!;!-consuming part of model building in an industri,gl and mining 
context. 
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Forecasting 

A system of simultaneous equations, involving the endogenous and 
exogenous variables in numerical relationships is now available. 
Values are assigned to the future levels of the exogenous 
variables, These are forecasts in themselves, but they are much 
simpler to make without a model than forecasts of the endogenous 
variables. Thus, the future world level of industrial activity 
may be the single most important exogenous variable. This changes 
irregularly from year to year, but there is a pronounced historical 
upward trend, which can be reasonably expected to continue. For 
short-term forecasts, refer to the forecasts of the next year's 
activity produced by the economic forecasting bureaux 1n the 
industrialised countries. For long-term forecasts, an 
extrapolation of the past trend would be more appropriate. 
Extrapolation t:o obtain values for the exogenous variables, does 
not infer that the figures produced by the model will be growing 
smoothly. Even assuming an even growth in refined copper 
consumption over the next 10 to 15 years, t~e behavioural 
characteristics of the copper market will, from past experience, 
produce significant price cycles. 

Once values have been assigned to the exogenous variables, the set 
of simultaneous equations is solved to give forecasts of the 
endogenous variables. If the model has been specified correctly, 
and the estimation procedure carried out correctly (demonstrating 
that the equation did in fact represent past behaviour accurately), 
then the forecasts will be good, although never absolutely 
accurate. There is always an element of randomness. This 
implies that the forecasts will be subject to a margin of error, 
even if the assumptions made about the exogenous variables turn out 
to be absolutely correct. On the other hand, if econometric 
analysis is used at thEl estimation stage, the very existence of 
this inevitable margin of error can be used to specify in advance 
the probability of the a·ctual outcome deviating from the forecast 
by more than a specified amount, say +5%. This f!leasu·res the 
'degree of confidence'. 

The forecasts may appear dubious in the light of past behaviour. 
Closer examination may indicate that some aspect of the real world 
which was excluded from the model as unimportant is, in fact, 
important and should be included. Al t:ernatively, the forecasts 
are to be believed. 

The model 1li1.JSt cater for unforeseen variables such as strikes. 
The strike pa tt:ern in copper m1n1ng, for example, has become a 
built-in characteristic of supply, but it may be that, in any 
period, there 1s an unus!Jally large or small proportion of the 
metal lost in stoppages. Assumptions can be made . and the effect 
of a s tril<e loss on the price of the metal asses$ed, the loss of 
production/price relationship being a known characteristic. 
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Of the four stages of model building ~.e. defining the purpose, 
specifying, estimating, and forecasting, in only the last two is 
the computer used. If, as is usual, econometrics 1s the 
estimation technique used, computing facilities are essential, 
since the mathematical operations involved (inversion and 
multiplication of possibly very large matrices), are inordinately 
time-consuming by hand, but simple by computer. 

2.3. Econometric and Industrial Dynamic Techniques 

There are two broad approaches to the estimation of economic models 
i.e. econometrics and industrial dynamics(lO)(ll). These two 
approaches are quite separate and, although considered alternatives, 
can be regarded as complementary. The a1m of both techniques is 
similar: a set of quantified relationships between the key economic 
variables, such as consumption, production and price. 

Econometrics is the quantitative side of economic science. By this 
definition, all economic models are econometric, but the term is 
reserved for a set of statistical techniques (in particular regression 
analysis) that extract from historic data a relationship between the 
variables of interest. However, there are many more complex 
techniques available than simple regression analysis, each appropriate 
in different circumstances. 

The problems to which econometric analysis may be applied are limited 
mainly by data availability. If the estimation procedure 1s to be 
successful, historical data must be available for most of the important 
variables on a consistent continuing basis. Data inaccuracies must be 
minimal. 

An econometric technique, useful in forecasting demand for a product or 
commodity in the short- to medium-term, is input-output analysis. In 
order t() produce, say, a further Rl million worth of vehicles, the 
additional production of RlOO 000 worth of steel, R30 000 worth of 
plasti-cs, R20 00 worth of copper, and R20 000 worth of rubber, amongst 
others, will be required. Moreover, since these ratios depend on the 
techpology inherent in existing capital equipment, they will change 
slowly. · These ratios (input-output coefficients) are often estimated 
accurately by government departments and are available for use by 
private enterprise. 

The large amount of data required for econometric analysis is not 
always available, neither are econometric techniques always suitable 
even if these data are available. !n some instances the data 
available may all refer to a period in which the institutions, 
practices or general state of the market were very different from those 
current~y prevailing. Obviously, relationships estimated on the basis 
of &uch data will be inappropriate. For example, the demaqd pattern 
for platinum will change markedly if the use of platinum catalysts for 
motor exhaust pollution control becomes f!landatory in all indus trial ised 
countries, as already in l:he U.S.A. Allowance would have to be made 
for this iq a model of the platinum market. 
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Thus, full-scale econometric models are meaningful only in the short
and pass ibly medium-term when institutional and technological changes 
are likely to follow the established pattern and where market di-ita are 
fairly readily available. 

Industrial dynamics provides an alternative to econometrics for the 
longer-term. The approach 1s to specify a dynamic model of the 
industry, without particular regard to the problems of estimation 
(which are foremost in econometrics). Econometrics proviqes highly 
precise estimates of models which approximate oqly the market 
structure, whereas industrial dynamics provides reasonable estimates of 
precise models of the market structure. 

Econometrics and industrial dynamics are not compet1t1ve techniques. 
The two sets of techniques are generally used by two distinct groups: 
only economists tend to be competent in econometrics, while those who 
practice industrial dynamics tend to come from an engineering or 
business school background. Simple econometric techniques are usually 
used by those working with industrial dynamics in making the reasonable 
estimates of their model parameters. Similarly, econometric 
practioners adopt industrial dynamics where data are either absent or 
inadequate for model estimating. 

Consider the industrial dynamics model in which many of the crucial 
relationships are estimated econometrically. The object of this model 
is not, as is the case with the short- to medium-term model, to produce 
accurate price predictions at any moment, but to anticipate the general 
pattern of developments, including price movement, over the next two 
decades. The consumption and production relationships and the price 
formation mechanism are the results of econometric estimation, for 
these reflect technological and institl.ltional factors which are either 
not expected to change significantly or are expected to alter fairly 
systematically. However, t~e relationships governing investment, 
which depend on available finance, producers' share-holding behaviour, 
and the control of production to maintain price levels, are either not 
easily estimated or are liable to differ from previously observed 
relationships. Thus, the investment process must be constructed 
through the use of ipqustrial dynamics, 

Industrial dynamics is also highly dependent on the computer, put in a 
different way to econometrics. Econometrics depends heavily on the 
computer at the estimation stage, but the resultant models are often 
manl.pJ.Ilat:ed fairly easily on a hand calculator. Conversely, 
parameters of industrial dynamics models may well be estimated on 
calculators, but the complete model is unmanageable without the 
computer. lndeed, such a model win generally be presented as a 
complete computer package. 
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COMMODITY FORECASTING MODEL EXAMPLE 
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3. BASE METAL MINE ANALYSIS 

3.1. Mining Capital Investment and Risk Analysis 

Capital investment and risk analysis for new m1n1ng ventures 1s not a 
new technique. However, sophisticated applications of these 
techniques only became practical with the improvement 1n computer 
facilities in recent years. The computer techniques are based on 
statistical and financial simulation models of the planned mining, 
metallurgical, marketing and financing operations ( 12) ( 13). The 
computer has become indispensible 1n these analyses due to: 

The complexity and time-consuming manual effort involved in doing 
even a single complete calculation (starting with ore tonnage and 
grade estimates and proceeding through to the estimated return on 
the capital investment). 
The virt:ual impossibility of repeating such calculations to cover 
the hundreds of possible permutations of assumptions and estimates. 

3.2. Objectives of Analysis 

Investment and risk <malyses for new mining ventures assists management 
in the following critical decision-making areasC14): 

Project: Viability 

Comparison with alternative sectors of investment. 
The risks of part or total investment loss; or not achieving 
the required minimum return. 

Production and Marketing Plan 

The optimum initi!ll scale of production and subsequent 
expansion program. 
The degree of product beneficiation e.g. mine ore, mill 
concentrates, or refine4 metal. 
Al~ernative marketing schemes. 

Project Financing 

The total capital investment required for a chosen equity-loan 
ratio, and the risk of failing to ~orne into production on this 
atnO!Jn t • 
The best loan term combinations of repayment periods and 
interest rates (linked with currency risks). 
Effects of variations in the ~eari.ng ratio and loaq terms on 
the vendors' interests~ 

3.3. Investment Return Criteria 

Th.~ criteria for return on t;!q4ity investment 
activities and financial status of the vendor. 
avenue~> for investments and timing are 
Consequently, four criteria are recognised: 

depend on the business 
Liquidity, alternative 

major consideratioqs. 
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Discounted Cash Flow (compound interest) rate of return05). 

This is genera 11 y used. It is the compound interest rate required 
to be paid• on the capital invested to allow for interest plus 
cap i.tal repayments, equivalent to the est i.ma ted dividends over the 
life of the project. The DCF rate provides a useful relative 
measure for alternative investments. It 1s also directly 
comparable with ruling rates of interest paid by banks (after 
allowing for differential tax effects on receipts). 

The Present Value of the estimated dividends (or the estimated 
share values) at a specified ~ate of discount. 

For that interest rate at which the market is likely to discount 
estimateq future earnings, the present value provi<;Jes an estimate 
of the market valuation and hence of the potential capital gain or 
loss on sale of the shares. 

Payback period for equity capital and the estimated average 
dividend per annum over the remaining life. 

This measure is important where the timing of the return on 
investment is vital to the vendor. This measure is readily 
understood, even where the capital is invested periodically, as the 
average payback for each unit of capital can be calculated. 

Break-even calculations, expressed in metal price( s), also measure 
the extent to which a mining venture exceeds a critical level. 

3.4. Uncertainties or Risks 

There are two broad areas of risk: 

Decision Factors 

Alternatives have to be examined and decisions 
project commencement and as tlje project develops. 

taken prior to 
These include: 

Level of ft1ll production and possible future expan~ion, with 
cprrespondi 0 g capaci. ties e. g. shaft capacity, ll!'ater services, 
township development. 
~~ture of products to be produced i.e. concentrates or metals. 
Structure of the finance to be provided i.e. equity-loqn ratio. 
Choice between alternative sales contracts (allowing for the 
risk of having only one or two buyers versus diversification in 
different countries with a spread of currency risks). 

Variable Estimation Factors 

These include: 

Ore grades, tonnages and waste dilution factors. 
Metal prices. 
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Worki~g and capital costs. 
Cost and price escalation rates (in the light of different 
sales contracts). 
Commencement of production and build-up rate. 
Plant recovery factors. 
Working capital to finance debtors, creditors and stores. 

Examination and comparison of each alternative decision factor, at 
appropriate stages of the project, are necessary to make decisions 
based on the best available information and analyses. The effects of 
all possible combinations of variable factors must be considered. For 
this purpose risk analysis techniques are used. 

Jn situ ore grades and tonnages can be estimated within limits of error 
by statistical theory. Due to the high cost, a limited number of 
boreholes f:lre drilled from surface to define the orebody bo1,1ndaries. 
These ore intersections provide samples for ore grade estimates and 
f1\etallurgical tests. The borehole cores also give an indication of 
likely mining conditions and waste dilution in mining. The variations 
in grade within the orebody are analysed statistically by determining 
the value distribution patterns (usually skew and lognormal). 

This knowledge permits improved grade estimates, probability 
distributions for the grade estimates, and an estimate of the likely 
grade improvements which would result from selective mining (where 
applicable). 

l)ncertainties associated with other factors, with the possible 
exception of plant recovery factors, cannot be defined in a completely 
objective way. Human judgement plays the major role in assessing 
these uncertainties and the quality of the estimate depends on the 
quality of the judgement. In risk analysis, the uncertainties for 
each variable have to be defined by probability distribution(l6), 
This is normdly done by estimating the likely value with lower and 
upper limits for the variables (judged at levels representing say only 
a 5% or 1 in 20 chance of the variable having an even lower value and a 
sim:ilar chance of havi0g an even higher value respectively); then 
fitting a distribution curve either symmetrical in shape (normal curve) 
or ~kew ( ust1ally accepted as lognormal) to these 3 values. Such a 
probability distribution if now sJJbdivided into say 20 equally sized 
.:rrf.!aS under the curve would indicate the 20 probable values which the 
variable could assume. 

E~ample, metal recovery in metalll)rgical concentrating process: 

Likely Percentage 
Judgement of Lower Limit 
Judgement of Upper Limit 

80% 
70% 
90% 

'J'he sym\lletdcal normal distribution is used and this suggests that the 
following 20 values for the rec;overy percentage are equally likely, 
where each value tn effect covers the raqge about halfway to it's ~wo 

adjacent vaJ..ues, 



67,5 
80,4 

71,2 

81 '2 
73,0 
81 '9 

74,3 
82,8 

75,4 
83,6 

76,4 
84,6 

77,2 
85,7 

78,1 
87,0 

78,8 
88,8 
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79,6 
92,5 

i.,e. for- practical purposes it can be assumed that each of these 20 
values has a 5% chance of being r-ealised. 

3.5. The Financial Model Framework 

Having established for each of the risk-variables its probability 
distribution in the form of 20 values, all equally probable, a risk 
analysis can be performed. Randomly select one value from the 20, for 
each variable, and use this set of values in a detailed calculation of 
the cash flow, etc. for a given set of decision factors. This process 
is repeated for a new selected set of risk-variables until, say, 100 
CqSes have been calculated giving 100 cash flows, DCFs and other 
measures of return on the capital investment. This is impossible on a 
manual basis and can only be done by computerising the logic for a 
complete technico-financial model of the project. 

The broad framework of the logic for such a model includes the 
following: 

Preproduction Period 

Equity. 
+ Loan capital raised. 
Less raising and other fees. 
Less capital expenditure. 
+Changes in working capital (stores and creditors). 
; Interest paid or received. 
Le$S loan repayments. 
+ Balance of funds brought forward from previous year. 
Equals cash balance carried forward. 

Production Period 

Ore tons mined year 
Plus waste dilution 
Less plant losses. 
Equals estimated 
copcentra ~es, 

by year at estimated grades. 
~n mHllng. 

tg{lS milled metals 

Less handling losses in transport, 

recovered in 

:Less percentage of metal content not paid for by smelters and 
refiners. 
Equ~ls metal tons sold. 
Gross revenue from sales. 
Less selling commission. 
~ess smelting and refining c~arges. 
Less tr~msport, loading, port a11d freight charges and insurance. 
Less mining and milling costs. 
+ Stock adjustments,· .. 
; Change*· in debtors including revenue from sales not yet 
received. 



Less further capital expenditure. 
! Interest paid or received. 
+ Changes in stores and creditors. 
~ess taxation (when payable). 
~ Balance from previous years. 
Less loan repayments. 
Equals amount available for dividends. 
Less dividend declared. 
+ Dividends declared but not yet paid. 
Equals cash balance at year end. 

Return on Investment 
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From the dividends declared up to the end of the mine's life, 
and after adding the net breakup, the DCF, Pre sept (share) 
Values and Payback are calculated. 

Many of these steps are complexly interrelated, such as: 

Smelting and refining charges for all the individua~ contracts 
involved. 
Tax calculation, allowing for the effect of the q1,.1antity of 
concentrates not exported on the processing allowance and hence 
on rate of capital redemption allowed. 
Dividend declaration logic, allowing for the cancellation or 
reduction of a dividend( s) in a previous year( s) in order to 
build up funds to cover heavy future capital expenditure or 
loan repaymeqt commitment, 

The model caters for: 

The s~ipulation of the number of random sets of risk-factors to 
be selected and calculated e.g. 50 or 100. 
A summary of the corresponding returns 
probability distribution of each type of 
present Values at 8%, 10% and 12% per annum. 

specified and 
return, e.g. 

the 
DCF, 

The estimated shortfall of capital funds during the 
pre-production period and/or the first few years of production 
}:>uild-up. 
Where a full risk analysi$ is not required but only estimates 
for one specific set of factors, a detailed year by year cash 
flow analysis ~s well as the indicated returns on the 
investment, 

3,6, Application of the Financial Model 

3,6.1. Project Viability 
--~-~~~-----~~---

ExplOp;;JJ:ory analysis, before the capitalis,gtion str\,\Cture has 
final.ised, can assume only equity capital or, alternatively, 
fun4s up to a level and on terms · considered realistic in 
prevailing economic climate, Returns indicated for tqel:;e 

been 
loan 

the 



Frequency 

-
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al tl/!rnatives will not be the same, but they can be reconc Lled after 
allowing for the loan gearing effect. 

Figure C3 illustrates the DCF return on an investment in a base metal 
mine, on the basis firstly of 100% equity and secondly of 50% 
equLty/50% loan at 10% per annum interest. 

The first half of the figure shows the frequency distributions and 
the second half the cumulative frequency distributions, 

PROJECT VIABILITY 

A ~ 100% Equity Capital 
B = SO% Equity/50% Loan @ 10% per annum 
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Figure C3 

Th~se graphs are interpreted as follows: 

Likely DCF 
Chances of return ~xcee4ing 

a basic 10% p.a. 
(See cumulative graph) 

Ch~nces of return exceeding 
15% p.a. 

Chances of return exceeding 
S% p.a! 

All Equity 

12% p.a. 
70% 

15% 

90% 

10 20 
100% 

30 

50/SQ Structure 

15% p .a. 
80% 

50% 

90% 
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(Th~ graphs intersect at 8% per annum and not 10% per annum, i.e. the 
rate on the loans. This is because loan interest is allowed for tax 
purposes and therefore costs the company effectively only 6% per 
annum, With tax deferred for say 10 years the saving tn DCF is 
diluted and the effective cost is about 8% per annum). 

Similar graphs are prepared for the present values of the share and 
for the relevant paybacks. 

With such a set of graphs, management can assess the viability of the 
proposition and compare it with alternative investments, cognisant of 
the inherent risks and chances of success. 

Production and Marketing Plan 

It is essential to analyse the effect of different levels of 
production on the likely return and on the overall risks to be 
faced. The project viab i 1 ity exercise is, therefore, repeated for 
several feasible levels of production, each with it~ appropriate 
estimates of capital cost, working costs, production build-up 
schedule, etc. Typical results are illustrated in Figure C4. 

SCALE OF PRODUCTION 

1 $, 4 6 
Production - million tons p.a. milled 

The highest PCFs indicateq e.g. 15% per annum for a 50% chance of 
exceeding this return, correspond to a production level of 4 million 
t:ons per annum. However, the nu;~gni tude of the capital investment to 
be !Tiade and the differences in payback period (not shown) might 
infliJen~e management to proceed on the 3 miUion tons per am1um level. 

A s~miler procedl!re may follow to show: 

The effect of iJ.westiQg a further RlO million on a local smelter. 



3.6.3. 

All the possible alternative schemes 
e ,g. sales contracts with various 
smelters and refineries each with its 
with loan finance, 
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of marketing the products 
combinations of overseas 

own terms, possibly linked 

The lat:ter results might necessitate a re-examination of the best 
level of production and hence new sets of analyses. This enables 
management' to arrive at the best combination of decisions on the 
broad physical planning of the venture. 

Project Financing 

Gearing Ratio 

In general, high gearing of equity capital 1s advantageous to 
vendors, provided that loans can be raised on reasonable terms 
and that the return specified is relatively high. However, 
where the pot;ential return is mediocre and the risk high, there 
is a significant chance of the capital not being fully repaid. 
Hence shareholders will lose some of their invested capital, 
after allowing for the priority of loan repayment:s, and a lower 
gearing is preferable~ This aspect is illustrated in Figure C5. 

GEARING RATIO 

Cumulative 
Changes of 
exceeding 
DCF Frequency 

100%r--------r------~~----~ 

p.a. 

Figure C5 

The indicated likely DCF return improves from 11% per annum for 
20% 6f the capital in loans to 14% per annum for 7~% loans, but 
the correspoqding chances of not having all the equity capital 
repaid iq. full increases from a negl ib le level t;o 25%. Such 
4nalysis, carried out within the practical limitations of the 
levels of equity capital available for investment by t:he vendors 
and the possible levets of loan funds which could be raised, will 
enable a logical decision as to the desirable gearing ratio. 
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Loan Terms 

Loan terms cover a number of pertinent factors such as interest 
rate, repayment terms, security or guarantees required, 
prepayment penalties, ratslng fees, dividend restriction 
provisions, etc. Where alternative loan proposals are to be 
compared, it is possible to use risk analysis techniques to 
compare the overall effect of the different proposals not only on 
the likely DCF return, present share value and payback period, 
but also on the associated risks of any specified return, share 
value or payback period not being achieved. The procedures are 
the same as before and will enable the vendors to judge whether a 
loan with a lower interest rate, but carrying conversion rights 
into shares, is to be preferred to a loan with a higher interest 
rate and no conversion rights. 

The calculations on financing alternatives may also indicate the 
level of share subscription rights the vendors could afford to 
give, at any stipulated premium, to a major provider of loan 
capital so as to leave them either with the same DCF return or 
with the same potential capital appreciation on their equity 
investments. 

Alternatively, if the vendors are willing to let an outside party 
in only up to a hxed percentage interest, the number of shares 
for which subscription rights are to be available to the lender 
could be fixed, and the corresponding share premium calculated 
which would give the desired result. 

The lender must be satisfied that his overall return on his loan 
plus equity investment is likely to be reasonable in relation to 
the overall risks involved, The same analyses can also provide 
answers to his problem, 

As negotiations proceed with the potential lenders such analyses 
are essential, often at short notice, and only a computerised 
risk analysis program can provide this service. . 

'fot.al CapitaHsation Req4ired 

The form and extent of the capitalisation usually has to be 
settled at a stage when the uncertainties have not been fully 
resolved. 'fhis implies that l:he total amount of capital funds 
necessary to reach production ano finance net outflows in the 
first few years, until the mine becomes self-financing, is also 
uncertain. The amount of capital funds to raise, ev.en allowing 
for a degree of flexibility from bank overdraft, is a risk 
decision with a definite danger of the funds being insufficient. 

Emergency f\mds raised in .a hur:ry are often negotiated on terms 
dict<,Ited by t:he lend,er. Therefore~ the level of c;1pital funds 
to be raised should be estimated on the same basis as before. 
The ris~ analysis program can process 50 or 100 cases, each with 
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a selection of risk factor values. It will give a frequency 
distribution of the total capitalisation required to provide the 
funqs for the critical early years of production. (See Figure 
C6). 

TOrAL CAPITALISATION 
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Figure C6 

3.7. Benefits for Investment Management 

With computerised risk andysis, management can arrive, by re-iterative 
procedure, at that combination of answers and decisions which, under 
the prevailing c:i.ra4111Stances, is logically the best. These decisions 
C<!n constantly be reviewed as· the relevant ;1ssociated hctors or risks 
change~ 

As the ~al.es and capitalisation negotiation~; for the mine proceeq, the 
progralll give~ investment management a clear and const:antly updated 
picture of the risk factor, the reht:ive merits of al ternativ~s and the 
overalt effects of changes in the basic estimates. 
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4, GOLD MINE ANALYSIS 

4.1. Fundamental Approach to Gold Mine Analysis(l7)(18) 

4.1.1. Basis for Evaluation 

In assessing any share for investment purposes, the market price is 
compared with share valuation based on expected earnings. This 
involves making certain assumptions about the future. A share does 
not have a specific value, but rather a value related to a particular 
set of assumptions. 

It is important, when reviewing share valuations, to pe aware of the 
assumptions made and the degree of sensitivity which the valuation 
has towards changes in the assumed values. 

A. gold mine is a wasting asset. After its youthful yE:~ars, when 
dividends are rising, its value gradually declines until operations 
cease. It then has no value, except that associated with certain 
residual assets, such as machinery or possibly freehold ~and or cash. 

A mining share can be evaluated on its yield. To assess the yield 
required from a particular share, the average annual divtdend over the 
life of the mine is estimated, and the assumption made th;it part of 
this will be invested at risk-free rates in a sinking fund whose value 
at the end of the life of the mine will be equal to the price paid for 
the share, The remainder of the dividend is then req4ired to yield 
a value consistent with yields obtainable from investment in stocks 
of comp;irable status. The required yield will vary with the life of 
the mine, being relatively low for long-life mines and becoming very 
large during the last years of a mine's life. This point is 
illustrated in Figure C7 where the return from the ~inking fund is 
as~umed to pe 9% ~nd the re9uired return from the investment is 10%. 

REQUIRED DIVIDEND YIELD VERSUS LIFE OF M~NE 

THEOR£'T1C.AI.. .l>lV.L]>EN.l> 

YIE:L.l'> R.E"Qu-.P.ED TO GrtVE 

A RE'TUibl of 10% AF1'ER. 

AMO~TlSlNG- THE CAPITAl-

ON A. Cf '/. BASIS 

0 8 16 2.4- 3Z. 

L.1F~ OF MJ.tJ~ ~ Y~A~) 

Figure C7 
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In the past, this 'yield curve' was a useful tool in evalqating gold 
shares. The price of gold was fixed at $35/oz. and mining costs 
changed by small and predictable amounts. 

The main uncertainty in long-term dividend forecasting centered on 
ore grade and the total payable amounts available. Tl)us, valuation 
was a fairly static process; dividend predictions could pe checked 
periodically in the light of quarterly results and a few minor 
adjustments made, 

In recent times conditions have changed radically. Costs are rising 
at a rate of + 20% a year and the free market price of gold 
fluctuates erratically from day to day. The effects of these 
changes vary from mine to mine. A large gold price increase brings 
about a much greater percentage increase in the earnings of marginal 
mines than those with a relatively high profit per ton. A higher 
gold price also raises the pay limit and may allow the mining of 
previously unpayable ore. However, the extent to which this can be 
done varies from mine to mine and depends on a number of factors such 
as the availability of ore at lower grades, stoping methpds, etc. 

Under these conditions it is better to obtain a valuation by first 
making estimates of future dividends, including any capital 
repayment, and then discounting these so as to arrive at a present 
value. This method is mathematically the same as the sinking fund 
method, but is preferable in that a better allowance is made for the 
effects of varying dividends over the mine's life, and the end result 
can be compared directly with the share price. 

The operating characteristics of a hypothetical m1ne are illustrated 
in Figure C8, 

12. I~ /.0 
LJ. FE ( YE.O.A.$) 

MINE OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

11 lb 2.0 2.1f-
L.1, F£ (Yf'~R..S) 

28 

Figure C8 

JZ. 
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The present value of the mine varies over its life. The share price 
of a gold mine tends in the long-term to follow the trend of its 
prl~sent value, but is likely to fluctuate considerabl.y over shorter 
periods mainly for speculative reasons. With a fixed gold price, 
the share price tends to d~cline slowly over most of the life of the 
mine. This can be seen by plotting the monthly averages of the F.T. 
Gold Mine Inde}!:. Fro-m around 1950, when the Orange Free State mines 
carne into production, the average remaining life of the mines in the 
index reduced every year, so that the index followed a long downward 
path interrupted by speculative reactions. Only from the early 
seventies with the higher price of gold has the trend of the index 
r1sen, 

For the purpose of valuation, gold m1nes are conveniently considered 
under the following categories: 

Developing 

Established Long Life (Over 20 Years) 

MeditJm Life (10 to 20 Years) 

Short Life ( 5 to 10 Years) 

(Less than 5 Years) 

Different approaches are required for the valuation of each type. 
For developing mines, certainly in the early ste1ges, estimates of 
life, ore grade, working costs aqd capital expenditure are based 
mC!inly on b'orehole results and comparisons with similar established 
rnip~s. At th~ other end of the sc{Jle, the valuCJ.tion of 13hort life 
mines is complicated by the importance of their break-up value and 
the effects o~ state assi·stance. The valuation method discussed 
Jater applies mainly to established mtnes, 

Present Value Gold Model Framework 

To arrive at a present value first estimate the annual dividends over 
th~ mine's life, An e}!:arnple of the calculation required for one 
year is given in figure C9, 
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EXAMPLE OF DIVIDEND FORECAST CALCULATION 

PRESIDENT STEYN 

Ref•:'!rencc is made to the appropriate Mining .Journal Quarterly Rc~view 
for statistics. 

Dividend Forecast C~lculation for 1972/3:· 

Rands ( 000) 

Assumed Gold Price (Rands/g) 1,47 
Tons of Ore Milled (000) 2 550,0 
Ore Grade ( g/ ton) 12,50 
Revenue 46 864 
Working Costs/Ton (Rands) 9,50 
Working Costs 24 225 
Working Profit 22 639 
Sundry Profit 250 
Tax and Lease 9 018 
Net Profit 13 871 
Capit~l Expenditure 7 000 
Distributable Earnings 6 871 

Distribut4ble Earnings/Share: 49,1 cents 

Figure C9 

Here statistics for President Steyn have been extr~cted from the 
Mining Journal Quarterly Review of South African Gold Mines, and the 
4ividend forecast calculated: 

The gold price is first convened to Rands per gram and then 
muld.plie~d by the tons· milled and the ore grade to obtain the 
revenue. 

Working costs are obtained by multiplying the WO:t:'king costs per 
ton by ~he tons milled. 

Working profit is the revenue less working costs. 

Tax and lease payments are then calculated as described in 
Appendix 4, leaving net profit after tax of Rl3 871 000 (compared 
wi~h RlO 602 000 for 1972). 

Ne~t, capital expenditure is deducted to leave distributable 
ear~ings of R6 871 OQO which, on 14 mi 11 ion shares, represents 
approxima~ely 49 cents per share. 

'fhe company may not 
cents; cash may be 
expenditure period. 
in m&king a qividend 

pay out the total available 
accumulateq in advance of a 
Such factors are taken into 

forecast, 

amount of 49 
high capital 
consideration 
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The variables lvhich enter into an estimate for a single year 
include: 

Gold pr:tce, milling rate, ore grade, 
t~XP•~nd i tur•~, uranium t·evenue and 
allowance, tax and lease repayments, 
repayments. 

working costs, capi.taL 
profi_ts, amortisation 

other income, .1nd I oan 

To calculate the present value it LS necessary to have: 

An estimate of; the number of years of life remaining to the 
m1ne. 
~stimates of the future values of the above variables. 
A suitable discounting factor. 

Uncertainties or Risks 

Mine life estimates can usually be made with reasonable accuracy, 
but uncertainty abouJ: the future gold price and the escalating 
rise in costs have reduced the reliability of such estimates. 

Milling rates are known with some accuracy. 

Ore recovery grades can usually be predicted fairly well from 
borehole results, subsequent development work and current milling 
grades. The same factors which have rendered mine 1 ife 
estimation more difficult are making projections of ore grades 
less reliable. 

Current working costs are known, and an estimate of future costs 
can be made by assuming a rate of cost inflation. A present 
value model might allow the inflation rate to be varied for each 
1nine over the 'first five years ahead, buJ: thereafter an overall 
uniform rate is more practical. 

Theoretically, it should be possible to forecast: capital 
expenditure requirements over the life of the m1ne fairly 
accurately, particularly if cost inflation were non-existant. 

This would involve a detailed knowledge of the li~ely pattern of 
mine development, together with some idea of shaft sinking costs 
and the associated develqpment work. In practice, sufficient 
accuracy for tl1e purpose of calculating present values can be 
ob~ained by making some quite simple assumptions, desGr~bed later. 

The forecasting of url;lnium reven1-1e and profits is somewhat 
ha4ardous. The mines do not reveal the revenue derived from the 
sale of urapium oxide, but do state uranium profits and the 
amotmt of oxiqe recovered. Frequently some of the output is 
stockpiled. Thus, uranium profit estimation has to be based on 
past figures together with an interpret;ltion of periodic comments 
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concerning sales contracts. At present world demand for uran1um 
ts rising :1nd uranium profits will become i.ncreasi.ngly 
significant. The main uranium producers are Buffelsfontein, 
Harteheestfont(~in, Vaal Reefs and West Rand ConRolidated. ln 
addit·i.on :1 few otht~r mines product·! r~~l<Jtivcly small amounts <)f 
ur::1nium or have i.nsta! ted treatment plant these are 
Blyvooru i tz icht, Harmony, Pres i.dent Brand, Virginia, We lkom, West 
Driefontein and Western Deep Levels. 

Tax calculations(l9) are explained in Appendix 4. ln 
summary: for most mines, capi.tal expenditures 1s allowed as a 
cost and the excess of accumulated capital expenditure over 
accumulated profits, i.e. the amortisation allowance, is carried 
forward to be offset against the current year's figure. This is 
continued until the amortisation allowance disappears. The 
newer mines have a further advantage in that they may increase 
t:heir amortisat-i.on allowance by a small percentage each year. 
In the case of the older mines the amortisation allowance is 
calculated on the basis of 27,5% of the unredeemed capital 
expenditure and the current capital expenditure. Generally 
speaking, in the early years of a mine's existence it pays very 
little or no tax and is therefore in a position to pay higher 
dividends than later in its life. 

The remaining items, Other Income and Loan Repayments, are not 
4sually important and where they are there is generally adequate 
information on which to base a forecast. 

Choice of a suitable discount rat:e presents a problem. One 
cannot: say that the rate should have a specific value at a given 
time, but: i~s choice is not entirely arbitrary. The discount 
rate is the expected rate of return obtained on capital invested, 
~llowing for the capital to be returned at t:he end of the 
itwes tmen t period, and can thus be compared with the redemption 
yield of a gilt-edged ·stock. Whereas there is no uncertainty 
about the expt:.!cted interest payments from a gilt-edged stock, 
there is some uncertainty about the accuracy of the forecasts of 
gold share dividends. The discount rate should therefore be of 
the order o~ the gilt-edged redemption yield (of simihr term), 
plus some a~ount to allow for the risk associated with the 
~ncertainty e~urrounding the dividend forecasts. However 1 it is 
virtually impossible to quantify the upcertainty element and then 
tO translate it int:o a specific amount of additioq.al compensatory 
return. An alternative approach is C\n experimental one whereby 
t:he implied overall. discount rate for a sample of gold shares is 
calculated at different times and compared with gilt-edged 
rede~ption yields. On this basis a suitable discount rate 
appears to have a value about one and a half times the average 
redemption yield for gi.t-edged stocks. 

A year-by-year set of calculations for the present value of 
Pres i,dent Stey11 is shown i.n Figure ClO. 
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PRESENT VALUE CALCULATIONS 

PRE:SlDENT STEYN 

Yr 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
1 7 
18 
19 

Tons 
MiL I ed 

(000) 

2 550 
2 550 
2 550 
3 000 
3 300 
3 300 
3 300 
3 300 
3 300 
3 300 
3 300 
3 300 
3 300 
3 300 
3 300 
3 300 
3 300 
3 300 
3 300 

Rec 

Grad(~ 

hl~~ 

12,5 
12,1 
12,5 
12,3 
12,1 
12,0 
12,0 
12,0 
12,0 
12,0 
11 '5 
ll ,5 
ll ,5 
11,5 
ll ,5 
ll ,0 
ll ,0 
11,0 
ll ,0 

Rev~!nue 

(ROOO) 

46 864 
50 214 
53 261 
67 823 
20 731 
88 071 
96 678 

106 566 
117 222 
128 944 
135 929 
11+9 522 
164 474 
180 921 
199 014 
209 397 
230 336 
253 379 
278 707 

Working 
Profit 
_j!OOO~ 

22 639 
23 439 
24 191 
31 229 
37 660 
41 985 
47 566 
53 802 
60 765 
68 535 
71 291 
80 359 
90 470 

101 7 3 7 
114 286 
118 738 
133 332 
149 5 75 
167 646 

Tax 
(ROOO) 

9 018 
12 953 
13 364 
16 302 
19 838 
22 082 
25 026 
28 261 
31 820 
36 371 
37 892 
43 934 
51 088 
59 516 
69 396 
74 641 
84 017 
94 464 

106 100 

Figure ClO 

Cap 
Exp 

(ROOO) 

7 000 
2 000 
2 000 
3 970 
4 598 
5 290 
6 153 
7 207 
8 469 
9 061 
9 234 
8 892 
7 929 
6 222 
3 631 

Earn 
/Shr 
(c) 

49,1 
61 '3 
63,7 
77 '7 
89,5 
98,0 

109,8 
122,7 
136,8 
154 '1 
161 '1 
183,4 
209,3 
239,1 
273 '9 
290,9 
325,4 
363,7 
406,1 

Disc 
l~arn 

(c) 

43,6 
48,4 
44,7 
48,5 
49,7 
48,3 
48,1 
47,8 
47,4 
4 7,5 
44 'l 
44,6 
45,3 
46,0 
46,8 
44,2 
43,9 
43,7 
43,3 

Pres 
Value 
(c) 

43,6 
92,0 

136,7 
185,2 
234,9 
283,2 
331,3 
379,1 
426,5 
474,0 
518' 1 
562,7 
608,0 
654,0 
700,8 
745,0 
788,9 
832,6 
875,9 

The first line corresponds with the calculation shown in Figure 
C9, resulting 1n a distributable earnings per share of 49, lc, 
wh~ch discounted at 14,5% gives a figure of 43,6 c. Similarly, 
for the second year the discounted earnings are 48,4c. T)1e 
right hand column gives the running total of these disco1,1nted 
earntngs figures which, taken over ~he 19 years life of the mine, 
results in a present valqe of 876c. 

Computerised Gold Share Ev~luation 
---~~------------~----~--~--~---~-

Motivation 
··~~.~··~·· 

The calculation~ for a dividend forecast and present value are 
simple, but the process when performed for thirty mines 1.s 
~xc~edingly tedious and therefore an obvious applicqtion for 
Gomputerisation. 

T~e use of the coroputer i~ also virtually essential for s~nsitivity 
Sl:t,~clies e.g. observing how present value changes with a change in 
gold price, ore grade, working costs etc. 

The two computer models de$cribed below will aiel gold mine 
inv~stment analysis by providing for each mine: 
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A five-year forecast of distributable earnings. 
A present value for the shares. 
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The calculations performed by the computer are along the same lines 
.'IS thO!-H~ descri.bed earlier. The present value program also prints 
out a statistical summary of information for each mine designed to 
assist in the assessment of the shares. 

Five-Year Forecasting Program 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 ••• 

This program provides a five-year forecast on the same basis as the 
single year manual forecast described earlier (See Figure C9). 

Five years forecasting provides a better idea of the likely 
dividend distribution, particularly where the tax position of the 
mine is changing or where a relatively high capital expenditure is 
imminent. An example of the outpt,~t report for President Steyn is 
given in Figure Cll. 

FIVE-YEAR FORECAST REPORT 

PRESIDENT STEYN 

Share Price: 842,8 cents 
No. of Shares Issued (millions): 
Lpst Financial Year Ended: 

14,000 
September 1972 

Av. Gold Price (R/g) 
Tons Milled (000) 
Grade (g/t) 

1973 

1,4 7 
2550,00 
. 12,50 

(Ran<ls) 9,50 Working Costs/Ton 
Revenue (ROOO) 
Working Profit (ROOO) 
Uranium Profit (ROOO) 
Sundry Profit (ROOO) 
Tax & Lease (ROOQ) 
Net Profit (ROQO) 
Capital Expend. (ROOO) 
Loan Repayments (ROOO) 
Distr. Earnings (KOOO) 
Distr. Earngs/~hare (c) 
Surplus Liquidity (ROOO) 
rot~l Cash Avail. (ROOO) 
Dividends (ROOO) 
Dtv/Share (Cents) 
Dividend Yield (%) 

46664,45 
22639,45 

0,00 
250,00 

9017,79 
13871 ,6€1 

7000,00 
0,00 

6871 ,6Q 
49,08 

2808,00 
9679,66 
6300,00 

45,00 
5,34 

1974 

1,58 
2550,00 

12,.50 
10 ,so 

50213,55 
23438,55 

0,00 
250,00 

12953,29 
10735,26 
2000,00 

0,00 
8735,26 

62,39 
3379,66 

12114,92 
9100,00 

65,00 
7,71 

Financial Years 

1975 

1,67 
2550,00 

12,50 
11,90 

53260,87 
24190,87 

0,00 
250,00 

13353,64 
11087,23 
2000,00 

0,00 
9087,23 

64,91 
3014,92 

12102,15 
10360,00 

74,00 
8, 76 

1976 

1,78 
3000,00 

12,30 
12,30 

65837,44 
28937,44 

0,00 
250,00 

1616.3,00 
13027,44 
2000,00 

0,00 
11027,44 

7~,77 

174;2,15 
12769,69 
11760,00 

84,00 
9,97 

Gold Price Sensitivity 12,2 Cents per 10% Change (19,5%) 
Working Cost Sen~itivity 5,7 Cents per 10% Change ( 9 1 1%) 

Figure Cll 

1977 

1,90 
3300,00 

12,10 
13,20 

75767,02 
32207,01 

0,00 
250,00 

18039,67 
14417,33 

2000,00 
0,00 

12417,33 
88,70 

1009,69 
13426,92 
13300,00 

55,00 
11,27 
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Th~ input for this progra~ comes from two files, one of which 
provides five year forecasts of the values of the differnt 
variables for each mine; and the other contains the gold price 
forecasts, the currency exchange rates and share prices. The 
normal procedure is for the information in the first file to be 
updated as soon as the latest quarterly results are published; a 
new second file is created and the program is then run. The 
output is used in the second.program as described later. 

An exaJT~ple of the data input for President Steyn· is shown in 
Figure Cl2. 

GOLD MINES DATA INPUT (FILE 1) 

MINE CODE NO.: 3 

NAME: PRESIDENT STEYN 

!No. of Shares Issued
1
1 Last Financial Year Ended Evpected Life (Y )I 

'-I (Millions) "' ears 1 

: 14,0 September 1972 19 : 

j Tax Allowance I Unredeemed I Cap. Allowance I Surplus IT . I 
I Rate !Cap. Allow. I Rate !Liquidity! ax&tlon Constants I 
I ( 100% or 27 ,5%) I (ROOD) I % I (ROOD) XA I XB .I 
1 100 1 o 1 o 1 2 sos a. 703 1 o ,06 1 

I I · I I I I IYrs Yr& I Yrs I Yrs I Yrs I 
I 1Yr l1Yr 2 1Yr 3 1Yr 4 Yr 5 16-10 11-15ll6-20I21-25I26-30I 

!Milling Rate· 1

1
2s5o

1
'zsso 1

1
·z55o 1

1
3ooo 3ooo 13300 3300 13300 1 o 1 o 1 

l<ooo Tons/Yr) I I I I I 
I Ore Grade: I I I · I I I I I I 
ICG/To[}) 12,5l12,5l12,5112,3 12,1

1
12,0 ll,5 

1
11,0 I o I o I 

IWkg Costs/Ton I ·. · I I· · ·· I I I I I 
I < Rands > 9 

' 
5 

1
1 0 

' 
5 

1
11 

• 
4 

1
12 

' 
3 13 

• 
2 

I I I I I 
leap. Expenditure 

7000
12000 !2000 12000 2000 1 I I I I I 

I (ROOD) I I I · I I I I I I 
!Sundry Profit 2501 2501 2501 2501 2501 2501 250 I 250 I 0 I 0 I 
I < ROOO) I I I I I I I I I I 
!uranium Profit I I I I I I I I I I 
I<Rooo) 

0 I 0 I 0 
I 

0 
I 

0 I 0 I 0 I 0 
I 

0 I 0 I 
I Loan Repaymen1:13 0 l 0 I 0 I 

0 
I 

0 
I 

0 
I 

0 
I 

0 
I 

0 
I 

0 
I 

I (ROOD) I I I I I I I I I I 
!Last Year's I 
!Dividend (Cents) 27 I DATE: 13 February, 1972 

Figure C12 

This, together with similar data for the other mines, forms the 
content of the first input file. Vdues for most of the variables 
are given for f1.1ture years beyond the five years with which the 
program is concerned, because the same input files are used by both 
this program and the present value program. An example of the 
ot:hef data inp0 t file is shown in Figure Cl3. 



GOLD MINES DATA INPUT (FILE 2) 

RANDS/$ 
1,4192 

DATE: 13 FEBRUARY, 1973 
EXCHANGE RATES 

I RANDS/£ ---+--------- ·=----
1 1 '72 
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I ___________ ~G~O~L=D-~PR~I~C~E_F~O~R=E~CA7S~T~S~~.-~-------
I ___ ~Y~ea~r~----+l~--~~Q~u~ar~t~e~r~1y~(~R~an~d-s~/,o~z)~~~-
1-----------+1-M~a=r~ch~~J~un~e~I~Se~p_t_e_mb_e_r-+1-D_e_c_e_mb_e_r_ 
I 1972 I 35,3 36,4 I 42,8 I 44,9 
'----~19~7~3----~'-4~5~,~0~-4~6~,~0-rl __ 4~72,~0--~'--~48~,~0---
1 
I 
I 

Year ($/oz) 

I 1972 52 
I 1973 65 
I 1974 70 
I 1975 75 
I 1976 80 
I 1977 85 

'=================1=9=78=============9=0======= 
Annual Rate 

of Gold Price 
Increase (%) 

Cost 
Inflation 

Rate (%) 

!CODE! 
I NO.I 

I 1 I 
I 2 I 
I 3 I 
I 4 I 
I 5 I 
I 6 I 
.I 7 I 
.1 8 I 

I 9 I 
I 10 I 
I 11 I 
I 12 I 
I 13 I 
I 14 ·1 

i 15 I 
I 16 I 
I 17 I 
I 18 I 

I
I 19 I 

20 .1 

I 21 I 
I 22 I 
I 23 I 
I 24 I 
I 25 I 

lO ,0 

NAME 

Free State Gedu1d 
President Brand 
President Steyn 
Southvaa1 
Vaal Reefs 
Welkom 

7,0 

Western Deep Levels 
Western Holdings 
Hartebeestfonteip 
1Hyvooruitz icht 
Harmony 
Doornfontein 
East Driefontein 
K1oof 
Libanon 
West Driefontein 
Buffelsfontein 
Ithburg 
Randfontein 
Western Areas 
Bracl<en 
Kipross 
Leslie 
St. Helena 
Winkelhaak 

Discount 
Rate 
(%) 

12,5 

!Price! DIVIDEND FORECASTS I 
I {c) IYr liYr 21Yr 3IYr 41Yr 51 

I 11901 2451 I I I I 
I 9751 1751 1751 I I I 
I 780 I 70 I I i I I 
I I I I I I I 
I 11251 801 I I I I 
I 300 I 651 I I I I 
I 8ool 1101 I I I I 
I 19101 3601 3601 3601 I I 
I 8661 1201 1201 I I I 
I 3301 SOl I 

1
1 .I I 

I 210 I 40 I I I I 
I 4 751 551 I I 1 I 
I 4051 30 I 651 701 I I 
I 630 I 55 i so I I I I 
I 5651 951 l I I I 
I 186SI 3201 I I I I 
I 6851 10 I 851 I I I 
I 1751 I I I I .I 
I I I I I I I 
I 2001 301 sol I I I 
I 1451 40 I I I I I 
I 3001 SOl sol 651 80 I I 
I 651 251 1 I I I 
I 13451 1851 I I I I 
I so s I s Sl I I I I 
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Referring to Figure Cll, the average gold pr~ce ~s the forecast 
averagt~ price received by the mine during its financial year. 
This figure is based on the cl:llendar year figures in Flle 2, but 
adjusted to take account of the difference between the calendar 
year and the corporate year for each mine. Surplus liquidity is 
cash in hand and on deposit, or loan which is not required for 
dividends or tax. 

The program is devised to calculate a forecast dividend figure, but 
this can be overridden by a manual forecast (in File 2) in any of 
the five years. The method of calculation is as follows: 

The distributable earnings for each of the five years are 
calculated, and to each is added one fifth of the surplus liquidity 
(on the assumption that this liquidity will disappear over five 
years); a straight line is fitted to these adjusted earnings 
figures and ~s used to provide the dividend forecasts. If a 
manual forecast has been entered, the difference between the 
computed and the manual figures is spread equally over the 
remaining years. The computed dividend per share figure ~s 
rounded down to tDe nearest; whole number of cents. 

The gQld price sensitivity is the amount by which distributable 
~arnings per share in the second year would change for a 10% 
1.ncrease in the average gold price. Similarly the working cost 
sensitivity measures the change in earnings in the second year for 
C'l 10% in.crease in working ~osts. · 

Present Value Program 

·~•'!••············,·· 

This program performs two functions: 

It computes the distributable earnings each year in t;he same 
way as the first program, but throughout the e}{pect;ed life of 
the mine, discounting these back so as to obtain a present 
value. · 
lf prints out, in addition to the present value, a statistical 
pummary of information likely to be of use ~n investment 
analysis. (See Figure Cl4). 
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4.1.4.1. 

STATISTICAL SUMHARY OF SOUTH AFRICAN GOLD MINES 

~----~-----~--,------r----r~~RAGt I~~;~- GRADEs I ~~;KIN;;--r~;DENDs r-PRESru'lT I PRicE - pvl F/CA~;;~--, 
I !"liNE I YEAR I LIFE I M1LL RATE I (G/TON) I PROFIT COST I (CENTS) I PRICE I VALUE I VARIANCE I AV YLD I PRICE I 
J J END \ (YRS) I ~~NS/YR~ J MAX- MIN- I (RANDS/'~~N) J ACTUAL F/CAST J (c) I (c) J (%) J (%) J SENSITIVITY J 

lEast Driefontein 
I 
IK1oof 
I 
!Vaal Reefs 
I 

I I I I I I I I I I I 
I Dec o73 I 35 I 2140 I 22 00 14,0 I 19,7 11 00 I o,o 20,0 I 40.S I 524 I -29,4 I 9 01 I 20 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
I Jun o73 I 35 I 2677 I 16 05 12,0 I 11,9 11 08 I 13 00 33 00 I 630 I 731 I -16 00 I 7,5 I 30 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
I Dec o73 I 25 I 6740 1 13 05 !2 00 I 8,1 10,1 I 50 00 5o,o I 1130 I 1487 I -31,6 I 7,0 I 33 
I I I I I I I I I I I -" 

!Western Deep Levels I Dec 073 I 25 I 3200 I 12 05 12,0 I 16 08 lO,'l I 80,0 70,0 I 800 I 947 I -18,4· I 9,4 I 18 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
!Kinross I Dec o73 I 20 I 1462 I 9,5 1,0 I 6,8 7,4 I 30,0 30,0 I 300 I 281 I 6,3 I 12,1 I 41 
I 
IWinke1haak 
I 

I I I I I I I I I I 
I Dec o73 I 20 I 1662 9,5 7,5 I 7 00 7,2 I 26,0 35,0 I 510 I 440 I 13,7 I 803 I 20 
I I I I I I I I I I 

!President Steyn 
I 
IE1sburg 

.I Sep on I 19 I 3165 12,5 11,0 I 8,9 9,5 I 27,0 45,0 I 780 I 877 I -12,4 I 8,8 I 19 
I I I I I I I I I I 

·1 Dec o73 I 19 I 1100 13,0 11,0 I 6,3 10,1 I 0 00 o,o ! 175 I 194 I -10,9 I 14,7 I 49 
I . . 
I St. Helena I . . 
IDoornfontein 
I . 
IBuffelsfontein 
I . . 
I President ·Brand·'. 
I . ...,'. 
IHartebeestfontein 
I .·<.' 
!Harmony 
I ·-
!west Driefonteit!-·, 
I ·--~
ILibanon 
I 
!Western Areas 

.1 . . .. 
!Free State Gedu1d 
I 
IB1yvooruitzicht 
I 

I I I I I I I I 
f Dec o73 I· 19 I 2178 14,0 12 05 I 13,4 7,5 I 90,0 115,0 I 1342 I 1305 I 2,8 
I . I I I I I I I 

.I Jun o73 I 18 I 1383 14,5 12,0 I 9,2 11,6 I 26,0 35,0 I 475 I 412 I 0,6 
I I I I I I I I 
I Jun °73 I 18 I 2783 12,5 8,0 I 7,0 11,0 I 19,0 45,o I 685 1 502 I 26,7 
I I I I I I I I 
I sep o73 I l7 I 2358 16,5 13,0 I 14,5 9,8 I 107,5 110,0 I 980 I 888 I 9,4 
I I I I I I I I 
I Jun o 73 I 11 I 3064 14 ,o 11 ,o I 8 00 12,1 I 30 ,o 75 ,o I 865 l 858 I o ,8 
I I I I I I I I 
I Jun o73 I 16 I 3460 8,3 1,0 I 3,6 6,3 I 18,0 2s,o I 210 I 316 I -11,0 
I I I I I I I I 
I Jun °73 I 16 I 2775 I 29,0 25,5 I 30,0 12,6 I 140,0 200,0 I 1865 I 1985 I -6,4 
I I I I I I I I I 
I Jun o 73 I . 15 I 1400 I 13,5 10 ,o I 10 ,8 9 ,o I so ,o 60 ,o I 565 I 561 I o, 7 
I I I I I I I I I 
I Dec o73 I 14 I 2482 I· 8,0 7,0 I 3,4 8,5 I 16,0 20,0 I 200 I 192 I 4,0 
I I I I I I I I I 
I Sep o73 I 13 I 2000 I 2l,S 12,0 I 21,6 10,0 I 110,0 155,0 I 1190 I 761 I 36,1 
I I I I I I I I I 
I Jun o73 I 12 I 1883 I 17,5 14,0 I 14 01 11,0 I 26,0 3o,o I no I 338 I -2,4 
I I I I I I I I I 

!Western Holdings I Sep 073 I 11 I 2816 I 17,5 15,0 I 16,8 8,9 I 235,0 225,0 I 1905 I 1451 I 2308 
I I I I I I I I I I 
!Welkom I Sep 073 I 10 I 2150 I 10,5 9,5 I 6,0 9,4 I 32,0 40,0 I 302 I 269 I 10,9 
I I I I I I I I I I 
!Bracken I Dec 073 I 6 I 1000 I 11,5 10 00 I 9,0 7,4 I 25,0 25,0 I 145 I 116 I 29,0 
I I I I I I I I I I 
!Leslie I Dec 073 I 5 I 1500 I 7,2 6,0 I 4,3 6,5 I 14,0 15,0 I 65 I 57 I 12 03 
I I I I I I I I I I I 

General Assumptions: 

Gold Prices (Do11ars/oz) 

1973 
1974 
1975 

65000 
70,00 
75,00 

Annual rate of gold price increase 
Cost inflation rate 
Discount rate 

(%) 
(%) 
(%) 

10,0 
7,0 

12,5 

9 ,o I I> 

9,9 I 21 

9,0 i 25 

9 0 9 I 14 

9,7 I 31 

13,3 I 26 

11,6 I 12 

11,6 I 24 

12 ,s I 23 

9,7 I 11 

14,4 I 16 

11 o 1 I 12 

13,8 I 22 

20,0 I 15 

24 0 5 I 21 

~: Forecast average yietd refers to next 5 years. Gold price sensitivity is the percentage change in distributable earnings in second financial year 
for 10% gold price increase. 

DATE: 13.02.73 
Figu~~~ 
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The statistical summary is printed in descending sequence of 
expected mine life. The average milling rate is the average rate 
over the life of the mine. The two ore grade figures are 
respectively the maximum and minimum figures which appear in the 
data input file. In most cases the maximum is the current figure, 
but for new mines the ore grade may rise at a L"lter date; the 
minimum figure is usually that referring to the grade during the 
final· years of the mine's life. The working profit and working 
cost figures are forecasts for the current financial year. The 
two dividend figures show last year's actual dividend and a 
forecast figur~ for the current financial year. The price is that 
which is quoted on the JSE on the date given at the foot of the 
page. The present value is calculated as explained 1n the 
previous section; the general assumptions are printed at the 
bottom of the summary, along with an explanation of the 'gold price 
sensititivity'. The percentage variance between the market price 
and the present value is shown so as to give an indication of 
apparently over- or under-valued shares. The 'forecast average 
yield' is obtained from the average of the first five years' 
forecast earnings per share, using the current market price. 

The model requires the capital expenditure for the first five years 
to be specified, and thereafter assume~ that the geperal level will 
be 15% of working costs, but there is a transition period after the 
first five years when capital expenditure is increased or decreased 
to the 15% level. Also, during the last ten year~ of the mine's 
life capital expenditure is reduced until it reaches zero four 
years before the mine ceases to operate. 

Tbe program is arranged so that if the working profit of any mine 
becomes negative befqre the mine has completed its expected life, 
the calculations for that mine are terminated and the expected life 
figure, which is printe4 1n the statistical sumtqary, 1s 
automatically adjusted. 

Effects of Varying Input Assumptions 
.,.,, ........ ~·······•!!•••·········· 
The program is arranged s.o that the values .chosen for 

tong term anpual rate of gold price inc~ease, 
1ong term co$[ inflation rate, and 
discount rate. 

apply to the mines as a whole. If any one of these values is 
varied, tl)e effec.t on the present value will vary from mir~e to 
m~ne, For example, .a change in the discount rate will affect long 
life mines more than short life mines, These effects can eas Hy 
be oJ:>served by running the program for different sets of 
asswnpt: ~oq;;;. 
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It ts interesting to know how the v.1luation of the shares as a 
whole compares with the market valuation under different sets of 
assumptions. The results of such an experiment can be plotted as 
in Figure ClS. Here the average percentage deviation of the 
present values from the market prices, for the whole set of shares, 
is plotted against each one of the above variables while the 
remaining two are held constant. 
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Figure ClS 

Applying multiple regression to these results gives the equation: 

%• Dev1'at1'on = 10 7G 5 6C 7 4R + 36 , - , - , 

Where G = 
c = 
R = 

Annual rate of gold price increase (%) 
Annual cost i~flation rate (%) 
Discount rate (%) 
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The equation refers to data applicable to a specific day. The 
constant term (+ 36) will vary from day to day, but the coefficents 
are fairly stable. This equation shows, for example, that if one 
postulated a zero growth rate for the gold price and no cost 
inflation, and used a discount rate of 8%, the deviation would work 
out at about -23%; in other words, the present values of the 
shares as a whole would be 23% lower than the market prices. 

The values given to these three variables will depend on the v1.ew 
taken by the program user. Therefore, the program is written so 
that several runs, for various sets of assumptions, can be carried 
out quickly and cheaply. An example of the plotted results oE 
such a series of runs is illustrated in Figure Cl6. 

PRESENT VALUE UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS 

PRESIDENT STEYN 

EXPECTED LIFE (YEARS) 

Figure Cl6 

Yield Curves 
............ 
In Fi~ure Cl7 the 5-year forecast average earnings yields given in 
the Statistical Summary in Figure Cl4 have been plotted against the 
expected lives of the mines. The points tend to lie on a curve 
simil;:tr to that shown earlier 1.n Figure C7, although there 1s 
considerable scatter. 
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This type of yield curve cap be used to highlight shares whose 
prices seem in need of co.rrection. In the case of long 1 ife mines 
this approach may produce results which qiffer from those obtained 
Py COtllparing present values and market prices. For e>tample, in 
Figure Cl4 President Steyn has a forecast yield of 8,8% and Elsburg 
14,7%; yet their present values differ from their actual prices to 
a fairly similar degree. In such cases the yield cril:erion l.S 

likely to be the mor.e useful. 

Probabilistic Forecasting 
...... ~ ................. . 
There is nearly always some uncertainty about the data values used 
in forecasting. For example, one cannot say with certainty that 
in say five years time the ore grade of a particular mine will have 
a specific value; but one can say that it is likely to lie within 
a certain range of values. If forecasts are made using ranges of 
values for the input data rather than single values, then ~he 
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resulting forecast will also have a range of values, the extent of 
which will be governed by the extent of the input data ranges. 
Thus, if say future ore grade values are very uncertain then the 
upper and lower limits for the present value of the share will be 
further apart than would be the case if future grades could be 
predicted with more accuracy. 

The two programs described above produce single value forecasts; 
in the interest of simplicity probabilistic forecasting is not 
used. However, !:he program can be enhanced to produce 
probab il is tic forecasts of quarterly m~n~ng results. When the 
actual results are known, in cases where they fall outs ide their 
predicted range, a quick check will determine which input 
assumptions were incorrect. This procedure draws attention to 
unexpected changes to which the market is likely to react. 

The program user specifies maximum and minimum values for each of 
the input variable13 needed to forecast the next quar~:er' s 
results. The program assumes that the input variables are 
uncorrelated and are normally distributed about their means. 
(These assumptions are not actually valid but this is unlikely to 
have much effect on short-term forecasts. In the longer-term 
however, the fact that there is. correlation between some of the 
variables and that the probability distributions may not be normal 
could seriously affect results). The user is in effect: required 
to select maximuw and minimum values such that there is op.ly a 1 in 
40 ·chance of the actual vB.lue exceeding the maxim4m value, and a 1 
in 40 chance that it is less than the minimum value (i.e. a 5% 
chance of the actpal value falling outside the chosen range). The 
program then takes account of these uncertainty rqnges in such a 
way that after manipulating the variables the final earnings 
forecast range is also expressed in the same terms (i.e. there is a 
5% chance that the actu~l earnings figure will fall outside the 
specified range), 

One Way of dealing with the longer term forecasting problems 
ment~oned above is ~o use probability trees. An example of a 
~imple probability tree is given in Figure Cl8. 
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PROBABILITY TREE FOR REVENUE 

PROBABILITY 

.2'!_00 ~ REVENUE 1 I 
15 (0,25) I (RM) I 

~---~.--1 1900 (0,50) I 
I . I 
I 2000 (0,50) I 

2,0 (0,30) I 14 (0,50) I I 
I I 1900 (0,50) 601 
I T 
I 2000 (0,50) 

541% I 13 (0,25) 
1900 (0,50) 1 

I 
481 

2000 (0,50) T 
15 (0,45) I 

1900 (0,50) 421 

2000 (0,50) I 
1,6 (0,50) 14 (0,35) I 361 5% Pro-

I 1900 (0,50) I bability 
I that 

2000 (0,50) 301 Revenue 
13 (0,20) T will tall 

1900 (0,50) I outside 
I the 
I shad~d 

2000 (0,50) I area 
15 (0,60) I 

1900 (0,50) I 
I 

2000 (0,50) I 
)., ~ 5 ( 0 , 20 ) 14 (0,30) I 

1900 (0,50) I 
I 

2000 (0,50) i 
13 (0,10) I 

1900 (0,50) I 
I 
I 

GOLD pRICE ORE OMPE l'Q~S MILLED I 
(~ND/G) (G/TON) (000) I 

Figure c1a 

The figure illustrfltet> the calculation of the probabil:lty 
di~?t;d.bution of ~old revenue for a particular mine in a parti~;ular 
ye~r. Simil~r trees ¢ould be constr~cted for workinS. costs, 
capi al expenciiture etc., leading eventqall.y t:o probability 
dis~ ib~tions for earnings forecasts. 
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The tree is used as follows: 

First assign probabilities to gold prices; 1n this case there is a 
~0% chance of the price being R2,00/g, a 50% chance of it being 
!H,60, and a 20% chance of it being Rl,25. Next, probabilities 
:Jre assign·.~d to vari.ous ore grade values. Here it i.s as~wmed that 
if the gold price is high the mine will reduc•~ it's recovery 
grade; thus for a R2,00 gold price the probability of having a 
~rade of 15 g/ton is only 25%, as opposed to 60% if the gold price 
were Rl,25. Probabilities are next assigned to milling rates; it 
is assumed that tnere is an equal probability of the rate being 
l 900 tons/year an,d 2 000 tons/year. Finally, the expected value 
and probability for each of the possible paths are computed. (For 
example, the expected value for the top branch is 2 x 15 x 2 000 = 
R60 000, and its probabiqty is 0,3 x 0,25 x 0,5 = 0,0375). The 
results can then b~ expressed in the form of a probability curve as 
sho"'n. 

The numl:;>er of calculations needed to obtain a set of earnings 
forecast probability distributions 1s very large, so that a 
comp4ter is essential. The main disadvantage of thl.s approach is 
the somewhat complicated form of input data required from the user, 
cqmpar.ecJ with the simple maximum and minimum figures used in the 
model described earlier. It is this consideration which usually 
leads to the adoption of the simpler model which, because of its 
l imi.ta t ions' is used for snort-term forecasts only •. 
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4.2. A Relative Value Index for South African Gold Shares 

Gold shares, due to the volatility of the gold price, are subject to 
significant fl.uctuHtions in value and it is important to be aware of 
c!l<.ll)geli in relati.vl' values. A Relative Valu1~ Index (R.V.I.) for South 
African gold shares highlights under- or over-valued sit•v1ti.ons. 

A gold m1ne 1s a quantifiable investment since, given pr:ice, costs, 
grade, tonnage, etc., a competent analyst can, with reasonable accur:acy 
~alculC~te the likely earnings flow over: J;:he life of a m1,ne. In 
practice, however, the analyst is faced with a number of variables -
tne greatest of which is the price of gold which in turn has a bearing 
on mine management's decisions regarding other variables such as 
tonnage, grades and costs. 

tnflation within the economy 1s a variable beyond management control. 

Chamber of Mines studies indicate that the production of gold will 
decline steadily from now on - the rate of decline depending very much 
on the price of gold. How the gold price is going to behave over the 
short term is questionable(20) but it seems fair to assume, with 
declining production, r1.S1ng consumption and continued inflation that 
price in the longer-term will show a rising trend. 

With Central Banks holding more than SO% of all the gold mined, this is 
a potential source of supply which coulq prove to be more important 
than the decreasing supply of newly mined gold in time to come. 
Whether Central Banks become aggressive traders in gold remains to be 
seen. 

The standard (f4ndamental) method of gold mine evaluation calculates 
the present value of the estimated distributable earnings which will 
flow over the life of the mine, together with an estimate of break-up 
value. An alternative method works on distributable earnings 
tls~:imates r;Ither: than dividend flow projections. The present value 
t~dmiqu~ has one major short coming i.e. that a valu~ is placed on a 
share ~t a set rate of discount - and it is the rate of discount which 
i.s frequently contentio4s. To circumvent this proble!ll, use a fixed 
rate of di&count to calcula~~ present values which are then expressed 
as a ratio of market price. From the ratios obtained calculate the 
average r<ltio for the market as a whole. This is done by calculating 
the simple average of the ratios of the shares incl~ded in the analysis. 
By relating these ratios to the average, we determine which snares 
appear to be over:- or under-valued relative to the market average. 

ThLs ha~ the advantage of not showing the present value which can be 
very misleading d4e to misinterpretation. In simple terms, a rating 
of 100 is t:he average for the market. Ratings of over 100 indicate 
the degree of under-valuation relative to the market averc~ge at the 
itlc!ic<lted price of gold. Ratings of under 100 indicate the degree of 
over-valuation. The higher the rating t)1e more attractive the share 
is in relative terms and vice versa for low rating. 
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This technique does not show whether gold shares are cheap or expensive 
it1 absolute terms, but rather which shares afford the best valtJe at 
various prices of gold in relative terms. 

A major problem in til~~ analysis is the difficulty nf forecasti.ng the 
pri.c11 of gold over the life o( the mine. This problem can be t!lcklcd 
by assuming either a future fixed price or a variable pr1ce for gold. 

A. range of fixed prices is preferable, highlighting those shares which 
offer the best value at the various pr1ces for gold. The variable 
price method is too subjective. 

Another important variable is the way 1n which management planning will 
be affected at varying prices of gold. The price of gold has much to 
do with management's (and indeed the Government's) decision regarding 
the control of grade with respect to the life of the m111~. By 
cons tan tty reviewing each analysis and up-dating figures, the errors 
which may result from this particular problem are minimised. 

Inflation is a particularly thorny problem. The recent rate of 
inflation is probably the order of 13% with costs at the mines 
increasing by around 20%. By canvassing the opinion of leading mine 
executives, mine managers, financial advisers to the mines, merchant 
bankers and economists one can establish a likely cost escalation rate 
over the next five years and probable rate thereafter. 

This factor must be constantly reviewed. 

With a computerised gold mine data base, updated relative values are 
readily available atter changing any of the many variables. 

In any present value calculation it is extremely diffi~:ult to compare 
thli! valQe of a stat~ assisted mine with a short life mine or a very 
long life mine, particularly sint::e the method of calculation 
drasticaJly discounts all ~et~rns over the longer-term. It ts 
therefore convenien~ to categorise the mines into grpups of short, 
mediut~ and long life, with additional groups showing st:ate assisted 
mines (See Figure Cl9). Uranium and non-uranium producers ~:an also be 
highlighted. 

A1 ternat:i.vely, the mines can be categorised into groups of marginal, 
~ow, mediuJI1 and high grade and expanding operations (See Figure C20). 

This subsequent R.V.I. illustrates: 

The staggering increase in gold share values 1 ittle more than a 
year later. 
The change 1.11 relative value of the shares at the higher gold 
prices. 
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RELATIVE VALUE INDEX 

15th November, 1973 

I R. V.I. @ GOLD PRJ.Cl~ 
I I 

,-·-----SH~~E-·---·---------fMK'f-PRICEl-$;;-f-$10~-r-;~~;r-;~so--1 $l;;1 
I " I C cr~NTS) I I I · I I I -. -.. --·---·-----··---·-----------------------~-----·-----

!State Assisted Mines: I I I I I I I 

!Durban Deep I 830 I 51 I 72 I 90 I 88 I 98 I 
IE.R.P.M. I 620 I 146 I 153 I 143 I 14 7 I 137 I 
!Loraine I 230 I 59 I 86 I 87 I 130 I 142 I 
I I I I I I I I 
!Short Life Mines: I I I I I I I 
!(Capital Repayments) I I I I I I I 
I i I I I I I I 
!Leslie I 90 I 210 I 188 I 170 I 164 I 165 I 
I I I I I I I I 
!Old Low Grade Mines: I I I I I I I 
IGrootvlei I 170 I 117 I 104 I 99 I 96 I 97 I 
!Marievale I 315 I 132 I 119 I 105 I 95 I 87 I 
IVenterspost I 340 I 120 I 126 I 131 I 129 I 123 I 
I I I I I I I I 
!Short Life Mines: I I I I I I I 

IBr{lcken I 208 I 159 I 158 I 150 I 139 I 127 I 
I Stilfontein I 395 I P4 I 112 I 115 I 112 I 101 I 
I We lkom I 415 I 76 I 79 I 81 I 82 I 101 I 
1 I I I I I I I 
!Medium Life Mines; I I I I I I I 
I.Blyvooruitzicht I 660 I 122 I 12t I 117 I 112 I 110 I 
!Free Scate Geduld I 1550 I 102 I 107 I 107 I 102 I 95 I 
!Kinross I 370 I ll2 I 104 I 93 I 82 I 74 I 
!Libaoon I no· I 105 I 111 I 118 I 119 I 114 I 
!West Drtefontein I 3100 I 110 I 107 I 102 I 97 I 94 I 
!Western Areas I 325 I 63 I 63 I 68 I 71 I 70 I 
!Western Holdings I 2950 I 134 I 118 I 114 I 107 I 107 I 
IWiqke}haak I 750 I ll2 I 95 I 85 I 80 I 74 I 
I I I I I I I I 
!Long Life Mines: I I I I I I I 
I B\lffe1s fontein I 1725 I 51 I 53 I 69 I 78 I 83 I 
IDoornfontein I 970 I 68 I 72 I n I 79 I 98 I 
I H<rrmony I 530 I 95 I 91 I 86 I 86 I 91 I 
IHartebeestfontein I 1850 I 59 I 70 I 81 I 83 I 85 I 
!President Brand I 1500 I 100 109 I 110 I 105 I 107 I 
!President Steyn I l425 I 34 33 I 60 I 64 I 68 I 1St. Helena I 1625 I 115 Ll2 I 111 I 10.8 I 106 I 
I I I I I I I 
!New Long Life Mines; I I I I I I 
IEiist Dr~e~ol\tein i 580 I 93 91 I 83 I 79 I 78 I 
IKLoof I 1080 I 85 88 .I 89 I 86 I 87 I 
ISopth Vaal I 565 I 56 61 I 70 I 75 I 72 I 
!Western Oeep Levels I 1400 I 102 107 I 105 I 104 I 107 I 
I I I I I I I 
·~-:----~ 

Fig4r~ Cl9 
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!Marginal Grade Mines: I 
]Durban Deep I 
IGrootvlei I 
!Leslie I 
]Marievale I 
!Sallies I 
!South Roodepoort I 
I I 
!Low Grade Mines: I 
!Bracken I 
IElsburg I 
IE.R.P.M. I 
!Harmony I 
!Kinross I 
I Libanon I 
!Loraine I 
IStilfontein I 
IVenterspos~ I 
IWelkom I 
!Western Areas I 
IWinkelnaak I 
I I 
l"edium Grade Mines: I 
IBuffelsfontein I 
IDoqrni~otein I 
IPart~bee~tfontein I 
IPre~i~ent Brand I 
!President Steyn I 
1St, Helena I 
!Zandpan I 
I . I 
)Hish Grade Mines: 1 
jijlyy6oruitzicht I 
!Free State Geduld I 
!We~t Driefontein I 
!Western Deep Levels I 
!Western Holdings I 
I I 
!Expanding Operations: I 
IEa~t Qri~fontein · ' I 
II<loof I 
IRandtontein I 
!South Vaal I 
IUniPel I 
I . I 
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RELATIVE VALUE INPEX 

28th February, 1975 

MKT PRICE IPV@ $1751 
(CENTS) I (CENTS) I 

IPV @ $200 I I 
R. v. I. I (CENTS) I R. v. I. I 

:.___;___ 

1450 
395 
200 
575 
760 
515 

370 
485 

1400 
950 
740 

1700 
600 
490 

1100 
540 
800 

130Q 

2300 
1550 
3250 
2900 
257? 
3725 
470 

1120 
3.100 
5350 
2375 
4000 

1200 
1400 
~550 
1275 

365 

1025 
233 
218 
558 
608 
387 

380 
500 

1160 
950 
735 

1785 
682 
540 

1066 
670 
783 

1410 

2465 
1397 
3120 
2560 
2300 
3040 

520 

1070 
3390 
4210 
2700 
4520 

1150 
1870 
3137 
1414 
415 

Figure C20 

I I I I 
I I I I 
I 12 I 1300 I 75 I 
I 60 I 422 I 90 I 
I 111 I 241 I 101 I 
I 99 I 638 I 93 I 
I 82 I 1010 I 111 I 
I 77 I 583 I 95 I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I 105 I 420 I 95 I 
I 105 I ~90 I 102 I 
I 85 I 1610 I 96 I 
I 102 I 1175 I 104 I 
I 101 I 855 I 97 I 
I 101 I 2090 I 103 I 
I 116 I 876 I 122 I 
I 112 I 670 I 115 I 
I 99 I 1386 I 106 I 
I 126 I 800 I 124 I 
I 100 I 913 I 96 I 
I 111 I 1650 I 106 I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I 109 I 2900 I 106 I 
I 92 I 1670 I 90 I 
I 98 I 3660 I 94 I 
I 90 I 3210 I 93 I 
I 91 I 2735 I 89 I 
I 83 I 3600 I 81 I 
I 113 I 610 I 109 I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I 97 I 1197 I 9o I 
I 112 · I ~760 I 102 I 
I 80 I 4 790 I 7 5 I 
I 116 I 30oo I 106 l 
I 115 I 5620 I 118 I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I 98 I 1340 I 94 I 
I 136 I 1960 I 111 I 
l 90 I 368 7 I 8 7 I 
i 113 I 1800 I 118 I 
I 116 I 4 70 I 108 I 
I I I I 
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Assumptions 

Gold price of $1.75 and $200 increasing by 12%, 10%, 8% and then 4% 
qnti.1 the end of the mines Life. 
Cost escalated at 2% above increase in gold price. 
Pre$.•!nt V.1lue Discount at 10%. 
Johannesburg mid-'-day prices 28th February, 1975. 

The Relative Value Index must be studied in conjunction with commentary 
from company, broker and press reports before selecting shares based on 
the buyer's criteria. 

Appendi~ 5 provides an example summar1s1ng this supplementary commentary 
(for the corresponding R.V.I. of 15.11.1973 i.e. Figure C19). 
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4,3. Gold Mine Dividend Forecasting Utilizing Projections From Brokers/ 
Ana~s Reports 

4. 3. l. 

4.3.2. 

When to Use this Approach 

Ideally gold dividend projections should be the outcome of 'in-house 
fundamental evaluation' '(the Institution's individually derived 
valqe). 
However, for 'pragmatic reasons' (lack of time and computing 
facilities) related to 'departmental policy' this approach may be 
superceded by 'an average broker view'. As several brokers them-
selves employ mining specialists and use computers, this represents a 
'quick and dirty' indirect computational result. 

Ready reference charts can show the c~rrent year dividend projections 
ma<le by various brokers/analysts (21) for say 20 selected (22) gold 
mines, at alternative average bullion prices per ounce for the year. 

Method of Evaluating Broker Opinion 

Whilst Investment Management may request a tabulation based on 
bullion prices of $175 and $200, say, the brokers may unfortunately 
not take views at e~actly the same levels. However, a broker view 
can generally be foun<l within the ~;tpproximate range $150 - $200. 
The view nearest to $175 (whether $150, $160 or $175, say) is 
selected as CASE LOW (L) and- the view nearest to $200 (whether $190 
or $200, say) is selected as CASE HIGH (H). Where several options 
exist the Mining Analyst applies discretion in selecting a LOW and 
HIGH view (the bro~ers approach is mostly non-commital, providing the 
client with a range of options from which to choose). 

It may be found that a particular broker's note caters only for 
Present Value estimates anq earnings estimates, not necessarily in 
the same report. Thus several reports might have to be consul ted 
before dividend estimates and other necessary details can be 
extracted (maintaining brokers reports in the files in chronological 
order faci1ites the exercise). 

The 'l3roker Report Summary (::hart' 
items of information considered by 
essential information' necessary for; 

(See Figure C21) contains those 
the Analyst to be the 'minimum 

The intelligent 
consistent witl1 

and meaningful selection of a dividend view 
ftmdamental information released by the mining 

cop1pan ies. 
The convenient filling of 'information gaps' in broker reports, 
more specifically: 

Diviqend 
qer:j.ving 
dividend 
earninga 

estimation where earnings only are inMqated (by 
an aven~ge dividend cover for all other broker 
estimates <~.nd applying this cover to the rel.evant 
e~timates where dividend is not provided). 
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Earnings estimation where dividends only are indicated (by 
application of the aforementioned average dividend cover). 
Dividends and earnings where Present Value only is indicated 
(by firstly deriving average dividend yield on Present Value 
and applying this yield to calculate dividend, and secondly 
applying the dividend cover tO calculate earnings). 

All such 'derived' information i.e. not provided directly by brokers, 
is indicated by underlining the item, and readily identified on the 
chart. 

The use of arrows serves to highlight constants. 

The sign ( +, > , < ) or lack of sign preceding an item has a 
significance relating to type of information. An unsigned item 
almost invariably indicates a parameter incorporated in a broker 
tabulation. The signed items in most cases represent the Mining 
Analyst view based on the latest historic information (e.g. last 
quarter's results) recorded by the broker. 

The chart is complete<! by extracting the appropriate data from the 
latest broker/analyst report and, where 'information gaps' exist, 
referencing the earlier broker reports in chronological order, always 
accepting information :from the most recent as valid. Due to the 
escalation of gold price over the recent past and the acceleration of 
working costs, broker views earlier than say the beginning of 1974 
are considered to be of little worth. The date of the evaluation/ 
information indicated on the chart is useful in tracing the source 
broker's report and may also influence the chart user 1 s view on a 
'time of information' basis. Similarly, a broker credibility rating 
may be established~ · 

Th.e 5 variables, gold price, tons milled, recovery grade, working 
cost ~nd life-of-mine are directly inter-dependent. It is the 
fluctuations inherent in this mutual dependence which causes most of 
the valuation problems and i~ is in this area that confusion is often 
reflected in broker reports. 

A rate o:f discount of 10% is commonly used presumably on the 
l,lSS!.Ul\ption !:hat i:f the high rate of inflation pert>ists over the 
long-te r!TI then a real rate of return of less than that generally 
expected by the market will become acceptable and the conservation of 
capital could become the major issue. 

Averaging Techniques 
... ,.~ ....... , .. ,.!'.··· 
In deriving the average of broker estimates per mine per calendar 
year (see bott,:orn of each chart) 'discretionary weighting' can be 
~pp~ied. Discretionary weighting inclu(ies 'broker weighting' and 
'time weightipg'. !'he statisticd rnethod i1:1 principally one of 
ar ~thrnetic av{:!ragin~. Where the 1:1igns > and < are encountered, 
an arl:>itrary 10% may be added or qeducted fro!TI t,:he. value. 
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Statistical method has been kept as simple as possible so that it 
can become a simple clerical function. The credibility of the 
results can be tested at the end of the calendar year by plotting 
the 'actual results' in the row immediately below the 'weighted 
averages'. If the discrepancy between dividend projections derived 
in this manner and actual dividends paid is less than say 10%, this 
method can be adhered to in the future as a 'simple but effective 
statistical technique for gold mine dividend forecasting'. If on 
the other hand this discrepancy is greater than 10% consideration 
should be given to weighting based on broker competence, time status 
of the report, and any other relevant considerations based on sound 
statistical theory. 

The influence of common sources of mining expertise, common 
computational programs, and cross-fertilization of ideas amongst 
the broker/analyst fraternity should be diligently investigated in 
consultation with those responsible for producing the client 
reports. Without this information it will be difficult to apply a 
'quantitative' broker rating for weighting purposes. 

Ready Reference Chart ..... " .............. . 
There are several ways in which this chart (See Figure C2l) can be 
used: 

According to the users preference for, or faith in, a particular 
broker, that particular broker is selected and dividends and/or 
PV for the required mine read off against the nearest bullion 
price view, irrespective of the dependent variables - although 
this is a somewhat reckless approach. 

preferable to the first approach above, the user should consult 
the latest quarterly report, comparing the dependent variables 
(gold price, tons milled, recovery grade, working costs and 
life-of-mine) in the quarterly against the equivalent items on 
the chart (certain brokers provide multiple options e.g. cost 
and grade, against a fixed bullion price). Select those 
brokers whose parameters approximate closest and then select 
from these 2 or 3 the one favoured; or derive an average of 
these 2 or 3. 

Where the user feels inadequate at interpreting technical 
information, the 'weighted averages' of total broker opinion 
(at the bottom of the chart) can be read off - a method which 
depends on faith in the law of averages. 

The 'probability ran.king' indicated on the extreme left hand 
column represents the Mining Analyst's view that situation 1 is 
more likely to occur than situation 2. It wilt be noted that 
the numbers 1 an.d 2 always share a common line with a HIGH (H) 
or LOW (L) indicator on the far right hand side of the chart. 
As the H and L represent the considered reasonable high-low 
ranges of possibilities, intermediate views can l>e roughly 
weighted by leaning moTe to the· values associated with number 
1. This is obviously only a secondary technique and should be 
used with discretion. 
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The vacant column on the extreme right can be used for 
recording: 

The year's highest-lowest market prices of the share; or 
The current market price; or 
Earnings and dividend yields; or 
Any brief comments. 

Computer Adaptation 

The approach as presented here provides the most efficient and 
reliable gold mine information system under manual circumstances. 
However 1 inherent in the design is the potent :i.a 1 for ready 
computerisation, with terminal access for updating and interrogation. 

Deriving an average broker/analyst gold dividend estimate consists of 
two phases: 

The interpretation of broker/analyst reports. 
Statistical averaging. 

The first phase is largely interpretive - the informqtion is there, 
but often masked in the te<;:hnical discussion. Completing this phase 
systematically and correctly requires somewhat more involvement than 
merely transposing values (garbage in, garbage out). 

The second phase, on the other hand, is a time-consuming 'number
crunching exercise' the sheer monotony introducing th!'! potential of 
error - an ideal case for compucerisatiog, · 

Qomputerisation is further emphasised by the fact that results are 
rendered obsolete as soon as one or two new brokers reports are 
received, necessitating repetition of the entire tedious averaging 
exercise. Moreover, by mid-year the portfolio managers will be 
pasting an eye to the next calendar year's objectives and targets. 

The ~i~e of the above task can be readily appreciated: 

If all information were available in the most recent of each broker's 
reports, the job would entail 20 x 10 = 200 company reviews. 
tlowever, as the la!)t 2 or 3 brokers r{:!ports are often required to 
e:>ttra.cj: the 'minimu.m essential information 1 , a level in I;!Xcess of 300 
revtews is more correct, 

An oq-line computer tenninal would provide a dynamic system., easily 
\.lpQated. An automatic discipline would be imposed for I processing I 
incoming !:>rakers report&, The computer file would be a perl!lanent 
Ule of the most current gold views with the advant;:1;1ge of instant 
processing and listing ~ what is manually accomplished in weeks ~::ould 
pe accomplished in minut~s. 
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SECTION D 

COMMUNICATION OF INVESTMENT ANALYSIS FINDINGS 

SUMMARY 

THE ULTIMATE PURPOSE OF MONITORING THE MINING SECTOR IS TO BRING 

FAVOURABLE MINING INVESTMENT (AND DISINVESTMENT) OPPORTUNITIES TO THE 

ATTEN'l'ION OF THE INSTITUTION'S INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, FOR THEIR 

DELIBERATION At-JD ACTION (BUYING, HOLDING, SELLING). COMPANIES PRIMARILY 

INCLUDE THOSE IN WHICH THE INSTITUTION HAS (OR IN THE ANALYST'S OPINION 

SHOULD HAVE) A DIRECT OR INDIRECT SHAREHQLDING AND WHICH APPEAR (OR SHOULD 

APPEAR) ON THE INSTITUTION'S BUYING LIST. 

THE MINING ANALYST COMMUNICATES HIS FINDINGS BY PRODUCING UP-TO-DATE 

MINING SECTOR AND MINING COMPANY ANALYSES, VIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON 

ACTION TO BE TAKEN. THESE REPOR':['S MUST BE PRESENTED IN A FORMAL FORMAT, . 

STANDI\RDISED WITHIN BR0.1W GUIDELINES SET BY THE INVESTMENT DEPARTMENT, BUT 

TUNED TO THE SPECIFIC NATURE AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE INVESTMENT UNDER 

REVIEW· 

FOR ROU'l'INI!! COMPANY ANALYSIS TWO MAIN TYPES OF REPORTS ARE PROJ)UCED: BY 

FAR TH.E MORE DE:TAILED IS THE ANALYS~S BASEP ON THE COMPANY ANNUAL 

REPORT~ TtiE OTHER IS A SUMMARY ANALYfHS FOLLOWING J:>UBLICATION OF THE 

COMPANY INTERIM (HALF-YEAR) AND PRELIM!NAJW RE.SULTS. 

THESE DE:TAILED AND SUMMARY REPQ~TS ARE REVIEWED WITHIN THE ~NVESTMENT 

PIVIS!ON BY THE MINING ANALYST, COMMODITIES ANALYST AND J;>ORTFOLIO 

MANAGERS, FOR CONSENSUS, PRIOR TO DISCUSSION AT THE WEEKLY INVESTMENT 

PIVIS!ON MEETING~ 

THE INVESTMENT DIVISION MEETING INVOLVES ALL LEVELS AND FUNCTIONS WITHIN 

THE INVESTMENT DIVISION. 

FIRSTLY, IT PROVIDES A FORUM FOR THE EVAJ..UATION AND PISCUSSION OF RECENT 

OEV!!;J..QP.MENTS AND FUTURE TRENDS IN THE ECONOMIC AND 'FINANCIAL FIELDS IN 

TERMS OF TH.E ~NSTITUTIQN'S INVESTMENT STRATEGY, 
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SECONDLY, IT PROVIDES THE OPPORTUNITY FOR SECTOR ANALYSTS, INCLUDING THE 

MlNING ANALYST, TO PRESENT THE RESULTS OF INDIVIDUAL COMPANIES REPORTED 

DURING THE WEEK. DETAILED AND SUMMARY REPORTS ARE SCREENED AT THIS 

MEETlNG, FOR INVESTMENT DIVISION CONSENSUS, PRIOR TO THE GENERAL MANAGER 

(INVESTMENTS) PRESENTING REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS. 

OUTS !DE OF THE REGULAR WEEKLY INVESTMENT MEETINGS, lN-HOUSE INVESTMENT 

SEMJNARS ARE HELD ON A PERIODIC BASIS. SUBJECTS ARE BROADLY BASED AND 

INCLUDE SECTOR AND COMMODITY REVIEW~ AND INVESTMENT PHILOSO,PHY. THE 

OBJECTIVES ARE TO PROMOTE BROAD INVESTMENT KNOWLEDGE AMONG ANALYSTS, REACH 

CONSENSUS lN VITAL AREAS AN9 STANDARDISE SHARE EVALUATION CRITERIA. 

THE APPENDICES HAVE BEEN SELECTED TO GIVE THE WIDEST RANGE OF REPORT 

EXAMPLES AND A GUIDE TO THE PROCEEDINGS OF INVESTMENT MEETINGS. 
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COMMUNICATION OF INVESTMENT ANALYSIS FINDINGS 

t~ COMPANY ANALYSIS AND INVESTMENT RECOMMENDATION REPORTS 

1.1. Annual Results Detailed Reports (See Appendix 7)(23)(24) 

The following schedule provides a guide to the presentation of a m1n1ng 
company analysis(25) supporting an investment recommendation: 

DIRECTORS 

Include all full directors, indicating the Chairman and Managing 
Director. 

INSTITUTIONAL GROVP'S HOLDINGS 

Summarise, per portfolio, the type and number of shares, current 
price, total market value and percentage of issued equity. 

CAPITAL AND RESERVES OF THE COMPANY 

Sufflffiarise relevant details of ordinary and prefereqce shares, 
~apital and revenue reserves. 

STATISTICS 

Financial Year End 

Indicate in full, e.g. 30th June. 

Turnover 

Round off to first decimal, where applicable. 

Pre~Tax Profit i Turnover 

The guiding principle is to ~ompare like with like. Trading 
profit after int:eres t turnover is generally most relevant 
(i.e. excludes dividends, etc.). It may also be necessary to 
exclude interest receipts when these are clearly from outside 
investments (i.e. not from working balances), E~press as 
percentage to first decima,l. 

Fre-Tax Profits 

Adjust for non-recurring 
decimal. When realisation 
profits should be included. 
figures. 

items and round off to first 
is. standard practice, the capital 
lf signific;:~,nt, show two separate 

Ta~ation i~ to include deferred tax and provision for tax 
equalisation, as a percentage of the adjusted pre-tax profits 
less qon-ta)!:able income (e.g.· dividends), rour}ded !.!P to the 
nearest whole number. 
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Earnings per Share 

Adjust for all non-recurring items, capitalisation, bonus 
issues and splits. Round off to first decimal. The earnings 
must reflect an accu:rate picture and in certain instances the 
analyst must use his discretion in calculation, e.g. provision 
for obsolescence/replacement reserves should in certain 
instances be regarded as depreciation. Where capital profits 
are a normal feature, as tn the case of mining financials, 
calculate earnings per share including and excluding such 
profits. Tn addition always show attributable earnings per 
share where calculable. Do not adjust figures for rights 
issues made during the year, but indicate terms and date of 
issue underneath the statistics, e.g. 20 for 100 at 350c in 
May, 1979. (See Appendix 6 for Adjustment of Prices and 
Earnings Per Share)(26). 

Dividend Per Share 

Reflect the amount that an ordinary shareholder would have 
received during the full financial year. Note again 
ad jus tmen ts necessary in the event of changes in sha:re capital 
via capitalisation issues, splits, etc., particularly where a 
capitalisation issue is made after the interim dividend. 
Express figure to second decimal if necessary. 

Return on Shareholders' Funds 

Express p:re-tax profits (after payment of interest) as a 
pert;entage of shareholders 1 funds, w4ich is to include 
preference and minority $hareholders and exclude goodwill and 
il;:ems su<;h as obsolescence reserve, d~ferred ta".!C, et.c. Round 
off to first decimal. 

Return on Tqtal F~nds 

Express pre-tax profits plus interest paid as a percentage of 
total funds employed less goodwill. Round off to first 
decim<ll. 

Shareholders' Interest 

Express total shareholders' funds (i.e. including preference 
and minorities) lesl'l goodwill as a percentage of total funds 
egtployed less goodwill. Calc!Jhte to the nearest whole number. 

~ Net Asset Value 

Express ordinary shareholders' funds less goodwill divided by 
issued ordinary $hares. As a general rule use boo~ values of 
asset:s, i.e, not market values of share investments, except in 
the case of pure investment trusts whe.n market values are 
used. Wheq significant, add a note giving the net asset value 
(n.a.v.) fa~; the latest year at market prices for t.l)e quoted 
share inves~ments. 
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Liquidity 

Express as. a ratio, to first decimal, current assets to current 
liabilities. If tllis figure is deceptive due to say grouping 
of relatively ill iqu~d ass.ets under current assets, then make 
mention of tllis under the section 'Comments on Company'. 

Quick Assets 

Express as a ratio, to first decimal, current assets less stock 
to current liabilities. Note comment under 'liquidity'. 

Pre-Tax Profits : Prior Charges 

Express as a ratio, to first decimal, pre-tax profits plus 
total prior charges to total prior charges. Include bank 
overdraft payments, and preference dividends ln the prior 
charges figure, adjusted to pr-e-tax levels. 

Growth Figures 

Calcplate using compound interest tables. 

Price Range and Volumes 

I 
Obtain information from Johannesburg Stock Exchange Bulletins. 
Adjust where necessary for capitalisation issues etc. which may 
have tal<en place during any year. 

Bl\.J.,AN(:E SHEET STRUCTURE (for in-depth analyses) 

E~press as % of t:otal funds: 

Ordinary shareholders, i.e. issued ordinary + revenue and 
capital reserves, less intangibles -------~ (i). 
Total shareholders, i.e. ( i) + issued preference and minority 
shareholders ----·---~- (ii) .• 
Long-term liabilities ---~---- (iii). 
Current liabilities -------- (iv). 
Total funds (in Rm) i.e, sum of (i) - (iv). 
Land and bu~ldings. 
Plant and eq1.1ipment. 
Other fixed assets, if relevant, .at book vatues. 
Ct~rrent assets. 

NATURE OF BUSINESS 

Includes minerals 
freehol~ interests; 

COMMENTS ON COMpANY 

mined, beneficiated products, marketing 
other indt~strial and commercial interests. 

and 

T)1e foP owing is a guide to the most commonly oc,::urr ing aspects 
requiring comment:. J;t is not a format or rule boo!<. to be applied 
uniformly to all ~ompanies. The section 'Comment:s .on _company' 
rnt.Jat contain an items of inform&tion, interpretatipn ancJ analysis 
of that infox-mqtion tha~ the analyst: considers neces~;":~ry to enable 
~9 in,VI'!SI;:men,l;: qecisi9n t(;l Qe made. 
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Profit History 

If relevant e.g. if profits during one of the past 5 years 
recorded a signficant fluctuation (decrease or increase), the 
reasons should be noted and analysed particularly with 
referen~e to the possibility of a future recurrence. 

Comment that 1s merely a repetition of the statistics 1s 
superfluous e.g. profits have increased at an average 8% per 
annum over the past 5 years. However, if over the long term 
e.g. 10 years, there are any significant features, then comment 
could be relevant, particularly if cycles are discernab le. 
Even where the trend in profits can be gleaned ,from the 
stat is tics, discretion must be applied, e.g. such a comment 
(plus the reasons) would be particularly relevant if over the 
same period competitors had shown a markedly divergen~ trend. 

trend, such as a negative or very high average 
would form the basis for deta~led discussion 
'Comments on Company' under such headings as 

Any anomalous 
growth rate, 
elsewhere in 
'ma1.1agement ··, 'expansion plans', 'product development', etc. 

Earnings Source 

Many companies mine either a single mineral or produce highly 
integra ted products, so that a breakdown of earnings source is 
meaningless. 

For some other companies a sub-division by earnings source 
would be usefu~, but is obtainable often only by reasoned 
guesswork, e.g. Mining Fina1.1ce Houses by division~ such as 
go14, diamonds, platinum, coal, base metals, industrial, etc. 
Whether or not this type of subdivision is feasible will depend 
on the information avaihble, but in principle an attempt to 
<;:lass i fy such profit eource should always be made. 

The third case is that of the true investment company, the 
investment holding COtllpany, or a trading comp!'lny wit)) signifi-
cant outsiqe investments. In this instance the classification 
of earnings source, over S years, if available is essential. 
The published accounts us1.1ally provide sufficient data for 
source ~>tatistics to be extracted, but a fair degree of 
interpretation and aUocat;:ion is frequently necessary. 

Points to be borne in mind for such an exercise are: 

Reduction to a common form, preferably e~p.s. 

Tax allocation, bearing in mind dividends are not liable 
to ta}!:. 

The obvious value of an earnings source breakdown is that it 
provides a more reliable t>asis for determining earnings 
stability (or qu~lity) and growth potential, e.g. iq the ca~e 
of a COf!lpany which earqs SO c.p.s,; it will make a very 
significant difference if these earnings are derived 25c from 
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copp~r mining (cyclical metal price) and 25c from industrial 
operations, or say 15c and 35c respectively. Following from 
this is the problem of valuation. It is not very meaningful 
to value this COIT!pany on say, an overall 20% earnings yield. 
A combined valuation of, say 25% for mining income and 12% for 
industrial income, would be more meaningful. 

Attributable Earnings 

It 1s important to estimate attributable earnings, where 
applicable~ The simplest example is that of a pyramid holding 
company : assume company X has 1 000 shares and earns 10 c.p.s. 
and pays a dividend at 5 c,p.s.; and company Y. (the pyramid 
company) with an issued share capital of 100 shares, holds 50% 
of the shares in X as its only asset. Company Y's Profit and 
Loss Account will show dividend income of R25 (500 shares x 5c) 
as its sole income. Reported e.p.s. will therefore be R25/100 
= 25 c .p~ s., but the more meaningful attributable earnings will 
be 

lOc x 1 000 x 50% = 50 c.p.s. 
100 

Attributable earn1ngs, a~ in thi~ example, will be included 
under statistics and not as a comment on the company. 

A.n estimate of attributable earnings is also necessary for the 
true investment company or the trading company with significant 
outside investments, 1.e. whenever dividend 1ncome forms a 
significant percentage of reported profits. 

Financial Structur~ 

Gomments under this ·heading should interpret the financial 
st:atis tics (shareholders 1 interest, liquidity, quick asset 
ratio, pre-ta~ profits to prior charges) in rehtion to the 
company's Hnancial requireJTIEmts e.g. the 1 stanqard 1 liquidity 
ratio is 2 ;' J, but for some companies a very Jllucb lQwer ratio 
i~> acceptable. Thus, a mining compC~ny whose current assets 
are hrgely in mineral stoc\<pile is highly liquid and could 
report a ratto in the region of 1 : 1 without this indicating a 
dangerous liquidity situation. On the other hand a developing 
or expanding mine financed by large loans should m&intain a 
higher level of liquidity to meet its interest: payment 
commitq~ent. 

Another feat:ure to be considered is the magnitude of the 
amounts involved. A liquidity ratio of 1 ; 1 may generally be 
taken to signify a dangerously 1ow liquidity l(;lve1, but if 
current liabilities form a very small percentage of total 
habitities !:hen clearly the Uqui,dity level may not pe a. very 
meanipgf~l indication - and this should be commented upon. 

'J'here are two forms of fi.nancial gearing, which, while closely 
related, ar~ sufficiently distinguishable to be considered 
independently in many cases. Firstly, there is 1 capital 
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gearing', as measured by shareholders' interest. Secondly, 
there is 'profit gearing' as measured by the ratio of pre-tax 
profits to prior charges. Example, a company operating at a 
low level of profitability might have a shareholders' interest 
of 50% - acceptable 'capital gearing', but a ratio of pre-tax 
to prior charges of 2 : 1- an unacceptable 'profit gearing'. 
No hard an~ fast rules can be laid down as to what constitutes 
a good, bad or acceptable financial structure. Thii will vary 
according to the type of industry, the company's org~nisational 

structure, future capital requirements, etc., and. also the 
current economic climate - availability of credit, etc. 

rt must be stressed that a discussion of the various financial 
ratios is not required but an interpretation or analysis of 
the~;~e ratio~;~. 

Management 

A company is, to a large extent, only as good as its 
management, and therefore one of the prime purposes of a 
company recommendation is to provide sufficient infqrmation to 
enable the reader to form an assessment of management. Every 
aspect of the company, particularly its historical performance, 
provides sqme measure of management's ability. 

»owever, this sub-heading should not incorpqrate such 
statements as 'the 20% average growth rate over t;he past S 
years indicates good f!lanagement'. Comments applicable under 
'management 1 will i,nclude management's business phHosophy, 
recent management: cht:mge$, etc., where relevant to forming an 
assessment:~ 

Ful:ure Prospects 

This co~ld be sub•divided into 
t:erm prospects'. It would 
assessment of future growth 
brief su!llmarY of the factors 
assessment, 

'current prospects' aqd 'long
generally include the analyst's 
rate prospects, together with a 

which he believes influences that 

Potent:i'al factors wnich could significantly affect the future 
prospects are also noted. 

The above sub-}leadings merely provide a suggested format, and any 
may be exclud~d at tpe discretion of the analyst. Likewise, 
aqditional sub-headings may be incorporated, example: 

Hist:orical Development 

Sometimes vit:a~ fol:' a meaningful assessment of tile current. 
situation. 

Depreciation Policy 

May be sufficiently important (e.g. a significant divergence 
from the sector.a1 average) to warrant specific commeqt;. , · 
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Capital Expenditure 

Either incurred or projected, may show sufficient divergence 
from the company's norm, or follow a predictable pattern, 
justifyi~g an analysis of the effects on the company's financial 
structure and operating profitability. 

Dividend Policy 

In the light of'current liquidity, planned capital expenditure, 
etc. 

The abov~ conunents provide no JllOre than general guidelines. The 
prime consideration is that the recommendation must sift and 
analyse all the available information and present it in such a way 
that management can arrive at an investment decision on the basis 
of the recommenc]ation. . 

CONCLUSION 

This must contain: 

An estimate of current year's earnings and dividend. 
The analyst's forecast of the future growth rate of the company 
in ant:! of tile following categories - above average, average, 
below avera~e, nil/negative; and if possible a quantification 
of f~ture e~rnings/dividends. 
The analyst's op1.n1.on of whether this is 
satisfactory investment for his institution. 
be taken of factors such as availability of 
company, quality of earnings. 

or would be a 
Cognisance must 
scrip, size of 

'J'he analyst's assessment of the 1 fundamentql or intrinsic 
valu~' of the share •. 
The recoTIJllleQdation pf action to pe taken. This could be a 
r~:~commendation of inaction, i.e. that the exb;;ting holcJin,g be 
IIU;lintaiQed. 

Exal'l\pl.e: 

E.p.s, to June 1960 o\'lre estimated at: 13,5 - 14,0 c.p.s., with 
aq l1nchanged oividencl of 5. c.p.s. 
Forecast of 5 year growth rate 1984 e.p.s. of.:!_ 22. c~p.s. (or 
above average). 
Overall opinion of company Not an institutional type 
investment. 
Analyst's 'fundamental' price valt1ation : lOOc (yielding 5% on 
dividend and 12% on earnings). 
Recommend t))at tl1e holding be sold above 250c (yielding 2% on 
dividend and 4 ,8~ on eiirnings). 
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!.2. Interim (Half-Year) and Preliminary Results Summary Reports 

In view of the J.S.E. 's ruling that all quoted companies must produce 
half-yearly profit statements, a standardised analysis of the half 
year's results can be made for those companies in which the 
institutional investor has an interest. Analysts must watch carefully 
for interim profit announcements and undertake immediate analyses. 

Steps for dealing with interim and preliminary results, to 
investment management with up to date evaluated information 
weekly investment meeting, are as follows: 

provide 
for the 

As soon as the results of companies, in which the Institution is 
interested, become available, the analyst fills in the relevant 
interim and preliminary result form (Figure Dl below) and makes a 
note of the company's name, type of result and date on a list 
provided in the Conference Room. 
The analyst extracts his previous analysis and evaluates the fresh 
results making a note of his views. He also establishes the 
technical position of the share and the sector in which it 1.s 
listed. 

Comments on the form include: 

Reasons for improvement or decline in profits. Performance is 
related to the Chairman's and Analyst's forecast at the 
previous year-end. 
Revised forecast of e.p.s. and d.p.s. for the full year, and 
~my significant facts to change the previous assessment of the 
company's future prospects. 
Revised valuation of the share, giving earnings yield and 
dividend yield etc. 
lf necessary, a recommendation on any action to be taken 
(buy/sell). · 

Th~ interim and preliminary result form, together with the previous 
analysis are then circulated to the portfolio managers so that the 
company's results can be fully discussed within 24 hours 
(preferably the same day) and an agreed view reached. 
The analyst writes up the conclusions reached at this meeting and 
presents this view at the weekly investment meeting (Friday 
a :fte rnoon). 
At tqe weekly meeting the analyst makes a note of any further 
relevant opinions expressed and the decision arrived ~t by top 
management. Minutes of the decisions taken will be recorded. 

Note: 

Results reported after Thursday noon are carried over to the 
following wee\<.. 
The analyst ensures that several copies of the interim and 
preliminary result form are reproduced by Thursday afternoon for 
circu~ation to Investment Management and for the permanent files of 
the portfolio managers and himself. 
Jt is best foL" all preliminary statistics to be written in pencil 
to allow future adjustments to be made without difficulty. 



INTERIM AND PRELIMINARY RESULT FORM 

Last Date to Register Dividend 

Interim: 
Final: 

COMPANY: 

Chairman: 

Total Issued Shares 
Total Institutional Boldin~ 
Total Sector Market Cap. 
Total Portfolio 

I YEAR END: 

I . 
1
E.P.S. (c) 

I 
1
D.P.S. (c) 

I 
1
D.P.S. Growth Over Year (%) 

I 
1
E.P.S. Growth Over Year ((.) 

I 
1
D.P.S. 5-Year Growth (%) 

IE.P,S. 5-Year Growth (%) 

I 
i 
.1 INTERIM:. I ... . . 
I . ··. ' 
JE.P,S. (c) 
I . .· . 
I% of Year E,P.S, 
I ... 

1
o.r.s. (c) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
1% Growt:h Over 6 Mont)ls I D.P.s.

1 

11\Jature of 8usiness 
I 
I 
l 
l I 
I Pate I Comments; 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I Pecisions: 
I i 
I I 
I I 

(OOOs) 
(%) 
(%) 
(%) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
l 

I 
I 
I 

(c) 
(c) 

Figure Dl 

I 
I 
I 

Managing Director: 

Market Cap. at . 
Value 
Market Weighting 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I~ I 
I I 
I I 

I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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2. INVESTMENT DIVISION MEETINGS (WEEKLY) (27) 

2.1, Objectives 

To provide a t:orum for the evaluation and discussion. of recent 
developments in the economic and financial fields in terms of the 
Institution's investment strategy. 
To reach a consensus view on future financial trends, inter alia 
the S,A. Eco~omy, Interest Rates and Stock Market. 
To promote communication between Management, Department Heads and 
Analysts of the Investments and Property Divisions: 

Upward 
Downward 

To inform Management of views held by specialists. 
To clarify investment policy and to disseminate 
Management's views. · 

Laterally Interchange of relevant information between 
different departments, 

2. 2. Agendii 

Friday afternoons at 2.00 p.~. 

Par!: 1 Responsibility for Reporting 

Forecasts (~Month View) 
International events relevant ------------ Economist 
R.S.A. Economy ------------ Economist 

Economist/Investments R.S.A~ Interest Rates ------------

Long Ter~: Gilts 
Semi..,.g:i,.lts 
pebentl,lreli! 

RSA ~tack }tari<et 

Golds 
Mining Finan.cia1s 
Industrials 

Reviews (Where Rel.evant) 
Property 

Com~odities 
Mining 
Industrial Sectors 
General 

C1,1rrent Investment Criteria 
Approved Securities 
:F~xed lnt,eres t 
QrdiniirY Quoted Shares 

~ Unquoted Shares 

. (Admin.) 

------------ Trader/Technical 
Analyst 

-------~---- Proper!:y Division/ 
Irwes tmen t$ 
(Mortgages) 

,..----------- Commoqities Ana.lyst 
------------ Mining Analyst 
------------ Indus~ri~l Analysts 
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rart 2 

Evab,1ation and discussion on company reports ---- Analysts 

Z.3. Procequres 

Part 1 

Attendance is confined to General Manager (Investments), Investments 
t-tanager, Portfolio Managers, Department Heads and Analysts of 
Investments Division, and representatives from Property Division. 

Min~tes of the t-teeting are taken with particular note being made of 
forecasts of futt,tre trends and conclusions drawn by the meetipgs. See 
Appendix 9. 

In order not to prolong the meeting, it 1s imperative thC!t: adequate 
preparation be m,gde. To this end, verbal reports must,: concentrate on 
evaluation and not summaries of fact. 

rart 2 

The. se~ond part of the Meeting deals with individual companies which 
reported results during the week. Emphasis is on evaluation, of latest 
res~lts with the objective of taking a view on the particular share in 

. t:he light of overall investment 1> tra tegy. · See Appendix 8. 

I 

Attendance is confined to lnves tments Manager, Portfolios Managers and 
Investments Analysis Department. 

3. INVJ!;STMENT SEMINARS (l,?ERIODIC) 

Th~ 0pjectives of periodic investment se~inars are: 

'];.a develop 
rE!la tin,g t:o 
'fo di.Sq!JSS, 
r~lating to 
'J'o ensure 
Analysts. 

analysts' knowledge and understanding of all aspects 
share investment. 
evalu~,q:e and reacn a consenst,ts view on important t()pics 

t::he Institl.ltiop's investment activities. 
s tand<.trdisat:ion of share evaluation cdteria amongst 

Tp achieve the~e objectives a 9-month program of topics is drawn ~p and 
regularlY updated. The analyst responsible submit13 a written report to 
an ~malyst's as a basis tor ctisct,tssion well in advance of the relevant 
mfi!eting. He is expected to know his subject t:horo1..1ghly in order to 
SIJrvivE! the grHliqg. A rotating Chairman conducts the meeting. 

A ()-month program might include: 



Dat:e Suggested Title of Topic 

'Property Investment by the 
Institution - the Role of Property 
Shares' 

Responsibility 

Property Analyst 

'The Institution's Equity Invest- Portfolio Manager 
ment Philosophy' 

'Prospects for Consum~r Durables' Stores Analyst 

'Gold in the International Monetary Economist 
System' 
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Chairman 

'Gold as a Commodity - and Gold 
Price Outlook' 

Commodity ~nalyst Mining 
Analyst 

'fundamental factors Relating to 
the Evaluation of Golq Shares' 

'Investment Opportunities in the 
S.A. Motor Industry' 

'The S.A, Chemical Industry' 

Mining Analyst 

Industrial Analyst 

Industrial 
,1\nalyst 

'Evaluation of Equities as Long- Portfolio Manager 
ter~ Investments' 

'Future Trends in Retailing frolll Stores Analyst 
an Investment Point of View' 

'J\nalysis of Mining Finance Shl:l,res' Mining Analyst 

Mining 
Analyst 

1 Predi~ting CommoditY Prices -
with Special Re fel."enc~;~ to Copper' 

Commodity J\na1yst Mining 
Analyst 

'Technical Tools' 

'Out look for Coa 1 Shares' 

'Predict}ng Stock M~rket Cycles' 

lOvttook for the auilding and 
Co~struction Industries 

Technical Analyst 

Mining ,Analyst 

Technical Aqa,lyst 

Property Analyst 
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SECTION E 

THE FUTURE OF INFORMATION PROCESSING 

lN THE INVESTMENTS OFFICE 

SUMMARY 

THE l:N$TITUTIONAL INVESTMENTS OFFICE WILL NOT REMAIN UNAFFECTED BY THE 

INTERNATIONAL TREND TOWARDS THE FULLY AUTOMATED OFFICE. DURING THE '80S, 

SIGNIFICANT PROGRESS TOWARDS THIS OBJECTIVE WILL PROBABLY BE REALISED. 

WITH THIS PROSPECT IN MIND, COMPUTER AND INFORMATION PROCESSING 

DEVELOPMENTS ARE EXAMINED. THIS PERSPECTIVE PROVIDES THE CONCEPTUAL 

FRAMEWORK AND MOTIVATION FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT TO ADAPT 

THE NEW TECHNOLOGY TO THEIR ANALYTICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS. 

THEY WILL INEVITABLY BE SWEPT ALONG BY THE SHEER MOMENTUM OF CHANGE - BUT 

THEIR SUCCESS WILL DEPEND ON EARLY RECOGNITION OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF 

THIS CHANGE. 

AS THE CENTRALISED BATCH PROCESSING ERA FAST DRAWS TO A CLOSE, DISTRIBUTED 

PROCESSING IS MOVING OUT TO INDIVIDUAL USERS. IT IS THEY WHO WILL 

GENERATE THE RAW DATA AND INTERACT WITH THE COMPUTER AND OTHER USERS. 

THIS INTERACTION WILL PROVIDE INFORMATION TAILORED TO THE USER'S SPECIFIC 

NEEDS AND PROBLEM SOLUTIONS. 

THIS J)J::VELOPMENT IS OF PARTICULAR SIGNIFICANCE IN INVESTMENT ANALYSIS DUE 

TO THE WIPE RANGE OF SCATTERED SPECIALIST SOURCES OF INFORMATION USED IN 

ANALYSES. TlJIS INCLUDES THE ANALYSIS OF COMPANIES, COMMODITIES, 

ECONOMIES ETC., WHICH CUR.RF,:NTLY INVOLVES A TREMENDOUS BURDEN OF 

MAINTAINING PAPER SYSTEMS. SPECIALISTS WILL HAVE TO LEARN TO CO-OPERATE 

ON A BROADER NATIONAL SCALE AND TO COMMUNICATE ELECTRONICALLY BETWEEN 

SPECIALISED DATA BASES. 

MANAGEMENT SCIENCES AND TELECOMMUNICATION DEPARTMENTS WILL DEVELOP IN ALL 

LARGE INSTITUTIONS 'fO CO-ORDINATE THESE DEVELOPMENTS. THEIR ROLE WILL BE 

THAT OF A STAFF FUNCTION W}:TH WIDER RESPONSIBILITIES THAN THAT OF. THE 

TRADITIONAL DATA P~OCESSING DEPARTMENT. 
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IT IS ON THJ!: BASIS OF THIS ORGANISATIONAL ASSUMPTION THAT THE FIVE YEAR 

OBJ.ECTIVES FOR MS & TELCOM ARE OUTLINED. THIS PROVIDES A PRACTICAL GUIDE 

TO THOSE EMBARKING ON A DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING/DATA BASE STRATEGY FOR 

THEIR INVESTMENT ANALYSIS AND ADMINISTRATION FUNCTIONS. THE MINING 

SECTOR, BY VIRTUE OF ITS COMPLEXITY, WOULD BENEFIT MOST FROM SUCH A 

STRATEGY. 

A WIDE SELECTION OF REFE~ENCE& ARE LISTED IN THE BIBLIOGRAPHY IN 

CONNECTION WITH FORECASTS FOR THE 1980S PARTICULARLY WITH RESP]!:CT TO THE 

AUTOHJ\TED OfFICE, DATA. BASE AND DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING. Ttl IS IS 

CONSIDERED JUSTIFIED QUE TO THE ULTIMATE IMPORTANCE OF IDENTIFYU~G FUTURE 

DIRECTION BEYOND REASONABLE DOUBT. ERRORS lN THIS IDENTIFICATION CAN BE 

COSTLY IN MONEY AND EFFORT, AND EVEN IN THE COMPETITIVE SURVIVAL OF THE 

INSTITUTION. 
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THE FUTURE OF INFORMATION PROCESSING 

IN THE INVESTMENTS OFFICE 

l. COMPUTER AND INFORMATION PROCESSING DEVELOPMENTS 

1.1. The End of the Batch Processing Bureau(28)(29) 

The era when the data processing department was an esoteric group 
inh<Jbiting an ivory tower, but a necessary evil, is coming to an end. 

The future will reveal that the end user is neither a l:>ureau customer 
nor tl:le organisation, nor even a department, but ts the individual 
needing information. It is this individual's needs that must be 
recognised and satisfied. 

The four key elements below will combine, with the boundaries becoming 
more vague, but certain features are recognisable. 

Micro processors are becoming an integral part of almost every 
business device (and domestic device) such as typewriters, 
telephones and so on. Their cost has dropped dralllat ically, and, 
for example, we can expect a million bytes of Remote Access Memory 
for R20 before the end of the 1980s. Chips will certainly replace 
much of the package software of today; and already voice 
synthesisers exist. 

The mini-computer already has enough power to handle most routine 
data processing tasks on a stand-alone basis, and in terms of 
machine power, will be adequate long before the end of the '80s. 
Mini-computers linked in either heirarchical fashion or in peer 
fashion will enable different departments and different branches of 
organisations to communicate and e~change information. 

In the larger organisatiops, there will continue to l:>e a need for 
the ~arger mainframe, and particularly the large data bases that 
will be one of the most powerful tools in the '80s. 

The bureau can now be c1eClrly recognised as any free standing data 
processing faci.l ity providing services to end users. The days 
when tlle bureau was only a batch bureau are over. Thoae bureaux 
offered the user a data processing capability without the problems 
of establishing a data processing department or learning data 
processing skills. The bureau of the '80s will continue to exist 
and will provide three needs: 

Computer power, mainly at the end of a telephone line, 
Exp~rt:if?e and guidance to <tevelop and implement: new systems, 
where the user did not initially have the e~pertise. 
A large machine centre capable of consolidating multiple files, 
probably built up by multiple end users in multiple 
locations. The$e large files would be manip4lated by data 
p~se. t:echniques and the information contained in them would be 
available through !iJOphisticated report writer techniques to 
both top management and t~ t:he originators. 
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All largl'! data processing departments effectively provide a bureau 
service. The fact that it is under the umbrella of the same 
organisation as the end user is irrelevant. In fact the captive end 
user 1s often in a poorer posttton than the end user who pays an 
outsider for data processing. The end user options in the '80s will 
therefore not be so much conflicting options, but an opportunity to 
cap~talise on developments in the technology of chips, communications, 
and software. 

However, if management ts to success fully manage, three conditions are 
essential: 

Direct involvement with the new tools. 
Acceptance, but control, of the incredibly rapid rate of change. 
Recognition that the data processing department, and particularly 
the data processing manager, must be measured by the quality of the 
information provided. 

1.2. The Evolution of Distributed Processing Power(30)(31)(32) 

A technological supercylce is ending as computer 
leaves the traditional computer room and starts 
corner of the institution. 

systems technology 
infiltrating every 

This will cause users increasing difficulties 1.n assessing their DP 
requirements. This supercycle has broken down the rigid hardware 
systems of the 1960s and evolved into a more fluid form that will be 
'retrofitted' to user requirements in the 1980s. However, while this 
is taking place, our concepts of small, medium and large systems blur -
the hardware starts to appear soft and the software hard. 

Automation of the factory is already well advanced, and this will now 
be combined with automation of the office environment. This will 
place computer power throughout the functional areas of the company, 
with processing power available to the originators and ultimate users 
of the information generated by the machines. 

The evolution of this process has gone through many steps: 

In the early 1960s, driven by the development of commercial batch 
processing systems, computers were independent units that stood 
alone, serving different functional areas of institutional life and 
based'largely on IBM 1410-type machines. 

In the mid-1960s larger centralised computers such as the IBM 360 
line came into existence, with same terminal applications. At 
that time, economy of scale and relatively unreliable 
communications links favoured the larger centralised units, 

In th,e 1970s, there was a move to mixed, distributed large and 
small systems, with smaller processors tied through communications 
lines to larger units, This led to higher communications costs 
and larger system overhead. This movement was primarily spurred 
by t~e price/performance ~haracteristics of mini-computers and 
micra-c;:omputerf:!, 
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The 1980s will see the development of computer utilities with many 
nodes and specialised terminals and processors. Operating through 
environments like AT & T' s Advanced Communications System (ACS) and 
IBM's Systems Network Architecture (SNA), as well as other packet or 
value-added networks, these networks will be spurred by lower 
communications costs and standard protocols. 

The arguments about decentralised versus centralised systems will tend 
to fade during the '80s. The systems will be made to fit the 
institutional style rather than fitting the institutional style to a 
particular processing philosophy. 

During this period, DP will have to overcome such problems as down-time 
(now accounting for 5% - 10% of computer time). Since DP will be in 
every corner of an institution, management will not tolerate such 
down-time. 

Computing will become an extremely complex operation that might fall 
into a new age of uniprocessors based on such things as Josephson 
Junction technology, leading to a new uniprocessor synthesis sometime 
after the 1990s. 

EVOLUTION OF PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY 

(DIAGMMMATIC) 

JoooDDDO 
~··p I flO lf1S' 

Figure El 
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1.3, A Forecast of IBM Control Systems for the 1980s(33) 

As IBM has by 
meaningful to 
cqpabilitie~. 

far the largest 
renee t on the 

slice of world computer 
future development of 

sales, 
their 

it is 
system 

During the 1980s IBM will increase the number of functions tn its 
operating systems in order to promote ease of use and to generate 
increasing revenues. This will permit IBM to maintain its 15% 
compound ap.nual growth rate partially by stimulating a greater demand 
for other DP equipment - terminals, tapes and disks, for example, and 
other software products. 

At the same time, sucq a move will help IBM stem the increasing 
competition from manufacturers of software-compatible processors, such 
as Amdahl and Itel Corporations, and from the companies that lease IBM 
370 mainframes. · 

Users can expect to see a whole series of improvements incorporated 
into IBM operating systems in the ~uture, including a wicter address 
space, built-in data security and the ability to provide for multiple 
views of logical files. Furthermore, the systems of the future will 
eliminate the need for Sysgens and job control languages, and will have 
single file systems. There will be user interface prompting in these 
systems, and they will feature self-diagnosis f6r easier maintenance as 
wdl as interactive source .debug programs and automatic documentation. 

All of these advanced functions will serve several purposes. They 
will use more processor cycles, which means users will continue to have 
to put"chase more hardware as hardware prices decrea!)e. 

'fhe fl1nctionality of the oper.ating system will also use up more control 
a,nd memory spa,ce thitn do present operating systems, a,gain with the same 
result~ At present, operating systems currently take about 50% to 60% 
of the machine cycles, leaving 40% to 50% of those cycles available for 
use:r code. In the future, the operating systems functions could take 
as JliUch as 70% to 80% of the machine cycles, leaving only 20% to 30% 
for user coqe, 

Fi.~ure P shows the increased functionality of operating 
maipfra!Pe ptanuhcturers put more and more functiops 
operatin~ syst~ms· 

systems as 
into their 
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1.4. The Automated Office Concept(34)-(40) 

The automated office is emerging. A few conferences have been held on 
the subject, a growing number of firms are actively experimenting with 
office automation, and a barrage of new products is expected soon. 
The automated office field will radically influence how all 
institutions will use computers in the future. 

The automated office is known by several names: the office of the 
future, the automated office and the electronic office. It is a new, 
structured way of handling business documents and person-to-person 
communications. It refers to the investment of capital in electronic 
office equipment, which is connected to a communications network thus 
forming an integrated, multi-function, electronic office system within 
a company. In its broadest use, the automated office includes not 
only this intra-company office network but also connection to an 
external network for electronic communication with the outside world. 

An institution 1 s introduction of word processing equipment, to aid in 
the generation of paper communications, might be considered their first 
move towards a more automated office environment. However, as the 
term is currently being used, the automated office is pot a group of 
stand-alone word processing systems but rather an integrated system. 
The various components are interconnected by a communication network. 

The basis for the automated office is this electronic network. It 
might connect the following services: word processing for the 
generation of formal and informal correspondence, electronic message 
system for person-to-person electronic communication, facsimile for 
rapid document and graphic transmission, electronic 1 file cabinets 1 for 
document storage and retrieval, and links to various corporate files 
and outside services. All of these services would be accessible from 
electronic work stations. 

Implicit in the automated . office is the use of computers for 
controlling every facet of the system. So the automated office is 
really a multi-function, integrated, computer-based communication 
sys tern that allows ltlany business communications to be performed in an 
ehctronic mode. This new communication mode will enhance paper and 
voice modes, rather than totally replace them. 

Socially and organisationally, the automated office will alter work 
habits by changing the way employees communicate with each other. It 
will change the office environment by allowing greater flexibility in 
where and when people can work, It will also effect the 
organisational structure by changing criteria for promotion and reward. 

The automated office is thus more than the addition of new computerised 
business application package~> - ie is a new office environment, based 
on electronic communication. It will eventually change the way in 
which offices are run. 

The prime reason for installing the automated office is to increase the 
productivity of office workers, particularly ltlanagers. 
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Management's modes of gathering and disseminating information and 
making decisions so far have not been much affected by the computer. 
Most managers still depend primarily on word-of-mouth communication. 
The automated office will have quite ·an impact on how managers perform 
their jobs in the future, and this will increase their productivity. 

Three categories of institutions are identifiable: 

Group 1 
Group 2 

Group 3 

those that now operate in an automated office environment. 
those that are actively planning their future office 
environment. 
those that have not yet thought about their office of the 
future. 

Group 1 institutions which operate :tn an 
environment now, can do so because they have 
network that has the following three properties: 

automated 
access to 

office 
a data 

The network allows cost-effective transmission on a per-message 
basis, with switching costs ex~eeding transmission costs. 
The network uses a standard transmission method. This 
standard is accessed either through the use of one standard 
type of terminal/computer equipment or through the use of 
network interface processors. The processors convert messages 
received from a variety of computers and terminals into the 
network standard. 
The network provides efficient message handling capabilities. 
When using the network individuals in these automated offices 
are able to enter, st:ore, query, and distribute data and text 
in an electronic mode, rather than in a paper mode. 
Communications with other individuals on the network are 
entered and ret:rieved through computer terminals using 
electronic files. Co-workers (e.g. investment and mining 
specialists) may be in the same building or across the country 

it makes no difference. Thus, a data network, with the 
accompanying message and file handling facilities, makes an 
automated office environment possible today, 

The only institutions in Group 2 (planning their future office 
environment) are the very large corporations. They have formally 
organised task groups to perform the initial planning for their 
office of the future, Very large institutions are often leaders 
in using new technology, because of the high costs. Since no 
integrated office systems are now available on the market, only 
very large institutions have the resources to plan £or and develop 
such systems, They work with vendors to develop specifications 
for prototype systems, 

Group 3 institutions (not yet thinking about the impact of the 
automated office) comprise all others. While it is true that many 
institutions now have word processing systems, computer-output
microfilm (COM) systems, and even institution networks, these stand
alone installations do not constitute an automated office - unless 
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evolutionary integration of them has been planned. It: 1s the 
coupling of such diverse systems into a computer-based communication 
system that differentiates the automated office from such stand
alone systems. 

1.5. The Investment Analysis Automated Office 

The following is a brief review of what the Investment Analysis 
automated office environment will probably be like. 

The automated office will eventually consist of a large number of 
terminals or work-stations, which can perform work in a stand-alone 
manner and whi~h can also be tied into one or more data 
communications networks. Secretaries will use work-stations 
instead of typewriters. Investment managers and investment 
specialists will use work-stations in addition to their telephones. 

A typical work-station will consist of a CRT terminal, perhaps a 
hard-copy printer, a micro-computer, one or more floppy disk 
drives, a data communications interface, and a modem. The 
work-station will be able to perform all the functions needed for 
mainta1n10g company and statistical files, stored on floppy 
disks, It will be able to communicate with the work-stations of 
other specialists, as well as with corporate data services, i.e. 
Management Sciences, by way of the data communications network. 
~t will also be able to access computer services offered via public 
networks. 

Each computer-using organisation may well have a central system 
that performs a message switching function among the work-stations, 
and that has central indexes to information files. 

Work-stations will be able to perform: 

Word processing functions. 
Receiving and sending messages by way of the CO!llputer message 
system, 
Storing the ~ser's personal files. 
~roviding the user's personal decision support functio~s· 

The personal files can include: outgoing correspondence, both 
incoming and outgoing intra company messages, daily calendar, 
appointment schedule, travel plans, tickler file, work assignment 
file 1 and so on. 

ln short, Jlluch of what is now recorded and stored on paper, and 
some of what is transmitted over the telephone and by informal 
meetings, will be handled electronically. 

1.6. Integrated Management Information Systems(41)-{44) 

The concept of integrated MIS was held, in the late 1960s, to be the 
keys tone upon which all business DP should be built. By i;lnd lqrge 
this promise has not come to fruition because t~ree fundqmental 
ab Hit ies were lacking; 
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The abili~y to store and manage mass1ve amounts of data. 

The ability to integrate data from disparate sources. 
The ability to respond to rapidly developing and changing user 
requirements. 

The advent of commercially available data base management systems 
(D6MS), coupled with non-procedural languages, has provided two of the 
primary requirements for implementing the integrated MIS concept. The 
successful use and implementation of a DBMS is not as simple as calling 
a vendor and loading the DBMS to -disk. 

Like most DP innovations, the DBMS concept suffers from overselling and 
misunderstanding. The following rules and observations gleaned from 
those with experience in analysis, selection and implementation of DBMS 
in an MIS environment provide useful guidelines: 

Unless a competitor offers a free DBMS, choose one that offers a 
non~procedural, very high-level language. One frequently sees 
advertisements for DBMS claiming that use of non~procedural 

language will cut developwent time by 50% and rewrite time by 
80%. Given an orderly environment, these claims are not at all 
extravagant. 

One sho\,lld model a system or module four 
before selecting a particular strategy 
full-~cale development· 

or five different ways 
and proceeding with 

Select a DBMS that offers extensive capabilities for validation, 
etudit, rollback and recovery, then add your own redundant recovery 
capability. 

No matter hQw sophisticated and capable the DBMS recovery utilities 
c11re, you will event\,lally either lose data or lose the ability to 
specify which data has been input to the data base and which data 
has not. 

When this happens, it is imperative that you have at leaat two 
distinct sources co~cerning the exact state of the data base prior 
to the error. When you can no longer tell a 4ser which 
constituent data comprises the information on a report, you may as 
well shut down the system. 

Because you will almost never define all data base design 
requirements be tore the data base goes on-line, look for a DBMS 
tba~ allows schema respe~ification with no impact on existing data. 

-
At a minimum'the DBMS must allow: 

Addition and/or deletion of data fields to/from records. 
Addition and/or deletion of member records to/from owner-member 
sets. 

~ Indexing of a data field after the d~ta base has been created. 
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A good DMBS interfaced with a non-procedural language makes control 
of production software more exacting. With a procedure-orientated 
language like Cobol, changes to production software require a lot 
of work. 

When a large system has been written in Cobol, one does not 
entertain rewrites lightly - they are well planned and managed. 
With a non-procedural language, the administrative process for 
changing a piece of software often takes longer to complete than 
the software change itself. The desire to · respond to user 
requirements, coupled with the ease of non-procedural rewrites can 
result in lax control over the configuration of the production 
software. 

A DBMS cannot plan, decide or make value judgements. 

This point seems trivial to experienced DP personnel, but to the 
user who knows DBMS to the level of vendor literature, it comes as 
a deep and resented revelation. The DBMS is sometimes oversold to 
the point that a user expects only to pass disjointed data to the 
DBMS to make sense of it (e.g. the DBMS will make up next year's 
budget, decide how to staff each department, etc.!). 

It is incumbent upon the DP personnel to sit down with the users 
and make it clear that the DBMS will keep track of where data is 
stored. It is a well-designed data base and properly developed 
software that makes information (i.e. sense) out of data. 

A DBMS will cause an organisation to decrease the amount of 
information processing that it does and wi 11 cause an increase in 
the amount of data processing. (If not, either you do not need a 
DBMS or it has been improperly implemented). 

With a well-run DBMS, there will be very few analytical or 
management level personnel sifting and collating data to provide 
information. There will be more data entry personnel providing 
raw material on the data end of the data-information transformation. 

Make sQre the user understands that having a DBMS does not cause an 
absolute drop in effort. 

You. will end up wishing you had a relational DBMS. If the user 
can ever imagine a need for any two data fields in any two data 
bases appearing together on a report, he will ask for it eventually. 

Experience with hierarchical DBMS and with a fairly effective 
relational/hierarchical DBMS utility leads to the conclusion that 
relational structures hold the most promise for the next generation 
of DBMS. 

If system overhead can be brought within reasonable bounds (the 
main pJ."oblem with the relational utility DBMS discussed above), and 
if current relational theory can find a simple and elegant 
manifestation in a commercially available DBMS, the third 
requirement for fulfilling the promise of the integrated MlS will 
be available. 
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1.7. Date B~se Management Software(45) 

The Management Sciences five-year objectives plan for data base 
management sys terns might typically include Cull inane's comprehensive 
and fully integrated family of advanced software products (See Figure 
E 3). 

!DMS is a data diet ionary-driven sys tern, Therefore, any component 
required, regard less of when acquired, 1s fully integra ted with the 
DBMS via the data dictionary with attendant efficiencies. For 
example, a die tionary-dr iven teleprocessing sys tern can be reconfigured 
dynamically without ever bringing the system down anq disrupting 
operations. 

Also, it is now possible to have a fully automated applications 
development system which will greatly improve programmer productivity. 

Data Base Management 

IDMS is an efficient state-of-the-art data base management system 
for use in the IJ~M environment (including the new 4 300 series). 
It is the nucleus of a completely integrated distributed data base 
system. The basis for all Cullinane software components, IDMS is 
the first CODASYL-compatible DBMS and gives a high degree of 
hardware and programming language independence. 

Data Communications 

IDMS-DC is a data communication system (TP monitor) designed 
specifically for use in the data base environment. Fully 
iqtegrated with IDMS, IPMS..-DC therefore gives fast rel)ponse time, 
~H!Onomical use of memory and simplicity of use in a sophisticated 
multi-terminal configuration. IDMS-DC provides a powerful 
recovery faci1 ity, mapping support, storage protection and other 
programmer productivity and data integrity features. 

Data Picti.onary 

IPD is an 1 active 1 data dictionary because it is fully integrated 
with a data base system. It is a powerful design and control tool 
for use with IPMS and other Cullinane software components, yet it 
c;1n be used as a stand-alone syf;ltem to define and standardise all 
data re~ources whether lllanual or automated, data pase or 
conventional file systems, IDP supports FORTRAN, COBOL, PL/l and 
1\ssembter. 

Report Generator 

CULPRIT can be used to produce even the most complex reports 
quic~ly, ea1;1ily aod with a bare minimum of coding. 11: can acces$ 
virtually aoy file st_ructure including conventional files or d,<.tta 
bases. CULPRIT is economical. lt can produce up t;o 100 reports 
with a single pass. CULPRIT can pe used as a pqwerful stand-alone 
qr as a part of a fully integrated data base management system. 
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On-Line Query 

On-line query, Release 2.0, is a major new advance in interactive 
information retrieval systems. Fully integrated with IDMS, it 
requires no programming in order to be immediately useful upon 
installation. On-line query provides managers and user 
departments with a powerful, easy-to-use set of English commands 
that allow instant access to selected information stored in the 
data !>ase. Multiple Record Retrieval, QFILE storage and DBKEYLIST 
command ar.e only a few of the system's advanced features. 

On-Line Program Development 

INTEAACT is an on-line system for program development, remote job 
process~ng, text editing and word processing. INTERACT is the 
programmer productivity system. It offers a powerful command 
repertoire, f.qst terminal response time, and economical CPU 
requirements. INTERACT is backed by Cullinane's worldwide network 
of technical support centres. 

Distributed Data Base 

Cullinane's Distributed Data Base 
computers to snare a common IDMS data 

System 
base. 

allows multiple IBM 
Distributed data base 

is a unique Cullinane capability. One can suppc;>rt applications 
programs at remote sites and allow them to access a central data 
!>ase with complete user transparency and full data integrity. 

Cullinane Distributed Data Base is a system of the future available 
today, 

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE 

I INTERACT I 
ilnteractive Programming! 
l. System I 

I On-Line Query 
!English Language 
I Facilit>: 

IDMS. 

Base Management~ 
S stem I · I · IDD 

. · · Integrated Data 

Figure .E3 

I Dictionary 

lPt1S-DC 
TPMonitor 

I I 
I EDP-AUDITOR I 
!Report Generators! 
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1.8, Tomorrow's Distributed Processing Options Currently Available(46) 

Raytheon's MARK I 

Ratheon's MARK I is a highly advanced distributed processing system. 
It will work immediately, without reprogramming or conversion, on a 
hos 1:; IBM mainframe. MARK I offers an unparalleled range of 
applications freedom for data networks. 

Thus, when one must configure systems to meet a variety of different 
needs at a variety of different locations, one can do so with speed, 
simplicity, modular power, and many configuration options. 

Some of the options one can install include: 

Option 1 (See Figure E4) 

Local Processing and 'Intelligent 3270' Functions 

-------------------------------------------------
Every Raytheon MARK I system comes with two basic capabilities. One 

is the ability to do stand-alone local processing. 
ability to perform intelligent 3270 on-line functions. 

The other is the 

An 'intelligent 3270' has the ability 
capability of a 32-70-type terminal network 
to the network without systems change, and 
host processor, 

to extensiveli expand the 
by adding advao,ced features 
without dependence upon the 

Feat:qres such as local format storage, local printing, local data base 
&ccess, local transaction storage and back-up and the ability to verify 
data, field-by-field, record-by-record, without going upline to the 
host mainframe. These capabilities are inherent in the MARK I 
system. A 3270-type networ.k user gets them immediately. One can 
acces~ lo~al files,. data entry functions, and either interactive or 
batch commupications without complex changes to one's network. 

The key to iqtelligent 3270 operations 1.s the MARK I' s stand-alone 
proct?ssing capabilities. A powerful user-programmable controHer 
supports from one to eight CRT operator stations, a 10 to 40 megabyte 
disk data base, and a variety of printers and other peripheral 
devices. All systems and o,etwork comJ11unications software comes with 
every MARK I, so the user need only develop the applications programs 
he reql.lires. 

Optioq 2 (See Figure E5) 

Interactive, Batch and Source Data Entry 

--------------~------~------~-----------

Th~ MARK I can become a !llUlti-ft,~nction workhorse in still anoth~r 

way. Start with il:s protocol ~mulators 3270 interactive (dumb and 
int:ellj_gent), 27fW batch, or 3780 batch, or HASP remote jop entry. On 
a sipgle t1ARI< J;, one can run combinations of these emt,~l~tors at the 
same time, allowing one to run both interactive as well as batch lines 
to the host CPU. . . . ·' 
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While one is executing both of those functions, a group of one's 
operators can also perform source data entry functions on the MARK I. 
The Source Data Entry Package ( SDEP) enables users to execute many 
functions not found in dedicated data capture devices. However, it 
also does classic data entry functions, such as automatic cursor 
skipping; reasonableness checking; crossfooting and arithmetic 
computation; batch balancing; record searching by number; field or 
task; table look~up and record insert/delete. 

One can install this capability today, and be using it tomorrow, while 
on~ continues to execute 3270 or 3780 or HASP batch orientated tasks. 

Option 3 (See Figure E6) 

Downline Terminals, 'Upline 3270' Tasks 

Downline terminal support means that a MARK I controller, in addition 
to performing its basic local processing and upline 3270 data 
communications tasks, can also maintain control of a downline 
multipoint terminal network. Every MARK I can control up to ten drops 
on its own downline link under 3270 protocol, using Raytheon's 
powerful PTS-100 intelligent terminals in 3270-mode. 

Downl ine terminal support from a MARK I controller is the essence of 
any distributed processing system's ultimate value i.e. the ability to 
offload busy, costly mainframe computers in the easiest, fastest, and 
most cost-effective manner. 

The MARK I, or a series of MARK I' s wi 11 con t ro 1 the time-consuming 
polling of the 3270-type devices. The local MARK I data base will 
provide the local formats and record storage facilities that tie up the 
mainframe. The MARK I will communicate up line, selectively 1 when it 
must support downline terminals by getting mainframe data for them. 

The result is that every component of the system, and all the operators 
it serves, work faster and better. 

Option 4 (See Figure E7) 

Mix Small or Large Systems on a Single Network 

When one installs a MARK I distributed processing system, one is still 
at the beginning of one's network expansion capabilities. The MARK I 
offers a fast, totally compatible migration path to Raytheon's larger 
MARK H sys terns. 

The MARK II supports multiple job streams. It has a data base 
capacity of 252 million bytes of local storage. lt can support up to 
24 operator work stations; all of the protocols available on MARK I; 
a HASP logical printer; greater numbers of peripherals; and faster 
memories in support of higher speed operations. 

MARK I and MARK 11 are totally compatible. One can upgrade a MARK I 
to a MARK II without alteration of one's mainframe system, and without 
complex conversions. 
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Rationalised shared 
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Rationalised shared 
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The Management Sciences Division 
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conclusions are based on analysis 
Survey. 

2.1. Computer Hardware 
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of a major U.S.-based international 
already heavily commit ted to 

computer trends to 1990. These 
of 38 responses to a 1978 MS Trends 

The largest cof!lputer mainframe of 1990 will be faster and have 
greater capacity than the largest IBM computer today. One such 
large machine will be the equivalent of more than 9 of today's IBM 
3033s. 
The unit cost of computing, in constant money terms, will have 
declined by about: 11% annually so that the cost per computation 
will be tess than 30% of 1978's level. 
Computing speeds, memory, data storage, data communications and 
networking capabilities will be significantly better in 1990 than 
1978. 

2.2. Computer Logistics 

Compared to the 460 in 1978, the corporation will have more than 
4 800 minis with about 2 800 (58%) of them linked to mainframes and 
the remaining 2 000 (42%) used in a stand-alone mode. 
The corporation wi 11 have a computer network able to share workload 
or allocate computing among mainframes - such a network having been 
implemented 2 years earlier. 
l<ey users throughout the company will have desk top f!linis or 
terminals. 
These key users will consist of all sectors of th.e corporations 
employees m~nagers, professionals, technicians and 'clerical 
personnel. 
Vendors will offer on-siee computing services but the corporettion 
wiU not use t:hem, prefeJ;"ring to maintain its own in-house 
capabilities. 

~~3, Economy of Scale 

~mall comp\lters will have become increasingly cost effective with 
th~ir ur)it cpst of computation matching or fa.lling below that of 
large computers. Large computers will be used principally where 
!:heir large capacities are needed, l'lUCh as certain processing or 
massive data base~. 

2.4. Hand Calculators 

Professional and managerial employees will have powerful hand 
calculators able to progratn and process many routine engineering, 
fi~aqcial and business comp~tations. 

~.5, Comp~t:er U~age 

On.-line complltin~ will con~t:i!::ute more th,gn 55% of prime shift and 
m~ny employees w~ll work with portal;lle terminala at hollle during 
fl.Qn .:.prime shift~ 
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About 15% of managers and 50% of professional staff will use 
terminals for routine inquiry into data bases or to write and run 
their own programs or use a program library. The ra!;.io between 
own generated programs and program library usage will be about 40% 
to 60%. 
Data base applications will use about 50% of computer resources. 
Graphics applications, office automation and voice input/output 
will be major new uses of computer resources. 

Z.{). Ae£_1ications Practices 

Applicatio~s for strategic planning will have evolved and systems 
for investment, allocation and operations planning; operations 
scheduling and support; control and performance measurement; and 
reporting in real time will be common place. 
Operations Research techniques will be routinely used in decision 
support systems and for ad hoc analyses of decision problems. 
Data base applications will be widespread with a large fraction 
involving shared as well as distributed data bases. 
On-line processing will be widely used in applications as well as 
for applications development; and general packages wp 1 be in use 
to manipulate and analyse data stored in data bases and st:ructure 
special reports. 
Applicatiops development process will be characterised by 
structured development methods, formalized applications planning, 
use of throw-away prototypes and increased user participation. 
Users will develop an increasing portion of applications on their 
own. 

~.7. Offlce of the Future 

Word ~rocessing will be widely used, handling about 65% of document 
preparation. 
Word processing will interface with some data bases. 
Electronic mail, filing and retrieval will be ro4tine and 
electrQnic mailJ:>oxes will be appearing on the scene. 

~.8. MS ~ana&ement Concerns 

Allocat~on of MS managers' time will be approximately the same as 
in 1978 with the exception that more time will be spent in 
personnel related activities and in such areas as security and 
governmental impact on MS. 
Personnel costs will be about 60% and equipment costs will decline 
to about 25% of total MS expense. 
Major problems will be adapting to changing environment, 
particularly as a result of increased computer literacy <m the part 
of clients. ·and the greater range of options available OJl how to 
deliver and 0rganise MS services. 
MS professionals "!ill play an increasing fid1,.1ciary role 
cQnSQlt~ng, aqvising, and appraising MS usage. 
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3, MANAGEMENT SCIENCES AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY 

5 YEAR OBJECTIVE$ (1980 - 1984) 

3.1. Objective$ 

A Man~gement Sciences (MS) and Teleconununications (TELCOM) Department 
wi U emerge in all large Investment Institutions in response to current 
proble!liS .and future needs. Development of computer applications will 
proceed under the control of this MS/TELCOM Department. 

The following Institutional MS/Telcom objectives provide an overall 
framework within which *the Investment Department and individual 
Investment Functions (e.g. Mining Analysis, Economic Analysis etc.) 
should develop specific objectives. 

Primary 

Assist user departments/functional areas in making most effective 
use of available MS resources. 

Within MS/Telcom funct.ional area (e.g~ Mining Analysis) 
improve cost performance in terms of productivity, quality, 
reliability and service for all resources i.e. manpower, facilities 
and technology. 

each 

Secondary 

Continuity of Business 

Operate in such a way as to assure continuity of the 
Jnstitution's business, 

Compatibility 

Standardize equipment, operating practices and procedures 
cpnunensurate with the provision of efficient MS and Telecom 
services. 

I 
C.Areer Development 

Recruit key employees. Design and implement career 
clevelopment through a planned program of training, . broadened 
jpb e~pedence within the function, and rotational assignments 
wit~ other functions. 

Security 

lrqplemeJlt security measures and practices consistent with the 
best interests of the Institution. 
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:3. Z. A~.n;umpt ions 

3.2.1. Environmental 

Technology 

Monitor and exploit advances in areas of computer technology such 
as networking, distributed computing, and other special purpose 
computing systems, etc. 

Security 

Security must continually be an objective in configuring and 
operating computer centers as well as in applications systems 
design. Plac~ emphasis on both physical security of computer 
installations and data security through: 

Organization for implementation and control of security 
matters. 
Review of data center security practices. 
Standardization of programming and operating practices. 
Increasing participation by internal auditors during design 
of computer systems. 
A~dit:s of computer systems. 

Management Control 

MS/Telcom activities will be controlled through: 

Capital Approved tor Expenditure (CAFE) System. 
~ Limits of Authority Schedules and other financial review 

procedures. 
Co~puter center reviews and applications audits. 
Chargeouts to Investment functions (e.g. ~inin~ Analysis) for 
computer and systems e1nalyst services. 
Standards and guidelines. 
EPP/Telcom audits~ 

As computer resources become increasingly accessible to non-MS 
pep;onnel through advances in distributed a(ld on-lipe computing 
tectmology, met})ods for controlling MS activity will need to be 
revised. Investment managers and specialists (analysts, 
economists etc.) at remote terminals, will bear increasing 
responsibility for cost/benefit justification of work originating 
at t~e terminals. 

Computer Hardware 

l.lnit equipment cost of computing, in constant money terms, will drop 
py a compound annual rate of 10% during t:he Objectives Period. 

Seek ways to improve cost effectiveness with the use of C'llt:ernative 
v~ndor equipment where practical. 
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Applications and Software 

On-line Applications 

Growing requirements for on-line acttvtttes (updating company 
results, statistical analysis, modelling etc.) will influence new 
application development. 

Application Software Packages 

The use of in-house developed software versus customized packages 
will have to be reviewed on the normal basis of cost and utility. 

Information Systems Planning 

Systematic and explicit information systems planning 
increasingly used to define systems with broader; inter-
functional applications. This will be especially 
where systems involve major development efforts, 
potential for sharing of common data, or otherwise 
projects of broad scope employing complex technology. 

Standardization 

will be 

important 
or offer 
are large 

The complexity of new MS technology will provide added incentives 
for development groups to apply more structured approaches to the 
processes of applications planning, analysis design and 
implementation. These approaches will be characterized by 
increasing emphasis on standards, controls, guidelines, training 
and co-ordination. 

Data and Data Bases 

Data will be increasingly recognized as an important resource 
requ1r1ng professional management and organization to 
increase its utility and improve the efficiency of its use. 
Establishment of a formal Oatl! Base Administration function 
will become increasingly important. 
Incre<Ised emphasis will be placed on the use of Data 
Dictionaries for more systematic data definition and analysis. 
Applications will continue to be developed which involve user 
controlled data capture l!utomatically at the point of origin. 
Introduction of data base technology. will proceed 
cautiously. Planned new data base applications will be 
co-ordinated wlth planned growth of resources, Planning for 
and development: of data base systems will require careful 
attention during the Objectives Period. New, more 
structured approaches - characterized by increasing emphasis 
on standards, controls, guidelines~ training and 
co-ordination will be applied 1n planning for and 
development of data base applications. 
Integrated Data Base l1anagemeot Systems (IPMS) and Integrated 
Data Dictionary ( IDD) will be the preferred approach for 
implementing data b~se and transaction-orientated systems at 
t~e Institutional computer center. 
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Applications Development Methodology 

All major applications systems will be developed using the 
approach sped fied in the System Development Methodology (SDM) 
guidelines, 

Operating System 

Conversion from VS-1 to MVS is unlikely to be justified during 
the earlier part of the Objectives Period. 

Software 

Use of proveq, cost effective commercially available systems 
software will be preferred to in-house development except in 
those cases where the Institution's investment 'needs cannot be 
satisfied by software commercially available. 

Data Communications 
~-------~~---------

MS will support data communications needs of the user departments/ 
functional areas. Data communications will become an increasingly 
important function in the delivery of computer services. The need 
for networks linking mu~tiple computers and terminals wil~ increase. 

MS Personnel 

Increased emphasis will be placed on tra1n1ng and/or hiring of 
pel,"sonnel to support new areas of MS technology such as d~ta base, 
on-lip.e comp4ting, data conununications, and distributed proce:'lsing. 

Inter-disciplinary personnel with a knowledge of these skills plus in
depth knowiedge of a specialised investment function (e.g. Mining 
Analysis, Economi~ Analysis etc.) have a potential major contribution 
to make to systems development. 

3, 3. Trends 
-·"!-. -----

The following coll\lllents highlight some of the developments impacting MS 
whir,h shoulcl be considered whel'l Investment Department and Investment 
Functions plans and objectives are fo.rm1.1lated. The list is not 
exh&uH ive aqd other developments which impact MS should be high lighted 
in individual functional objectives. 

General 
-:-------:--

User sophistication and tmders tanding of computers will continue 
t;:o grow. User st:aU will increasingly have hands-on knowledge 
of computers anq a better feel irtg for their adaptability to the 
business, -· 

The acce!;)sibil ity of computing power will increase as cheap ancl 
powerf4l means of computing arise. The use of per~onal computers 
wi~l increase rapidly. Computer hardware will teo~ to decrease 
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information processing cost. 
those reflected in the cost of 

will become an increasingly 

The present rnqnpower distribution will change since it ts 
projected that the number of MS data ent~y and I/O control 
personnel will decrease as users enter more of their own data. 
The number of systems programmers will increase due to increased 
complexity in the software to be used. Manning will be required 
for the new data base administration function tn Institutions 
utO.izing data base techniques. Programming productivity should 
tend to improve as data base reduces maintenance efforts, and 
on-line programming increases efficiency. 

More emphasis will be placed on general systems, with 
organization and methods (O&M) groups emerging to co-.ordinate the 
many facets of Management Sciences beyond computer systems and 
technology. 

Bard ware 

Disc Storage 

As a result of increased on-line activities, a large growth is 
foreseen in on-line disk storage at main computer centers. 
In~luencing this growth will be the continuing trend tow~rds disk 
rather than tape storage. Vendors will tend to supply fixed 
rather than removable d~ives for their smaller computers. 

l1ass Storage 

At large centers, the use of mass storage devices may become 
justifiable during the Objectives Period. 

'fer!llinals 

Terminals with increa~ed capabilities, intelligence and speed 
will be av<iihble. Th~ cost of CRT terminals in constant money 
term~? will decline at a compound annual rate of 10% to 15%. 

Minicompqters 

Minicomputers will continue to be cost effective for some 
appl:j..cations apd will. often be used when they cap act as small 
self .... contained computers or conunl.lnicators with large mainframes. 

Microcomp!Jters 

Microprocessors will be increasingly used in c0mputers and 
felated equipment to make them more cost effective. 
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On-line Mode of Processing 

User direct entry and editing of source data will become more 
widespread. This will be reflected in faster overall processing of 
many applications, and 

. . demands for this service for tncreastng 
diverse types of applications. 

The physical and data security problems wi 11 grow as this mode of 
processing incre~ses. 

The choice between on-line and distributed computing will continue to 
be made based on a balance of technological and economic factors. 

On-line Programming 

As increased low cost CPU capacity becomes available the use of 
on-line programming will become widespread, and will increase 
programmer productivity by at least 25%. The average system using 
tqis capability should be developed in less time than before. 

This feature as well as on-line processing will have a major impact 
on first shift data center load, and will increasingly be a key 
determinant of the computer center's equipment requirements. This 
impact may be partially offset by the use of di~tributed intelligence 
for on-tine programming. · 

Users may be involved in on-line programming through the use of 
languages such as APL or the IBM TSO facility, and this involvement 
wH 1 warrant increased MS attention. User program development may 
have a maj()t;" impact on the MS Department in tqe areas of providing 
su.ffic ient computer res.ources, developing guidelines, standards, and 
procedures for use of these resources, and making provision ;for 
future support of u$er developed systems. 

pistributed Computing 
~~-~-~---~-----------

Major Institutions will see an increase tn the use o;f ciistributed 
computing, Thi$ will result in: 

Greater invol v~ment, of users in designing and operating compute.r 
systems and a greater integration of computers into the daily 
operational aspects of the business. 
S9me reduction in prime shift demand on host computers. 
A need for better procedures to control the proper use of 
computiqg resources. 

Data aa~e Management Systems _____ " _____________________ _ 

Pata Base Management Syste~s 

In titutional administrative 
ob ecti.ves of; 

will usually be 
processing with 

used 
the 

initiall.y in 
longer range 
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Reducing applications development and maintenance cos~s. 
Providing a greater availability of data to respond to business 
queries. 

Aclditional data bases will be developed for other functions, (e.g. 
Investments) evolving into a co..,.ordinated data base for an entire 
Institution. This activity will generate the need for tighter 
control over data administration and increased skills in systems 
programm1ng. 

Packet Switching Networks 
------------~------------

These services which are now available at some locations are expected 
to expand and further stimulate the use of remote processing. Such 
networks may 1mprove the economics of off-loading pe~k service 
requirements to computers in less congested location~. It could 
also facilitate cotijputer backup and make it feasible to delay CPU 
upgrades in special economic or technical situation~. 

Word Processing/Office of the Future 

There will be an accelerating trend toward the automation of 
traditional office system~, e.g. mail distribution, generation of 
multiple copies, filing, text editing, etc. The office of the 
future will incorporate traditional office systems, new office 
equipment (e.g. word processors) and computer technology. 

Security 
-----~--

Emphasis oo resources (human, equipment, and data) security will 
continLJe. However, speci.d emphasis will be needed for the security 
of data, with on-line and di~tributed processing environ~ents. 

Risk assessm~nt will play a greater role in allocating security 
related expenses. 

3.4.. Gutdelines 

3 .• 4 .l, 

In preparing the Five-Year Pla:o, MS will consider the followins.: 

General 

Attention should be called to projects cap(lble of meeting or 
e~ceeding the company's return on investment requirements. 
Costs/benefits analysis should be in <'!Ccordance with established 
Institutional financial policy. 
The monetary effects of major planni:og decisions (major projects, 
language conyers ions, reorganizations, additions to 
collUIJI~nications networks, etc.) should be included in narrative 
section comments. 
When plan figures of future years clep~nd on re~ul t:; of future 
studie~, use what is considered to be the most likely res~lts 
from such studies. 
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Planning should recognise the advantages of hardware, software 
and communic<Jtions compatibility within the Institution and 
linking with external information centres. 
Objectives, plans, or programs of the Institution's information 
system, which impact on reciprocal/shared information systems, 
should be co-ordinated with those units. 

Hardware 

Method of Acquisition 

For Objectives purposes, 1.e. 1980 - 1984, purchase sho~ld be the 
assumed method of acquisition for general and special purpose 
computers. MS Business objective should provide for the capital 
required to acquire computer equipment. Rental/lease should be 
the assumed acquisition mode for peripherals for medium and large 
computers. These assumed acquisition methods should be used for 
preparation of objectives data except in those cases where there 
are specific commitments to another mode or local practice 
discourages their use. Such cases should be clearly identified. 

MS recommendations on the actual acquisition of word proces$ors 
should suggest rental or short term leasing. 

Capital Budget 

The trade-of£ between lease and rental should be examined to 
determine if the incentives for leasing are sufficient to offset 
the advantages of flexibility provided by rental. 

Receive general management approval for current year MS capital 
budget items. 

Resipt1al Values 

For pl.:tn purpqses use the following residual values shown as a 
percentage of first cost: 

Year of Sale 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 

Model No. 

~BM 3031 (?0. 45. 30. 25. 25. 

These estimates assum an IBM 3031, announced in 1979 and 
deliverable in 1981. 

For tl)e 370 series, scale the present local sales value in the 
same ratios as given by the al>ove table. For instance, a 370 
comp!-lter worth RlOO 000 in 1979, should be assumed to have a R45 
000 sale value in 1981. 

Plug Compatil>le Equipment 

l»M plug compatible _equipment can be considered. However, C~-ny 
cost advantage should be evaluated against the managerial, tech~ 
nical and l>usiness risl< problems of deding with multiple vendors. 
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Security 

This section covers the current status of computer center security 
c~nsidering the following items: 

Organization Integrity 

Structure 
Personnel 
Procedures and Controls 

Physical Security 

Physical access controls 
Fire protection 
Other per~inent physical hazards 

Software-Data Security 

J,./0 Control& 
Access Controls 

Spftware 
Hardware 
Physical 

Contingency Planning 

Off-site Backup 
Alternate Processing Site 
Emergency Plan. 

Organization and Methods 

------------------------
To maintain the Management Sciences function as a full service 
organization, emphasis shoutd be placed on the org~nization and 
methocls capabilitie~ of MS system efforts in the Plan year. 

Following the dictates of the Systems Development Methodology (SDM), 
the scope of computer projects should be broadened tQ encoinpass the 
total systems aspect$ of the business problem. In-depth 
cpn&ideration should be given to the before ~nd afte( procedures 
supporting the data pr~cessing portion of the application. 

Additionally, MS project planning should include 0 & M studies 
orientated t;owards cled.cal workload reduction, paperwork design, 
torlll integration, work flow, and to iqentify and classify the data 
requirpd for data base(s). . 

Outline of Narrative 

~ narrative of the Five-Year Objectives should support data tables. 
Collll11ent~ sh()l,lld be concise, to the point, and about 10 to 15. pages in 
!E!ngth. Each section f!ho-uld be written in chronotogi,;:al order 
covering last year actu~l, current year plan and the five-year 
objecti~es period. 
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/i. POSSU3LE FUTURE APPLICATIONS IN THE DATA BASE ENVIRONMENT 

Energy model incorporating non-renewable (oil, coal, uranium) and 
renewable (solar, wind, wave, hydro-electric, etc.) energy sources. 

National and international economic models. 

Inflation models. 

Total consolidation of individual holdings of Mining Finance Houses 
in mining investment analysis models. 

Interactive electronic communication between data bases ot financial 
institutions, mining corporations, technical/research cqnsultants, 
etc. 

Optimising investment portfolios for capital growth and earnings. 
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CONCLUS [ON 

Vl.li:WED IN TERMS OF THE OBJECTIVES OUTLINED IN THE INTRODUCTION, THE FOLLOWING 

CONCLUSIONS CAN BE DRAWN: 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PRACTICAL ANALYTICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS 

INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS ARE CHARACTERISED BY THEIR VAST INVESTMENT 

PORTFOLIOS AND STAGGERING DAILY INFLOWS OF NEW INVESTABLE FUNDS. MINING 

INVESTMENTS CONSTITUTE A LARGE PERCENTAGE OF THESE PORTFOLIOS. 

INSTITUTIONAL MINING (AND OTHER) INVESTMENT DECISIONS NEED TO BE SUPPORTED 

BY FORMAL IN-DEPTH FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSES 

CONSISTANTLY ACHIEVED. 

BUT THIS IDEAL IS NOT 

THE PROBLEM CAN '&E BROADLY IDENTIFIED AS THE INABILITY OF INSTITUTIONS TO 

THOROUGHLY EVALUATE AND REGULARLY MONITOR THEIR INVESTMENTS. THIS 

PROBL~M IS PARTICULARLY EVIDENT IN THE ANALYSIS OF MINING COMPANIES, 

MINING FINANCE HOUSES AND MINING HOLDING COMPANIES. 

THIS SITUATION IS PRIMARILY ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE FOLLOWING: 

~ ANALYSIS BASED ON MANUAL METHODS OF INFORMATION MAINTENANCE, RETRIEVAL 

AND PROCESSING IS EXTR:EMELY TEDIOUS AND TIME-CONSUMING. 

CONSEQUENTLY, THOROUGH AND REGULAR FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS IS OFTEN 

SACRIFICED FOR EXPEDIENT SHORT-CUT METHODS OF DUBIOUS CREDIBILITY. 

COMPLEXITY IS IMPOSED BY THE DIVERSIFICATION OF BUSINESS INTERESTS OF 

MINING CORPORATIONS. THESE INCLUDE A BROAD SPECTRUM OF METAL/MINERAL 

VENTURES AS WELJ. AS MANUFACTURING AND COMMERCIAL INTERESTS. 

INFORMATION, BOTH TECHNICAL AND FINANCIAL, RAPIDLY BECOMES OBSOLETE. 

PROCESSING OF THE LARGE VOLUMES OF INCOMING DATA (COMPANY ACCOUNTS, 

NEWS REPORTS, BROKERS REPORTS, PERIODICALS ETC.), WHICH FORM THE BASIS 

OF TflE INfO~TIQN SYSTEM; IS EXTREMELY TIME-CONSUMING. 
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TRADITIONAL INVESTMENT ORGANISATION STRUCTURES :tNADEQUATELY 

ACCOMMODATE THE SPECIALISED ANALYTICAL FUNCTIONS AND THE DEVELOPING 

OFFICE TECHNO~OGY. 

Tt-JERE IS INEVITABLY A DEFICIENCY IN ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING 

RESOURCES: TIME, MONEY, SKILLS, INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND COMPUTER 

FACILITIES. 

FORMULATION OF TI-lE BROAD FRAMEWORK FOR PROBLEM SOLUTION 

THE PROBLEM SOLUTION LIES IN THE FOLLOWING BROAD FRAMEWORK: 

TllE INVESTMENT DIVISION MUST ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN A COMPREHENSIVE 

(FINANCIAL AND TECHNICAL) AND RELIABLE INVESTMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 

(BOTH MANUAL AND COMPUTER BASEP) TO SUPPORT ALL ANALYTICi\L INVESTMENT 

FUNCTIONS ~ INCLUDING MINING ANALYSIS. 

THE INVESTMEI'iT ANALYSIS DEPARTMENT MUST RECRUIT AND DEVELOP MINING 

ANALYSTS WITH MULTI-DISCIPLINARY PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE AND SKILLS IN: 

MJNING, INVESTMENT ANP INFORMATION SYSTEMS/COMPUTERS. THE ROLE Of 

THE MINING ANALYST IS THAT Of CO-ORDINATOR BETW~EN INVESTMENT 

MANAGEMENT, THE COMPUTER. FACILITY AND THE DIVERSE SOUROES OF MINING 

INVESTMENT INFORMATION. (s'tMILARLY, FOR OTHER SPECIALISED AREAS OF 

INVESTMENT ANALYSIS EXPERTI:SF;). 

TRADITIO'l'IAI,. INVESTMENT MANAGERS MUST ACCEPT GREATER RATIONAL!SATION OF 

RJi;SOURCES I.E. SPECIA-LISED INVESTMENT FUNCTIONS CO-ORDINATED BOTH 

,WJ'f~:tN At:ID BETWEEN INSTITUTIONS~ WHERE FEASIBLE, SPECIALIS1'S MUST BE 

DEVELOPED IN-HOUSE; WHERE IMPRACTICAL, CO-OPERATION WITH INSTITUTIONS 

OF COMPLEMENTARY STRENGTHS MUST BE ENCOURAGED. 

l,NSTJ:TUT!ONAL BOARDS OF DIRECTORS MUST IDENTIFY AND GIVE THEIR ACTIVE 

SUPPORT TO NEW ANALYTICAL ANP AT)MIN:J:STRATIVE METHOPS BASEp ON EVOLVING 

ELECTRONIC OFFICE TEQHNOLOGY. 
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EXISTING ANALYTICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES PRACTISED WITHIN THIS 

FRAMEWORK 

SOPHISTICATED INVESTMENT ANALYSIS REPORTS ARE PRODUCED BY .THE LARGE 

INVESTMENT INSTITUTIONS. THEY fROVIDE THE BASIS FOR DISCUSSION AT 

INVESTMENT DIVISION MEETINGS PRIOR TO PRESENTATION OF RECOMMENDATIONS TO 

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS. THESE TRADITIONAL REPORTS ARE FIRMLY BASED ON 

HISTORICAL FINANCIAL RATIO ANALYSIS AND EXTRAPOLATION. 

THESE TRADITIONAL METHODS ARE OFTEN ERRONEOUSLY APPLIED TO ANALYSIS OF 

COMPANIES IN THE MINING SECTOR. IN EVALUATING MINING INVESTMENTS, 

HISTORICAL PERFORMANCE IS OF SECONDARY IMPORTANCE. FUTURE ?ROSPECTS ARE 

MORE REALISTICALLY REFLECTED BY TECHNICO-FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, BASED ON THE 

.FUNDAMENTAL {OR INTRINSIC) FACTORS OF THE OREBODY AND THE RELATED MINING 

AND METALLURGICAL TECHNOLOGY. 

INVESTMENT ANALYSIS OF MINING COMPANIES ~S FACILITATED BY MINE MODELLING 

TECHN!QUES. THESE MODELS PERMIT INVESTIGATION OF THE TE;CHNICO-FINANCIAL 

ENVIRONMENT OF THE COMPANY UNDER DIFFERENT ASSUMPTIONS AND PERMUTATIONS. 

PRESENT VALUE (BASED ON DCF) AND PROBABILITY CALCULATIONS ARE AN INTEGRAL 

PART OF SUCH MODELS. 

COMPUTERISED INVESTMENT DATA BASES ARE IN THEIR INFANCY .,. BUT DO ALLOW 

LIMITED INTERACTION WITJ:i MINE MODELS. DATA CAPTURE IS STILL A TEDIOUS 

TIME-CONSUMING CONSTRAINT. DATA BASES TEND TO BE STAND-ALONE WITH LITTLE 

INTE;R-Dl\TA ~ASE (1:. E. INTER-INSTITUTIONAL) ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION, 

THE MTNING INSTITUTIONS ARE ACTIVELY DEVELOPING MINE MODELS AND TECHNICAL 

DATA BASES. NON-MtNING INSTITUTIONS HAVE AVOIDED THESE A~AS BUT HAVE 

DEVELOPED DATA BASES W!TH E~PHAS!S ON STATISTICAL DATA RATHER THAN 

TECHNtCO-FINANCIAL FUNDAMENTALS. 

ALL ANAT"YSES AND REPORTS (IRRESPECTIVE OF TECHNIQUES) ARE I)EPENDENT FOR 

THEI~ PATA INPUT ON COMPREHENSIVE AND RELIABLE INFORMATION f;YSTEMS. 

CURRENTLY, EXTENSIVE TRADITIONAL (MANUAL, PAPER) ANP MICROFILM FILING 
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SYSTEMS HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED BY INSTITUTIONS. HOWEVER, THE STRUCTURE 

AND CONTENTS USUALLY REFLECT THE IMAGE OF THE INSTITUTION. MINING 

INSTITIJTIONS EMPHASISE MINE TECHNICAL INFORMATION, BUT NEGLECT OVERALL 

ECONOMIC AND INVESTMENT INFORMATION; NON-MINING INSTITUTIONS VICE VERSA. 

GUIDf,LINES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF MORE EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT PROCEDURES 

WlTH~.THE CURRENT STATI;:-OF-THE-ART 

FURTHER MAJOR COMPUTERrSATION IS POSSIBLE WITHIN THE PRESENT 

STATE-OF-THE-ART: 

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE MODELLING PACKAGES ARE SUFFICIENTLY SOPHISTICATED 

AND 'USER-FRIENDLY' TO ENCOURAGE MODELLING (COMMODITY, COMPANY AND 

SECTOR) ON A :BROADER AND MORE AMBITIOUS SCALE INCLUDING 

CONSOLIDATION$. 

WITH E}{PERIENCE, MINING ANALYSTS CAN DESIGN A FEW VERSATILE 

GENERALISED MODELS (E.G. GOLD, BASE METALS) TO EVALUATE THJ!; MAJORITY 

OF MINES. HOWEVER, MINERAL COMMODITY MODELS (BOTH ECONOMETRIC AND 

INDUSTRIAL DYNAMIC TYPES) NEED TO BE CONSTRUCTED FOR EACH MAJOR 

MINERAL. 

CONCURRENT WIT}i TliE ABOVE . MODEL DEVELOPMENT, OTHER .1\.NAL)'STS MUST 

PEVELOP MODEL~ lN THEIR SPECIALISED AREAS: 

ECONOMISTS (FROM INVESTMENT INSTITUTIONS, BANKS AND RE$EARCli BUREAUX) 

MUST OEVJ!:LOP ECONOMIC t10DELS FOR FORECASTING NATIONAL AND 

JNT!';RNATlONAL BUSINESS ·CYCLES, INFLATION TRENDS, INTEREST RATE AND 

STOCK MARKET TRENDS ETC. 

!'fiNING HOUSES AND GEOLOGICAL/MINING/METALLURGICAL RESEARCH 

INSTITUTIOt{S MUST DE;.VELOP SPECIALISED TECHNICAL MODELS. 

THE INSTITUTIONAL MINING ANALYST MUST l:I.AVE ACCESS (VIA INTERACTIVE 

PISTRIBUTED DATA J,lROCESSING NETWORKS) TO SUCH ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL 

PATA BASE HOD~LS. 
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SOPHISTICATED DATA BASE AND TELECOMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY IS CURRENTLY 

AVAILABLE. HOWEVER, THIS IS A COMPLEX AND RAPIDLY DEVELOPING 

ENVIRONMENT; AND THE IMPLEMENTATION AND MANAGEMENT OF 

INTER-DISCIPLINARY INFORMATION SYSTEMS HAS NOT KEPT PACE WITH THE 

POTENTIAL CREATED BY TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS. 

THI~ INTEGRATION OF DATA PROCESSING (FOR DATA RETRIEVAL AND MODELLING) 

ANI) WORD PROCESSING (FOR REPORT TEXT) FOR DETAILED IN-DEPTH INVESTMENT 

REPORTS IS CURRENTLY FEASIBLE, BUT IS NOT !3EING EFFECTIVELY EMPLOYED 

AS A TIME-SAVING FACILITY. 

FORECAST OF TeCHNICAL PEVELOP~NTS OVER THE NEXT DECADE AND THEIR IMPACT 

ON CURRENT PROCEDURES 

REVOLUTIONARY NEW AUTOMATED OFFICE TECHNOLOGY IS ENCROACHING ON ALL 

ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS. THE MOTIVATING FORCE IS THE NEED FOR GREATER 

ADMINISTRATIVE AND MANAGEMENT EFFICIENCY. THE INVESTMENTS OFFICE WILL BE 

UNAVOJDA&LY SWEPT ALONG J;!Y THE MOMENTUM OF THIS CHANGE. 

DISTRIBUTED DATA PROCESSING, MINI- AND MICRO-COMPUTERS, AND WORD 

PROCESSORS ARE THE PRESENT MANIFESTATION OF THIS CHANGE. HOWEVER, IT IS 

THE INTEGRATION OF THESE INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS INTO AN EFFECTIVE t:LECTRONIC 

COMMUNICATION EN'fiTY 1 AND RELATED MANAGEMENT STRATEGY, THAT <;:ONSTITU'J'ES 

TllE SO-CALLED 1 OFFICE OF THE FUTURE 1 CONCEPT. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 1 OFfiCE OF THE FUTURE 1 MUST BE l.DENTIFIED BY 

INSTJ;Tl.JTIQNAJ~ INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AND GUIDELINES SET 1 lF TI:IIW ARE TO 

R~MAlN COMPETITIVE, THIS CONCEPT REPRESENTS A QUANTUM LEAP OF !UGH 

TECHNOI~OGY IN INVE$TMENT MANAGEMENT. THIS WILL RADICALLY AFFECT 

ORGANISATION STRUCTURE, AND THE 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS DE?ARTMENTS 

CREATION OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCES AND 

WILL BECOME MANDATORY IN ALL 

1-'HE IR RESPONSilHLITrES (IN A STAFF. ROLE) WILL BE BROADER 

THAN TI"IAT OF THE CURRENT COMPUTER DEPARTMENT AND WILL LARGELY SUPERCEDE 

THE LATTWR· MS AND TELCOM PERSONNEL WILL INCLUDE BOTB Ul-.TRA-SPECIALISTS 

AND GENE R.AL I STS. 
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ALTHOUGH THIS IS A RAPIDLY DEVELOPING ENVIRONMENT, THE JDEAL OF TOTAL 

INTEGRATION IS UNLIKEJ.,Y TO BE FULLY REALISED DURING THE NEXT DECADE. THE 

MAIN RETARDING FACTORS ARE LIKELY TO BE: SOFTWARE LAGGING BEHIND HARDWARE 

CAPABILITY; A TIME LAG FOR MULTI-DISCIPLINARY EDUCATION; AND MANAGEMENT 

RESISTANCE. THEREFORE, DURING THIS TRANSITION PERIOD, CURRENT MANUAL 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS SHOULD BE MAINTAINED IN A DISCIPLINED MANNER. 

REC!fROCAL RELATIONSHIPS MUST BE DEVELOPED BETWEEN INSTITUTIONS 

(FINANCIAL, INDUSTRIAL AND RESEARCH) TO SUPPLEMENT AREAS DEFICIENT IN 

SPECIALIST EXPERTISE. THESE RELATIONSHIPS WILL PROVIDE THE BASIS FOR 

LATER PROMOTING COMMON DATA BASES AND/OR INTER-ACTIVE INTER~CONNECTED 

SPECIALIST DATA BASES. THIS MANAGEMENT STRATEGY CONFORMS TO THE 

CAPABILITIES AFFORDED BY THE NEW DISTRIBUTED COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY. IT 

WILL QPTIMISE INFORMATION RESOURCES (STORAGE, RETRIEVAL AND PROCES~ING). 
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APPENDIX 4 

GOLD MINE TAXATION 

General Principles 

There are two general principles governing the taxation of South African gold 
mi.nes: t:he first is that the right of mining and ult-imately selling gold 
belongs to the State, and the second is that because a mtne ts a wasting asset 
an al]lortisation allowance is given to mining companies. 

lf gl)ld js found on privati:! land the owner of the miner·al rights (who may not 
be Lhe sam~~ p<~rson as the land owner) is allowed to select one quarter of the 
area to mine himself, and the right to mine the rest is vested in the State 
which usually leases the ground in return for an annual fee. The area with 
private mining rights is called the 'Mynpacht Area'. A small rental, called 
a Claim Licence, is paid to the State in return for the right to occupy the 
surface area, and half of this rental is paid back by the State to the 
landowner for loss of use of the surface ground. 

The principle of the amortisation allowance is that gold mtntng companies are 
allowed in varying ways to set off their capital expenditure against profits; 
the way in which this is done depends on when the q~ine was established. The 
older mines are allowed to write off 27,5% per annum of their unredeemed 
balance of capital e?Cpenditure. For the newer mines capital expenditure is 
treated as a working cost for tax purposes and losses are qarried forward 
until exceeded by cumulative profits. This means that nO tax will be paid in 
the early years of a mine's life. In the case of the most recent mines there 
is, in addition to the amortisation allowance, a special allowance of 6% of 
the unredee~ed balance of ~•pital expenditure. 

"Payments to t;he State,, take the form of a lease payment and incqme tax, tn 
addition there is a 5% surcharge and a 5% returnable loan levied on the income 
tax. Dividends from gold mines, when paid to non~residents, are subject to a 
15% withholding ta~ which is alto.wed against United Kingd_om tax, for t!Xample. 

Mi.ne$ which are in dan~er of closing dow]:l within eight years may be eligible 
for state assist:ance. The rise in the price of gold in recent years has 
diminished the importance of such assistance. 

Lea~>e Payment 

Wh~~.r:e <1 mining company is l.ea!)ing the ~rea from the State (which is the case 
fqr practj.cally all !pin,es) the fee payable is determined by a lease formula, 
details of .w)1 icll vary from mine to mine and .3re agreed with the Government 
Mining Engin~er, who takes into account such factors as the st;ructure and 
gr.a<le of the reef ang whether or not a Mynpacht Area is included in the claim 
&r~(!~ ,The forumlil is; 

y A 



Where: y 

X = 

A & B 

(The capital 
forward, plus 
ln most c!lses 
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% Of working profit, less amortisation allowance and capital 
allowance, payable as a fee. 

Working profit, less amortisation allowance, e~pressed as a 
percentage of revenue. 

Are constants which differ from mtne to mtne. 

allowance is equal to 5% of any unredeemed capital brought 
approximately 2,3% of the current year's capital expenditure. 
the capital allow,nce represents a relatively small amq~nt). 

For some mines there is a minimum value for Y, and in the case of some of the 
older mines there is an off-set clause which in effect reduces the upper limit 
of Y. 

Income 'J,'ax 

Income tax is assessed in a very similar way to the lease payment. A formula 
of exactly the same type is used but X and Y are slightly differeqtly defined. 

y = 

= 

% Of working profit, less amortisation allowance less lease 
payment~ payable as income tax. 

Working profit, less amortisation allowance less lease 
payment, expressed as a percentage of revenue. 

Thus it can be seen that the lease payment is allowed as a cost for income tax 
purposes, and that in calculating the value of X for the lease payment, the 
capital allowance is taken into account, whereas it is not taken into account 
w~en X is calculated for income tax. 

Tax Rates 

The values of tpe constants A & B. in the lease payment foqnul& differ from 
mine to mine, but in the case qf ~he income tax formula there are only three 
sets of values which are as follows: 

New ~Hnes: y = 60 480 
X 

St~l t:e Ass is. teq t-1ines: y = 68 601 
X 

All Otl)er Mines: y ::: 60 360 
X 

lmpHcations of the Tax/Lef.lse Payment Formula 

lnspect ion of thl:l formu~a shows that the prpportion of profits paid as tax and 
leas.e payment will be ;~:ero or very low when capital expendituJ:"e is high, find 
that it wil ~ be ~ower for mines with low profitability than f9r those with 
high prqfil:abilh:y. The objects are t:o keep down t:he initial capital 
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requirements and to encourage m1n1ng operations where the ore grade is low and 
where t;he working costs are high. The state policy is to mine as !llUCh of the 
gold iq the reefs at;~ possible and this policy is implicit in the taxation 
arrangements, 

The lease and tax formulae can be re-arranged in such a way as to be more 
meaningfql in terms of seeing what proportion of working profits, l}s opposed 
to taxable profits, is taken up in payments. To illustrate this we can take 
t~e third formula, which is applicable to most of the mines. 

1f we let:: Pt = Taxable Profit for Income Tax 
R = Revenue 

then, y :; 60 - 360 R = 60 (1 - 6 R ) 
100 Pt 100 Pt 

and the amount of tncome tax payable lS: 

Pt. y 60 Pt (1 - 6 R ) 

100 too 100 Pt 

i.e • Tax = 60% (Pt - 6%R) ---------------------~---~--- (1) 

Let: L = Lease Payment 
A Amortisation Allowance 
Pw = Working-Profit 

then, Pt = Pw ,.. L ...,. A 

Substituting this in equation (1) we get: 

Tax • 60% (Pw - L - A - 6% R) 

So the total tax plus }ease pay!llent will be: 

Ta:lC + Lease = 60% (Pw ,.. L - 6% R) + L 
= 6Q% (Pw - A 6% R) 0,6L + L 
- qO% (Pw - A q% R) + 40% L -------~- (~) 

The fin?l step is to express t;he lease payment in terms of working profit, 
<nnortis~t:ion allowance and revenue, so that: the whole t;:1x plus leqse can pe 
e~p-r:essecl in the~>e t:erws. The problem here is that, as mentioned before, the 
constants A & :B differ from mine to mine. However, typical of the newer 
!Ilines are values of l5 aqd 90 respectively. If the capital allow~mce (which 
i;s relat:ive1y small) is ign~,:>req, we can arrive 1H the equivalent of equation 
(J). . . . . . 
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~et t Pl = Taxable Profit for Lease Payment 

then, L = 15% (Pi - 6%R) 

and si,nce, Pl Pw- A 

then, L 15% (Pw - A - 6% R) 

thus 40% L 6% (Pw - A - 6% R) 

and putting this into equation (2) we get: 

T~x + Lease ~ 66% (Pw - A - 6% R) -------- (3) 

From this eq~ation we see that there is no payment if the amortisation 
allowance plus 6% of revenue is greater than the profit, and the maximum 
payment (where there is no amortisation allowance) will be equal l:o (>6% of 
working profits less 3,96% pf revenue. On aver~ge the workin& profit for the 
newer mines is about 50% of the revenue, which means that the maximum tax rate 
will work out at about 58% ?f profits. 
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COMM~~NTARY SUPPLEMENTING RELATl VE VALUE lNDEX FOR COLD MiNES 

(Supplementing R.V.J. of 15.11.1973- Figure Cl9) 

State Assist~d Mines: 

The three state aided mines appear to be fully priced with E.R.P.M. the safer 
o£ the chree for those who believe in a gold price increasing at a steady, say 
S% growth rate. Loraine 1.s the better investment for those prepared to 
gamble on the gold price increasing to $150 and more over the next few 
ye.ns. All these shares have a dangerous downside potential &hould the gold 
pri.ce remain at or below $100 per ounce for several years when state 
assistance might be withdrawn. 

Short Life Mines (Capital Repayments): 

At present Leslie at current prices is the most attractive with a break up 
value the order of 36c and with potential earnings this year of 24/25c (of 
which ll,Sc has been paid), and potential earnings next year OF 12,18c at $80 
to $100. · Downside potential over the remaining 3 to 4 years wo1,1ld not be 
great. At 80-85c the share has a speculative appeal for a gold price 
increasing above $100 over the next 4 years. 

Short Life Mines: 

On' estimClfes ~rac)<en is the better share in this group. The estimate does 
not include earnings from uranium, since the benefits from this hi-product may 
come too late. It would be diffict~lt to estimate the cost of opening the 
Scilfontein Uranium Plant to the revenue to be derived from treatment in the 
plant. The uranium bearing slimes dumps of both Welkom and $tilfqntein are 
both major !loknown assets, anc,l as such Bracken and Stilfoqtein could be 
t~eated more on a par~ 

Medium Life Mines: 

l]ranium has been included in the earnings for all medium and long 1 ife 'U' 
pro4ucers, ~ase~ op $7 in 1978 rising to $10 per lb in 1980. 'U' 6osts have 
b~en escalated at 6% p.a. In this category Libanon, 13lyvoor find Western 
Hplqings are better counters, with a little more security in t'he lal:ter and 
little ~ore speculative glitter in the former. These three shares ~t current 
pr ic(;s are a1nong~t the beHt share$ for those who remain confident in gold 
shnres. 

Long Life Mines: 

President Qrand and St. Helena are both sound investments with President Steyn 
and Buffe!s~ont:dq both switch $ales. Doornfontein's future largely lies in 
the hal)c)~ of m,apagement and the probability that the company will mine low 
gr~~e Mfiin Reef, as aqd whell the go~d price improves, to extend the life of 
!:he '!line aqd thus tal<ing the gilt off earnings at a high gold price. 
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Long Life New Mines: 
----. -. -. -----r-,_. ~~-----

Within this gro1.1p are South Vaal, Kloof, East Driefontein and Western Deep 
Levels. All mines have potential reserves of well over 20 years with the 
proviso that the gold price does not rematn fixed at the lower levels. 

Western Deep Levels, at current share prices has the higher rating. 
Estimat~s on this mine take in the probability of increased millif)g rate in 
the 1980s (as Blyvoor grinds to a halt) through the use of Blyvoor' s mi 11. 
Kloof could increase i_t's roting if the development, on the new lower levels, 
comes up ~o ~!xpect;Jtions wi.th a n'!sultant incn~ase in grade. 

Conclusions: 
---, ----~---
Some 30 mines are included in this study. For those who see gold rts tog to 
$175 over the next 7 to 8 years a relative gold price of $150 should be 
used. With gold at $90 those who wish to be in gold share_s shoulq currently 
select their shares from the $100 scale and switch into the following group. 

ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTABLE EARNINGS 1974 (CENTS/SHARE:) 

Mine J':rice(c) @ $80 $100 $120 $150 Life 

Bracken 208 23 33 43 55 Short 
Blyvoor 660 45 65 85 110 MediurQ 
Lib anon 990 43 70 100 140 Medium 
Pres. Brand 1500 98 138 188 250 Long 
St. HeleQ.:t 1825 120 160 200 275 :[..ong 
Western Deep Levels 1400 75 110 144 190 Very Long 

Western Holdings though one of the best shares is a little upmarket~ble, while 
Leslie :11'1 q sl!ort: t:enn gamble. 
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ADJUSTMENT OF PRICES AND EARNINGS (AND OTHER DATA) PER SHARE 

Adjust past: share prices, past earnings (and other figures) per share in the 
event of a rights or other 1ssue. It is recognised that in applying the 
re~ommended formula certain anomalies appear to arise when adjusting past 
earnings per share figures. 

l. Adjustm~f Prices 

All past share prices recorde<J before an issue in which the original 
shares had a negotiable right should be adjusted by multiplying these 
prices by "ln adjustment factor, calculated for the issue in quest ion as 
set o1,1t below. 

As there will be a factor for every issue, historic per share information 
will be adj!lsted by multiplying each .figure by a compound. f~ctor which is 
the product of all the factors arising from the individl,lal issues in 
question. 

The rules to be foUowed in calculating the factor of a<Uustment are as 
follows; 

The General Rule. 

The factor that is to be used for adjusting. past prices should always be 
calcuhted according to the so-called 'theoretical metboq 1 , where the 
factor is defined as the theoretical price of the share ex-rights 
dividend by the last warket price cum-rights. 

In mathematical terms 

J,.et Na 
Np 
p 
p! 

E 
4 

= Number of Shares before the Issue 
= Number of Shares after the Issue 
= Last Market ~rice before the Issue 
= Theoretical Price Ex~Rights of an Old Share 
= Price of Issue of a New Share 
;::: Difff!rence in Dividend between an Old share and a New 
Share (where such a difference exists). 

Th~ factor of adjustment will theq be: 

where 

f = P' 
p 

P' = NaP + (Np - Na) (E + 6) 

Np 
ln the c~se of a capitalisation issue or sha~e split with the new shares 
enti~led to the full dividend, the formula is; 
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f == 

If the issue 1s made at the full market price, the formula becomes: 

f = 1 

Even 111 a case where the rights are offered in shares other than the 
original shares, the theoretical method should be used in cases where the 
market price of the shares offered is known. In cases where the value 
of ·the new shares is unknown until they are actually quot:ed after the 
iss4e has taken place' it will' exceptionalty, be necessary to use the 
'practical' method of defining the adjustment factor, as the ratio of the 
ex-rights price of the existing shares to the sum of that price and the 
price of the right to the n~w shares. Various influences !li.EI.Y affect 
market prices on the day after the issue, hence the theoretical method is 
preferred wherever it can be used. 

2. Adjustment of .Earnings (and Other Profits Figures) Per Share 

Where a right$ issue is made during the year under review, the earnings 
per share for the previous and earlier years will need to be adjusted. 
(The problems here discussed also apply to other profits figures 
expressed on a per share basis). 

The wost common pract~ce is to 14se the sal)1e figure for the adjustment of 
past earnings per share as for past prices; and to use the method 
dis cussed in (l) above. The same factor is also appl ie~ in calcul t ing 
the number of Eihare to be used in determiping the earnings per share in 
the year under review. 

There is, however, a contrary $Chool of thought: Some an~1ysts. argue for 
a factor to be used when a4just:ing earnings per share which is not always 
coind.dent with the one u1:1ed for the adjustment of pricea. (They also 
argue . that: there is no need t.o adjuat earnings per share figures in the 
ye~r in which the rights i$sue is made). This approac;:h is based on the 
fac.t that the (very 'common) u1>e of the same factor as is used for the 
adjustm.ent ·of prices, may lead to some very odd results in certain 
drcurnst;anc;es; for e~ample, ~,yhen there are two or !liOre issues tq the 
sa1ne yeqr. 

Neverthe~e~s, taking into accqunt the hct that the usual method gi.11es 
acc~pt~\>le resul.ts in most cases, it is :recommended that: 

The hct.or of iidjvHmerll;: should be that calculated in (1) above i.e. 
a$ for past pr~ces· 
E~rniqgs pe:r share (and other profits figures per share) for the year 
previpus to the issue, and for all earl{er years, sho4ld be adjusted 
by m"Hip1ying thest; figures by tfle factor as defined. 

! . • -- ., 
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ln ~alculat:ing the earnings per share (and other prqfits per share 
figures) for the year in which the rights issue is made, it will be 
necessary to calculate the weighted average number of shares by 
t<lking the proportion (according to the amount of the year elapsed) 
<;>f sh~res in issue before the rights issue, applying to this figure 
the appropriate adjustmenJ;: factor forth~ issue; and adding the 
proportion by time of shares in issue after the rights •. 

When !:here is a significant delay between the date of issue and the date 
of. di.vidend rights for the new snares, it is desirable to calculate two 
di Herent figures per share, one of them weighting the number of shares 
according to the <tate of diviqend rights, and the other &ccordipg to the 
date of issue. T~e second figure will show the dilution w~ich otherwise 
will not I?e seen, because of the decision of corporate management 
rel&ting to dividepds. 

It will also be desirable. to calculate another figure, 'fully diluted 
earnings per share', by dividing total earnings by the number of shares 
in issue at the end of the year. 
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DWJ'A LLED REPORT - MI.NING FINANCE HOUSE ( S .A. MERGER) 

--------~-~----~------------~---~--~-----------------------------------------·--

CONTINENTAL RESOURCES INVESTMENT CORPORATION (CRIC) 

INVESTMENTS ANALYSIS 

L.P~~· Interim Dividend: 06.09.1974 (90c) 

L.O.R. Final Dividend: 22.03.1974 (70c) 

GENERAL MINING AND FINANCE CORPORATION 

1. Directors 

W.B. Coetzer (Chairman); Dr. W.J. de Villiers (M.D.); W.G. Bou$tred; 
H.N. Hart; S.A. Hofweyr; C.J.F. Human; J. Ogilvie Thompson; 
H.f. Oppenheimer; Dr~ P.E. Ropsseau; P.J.p. Scholtz; A.W.S. Schumanq; 
J. Scott; Or. A.D. Wassenaa,r; Dr. F.A. Zoellner. 
\ 

2. CRIC Group's Holding as at 31.12.1974 

Type of Shares 
·Ordinary 

Number of 
Share$ 

Current 
Price 

Institution 
Pens~o(l Fund 
Fund X 
FundY 

140 600 
200 

7 300 
37 243 

185 343 3 OOOc 

3. Capi~al and ReEH:!rves of the Coll}pa,ny (ROOOs) 

Au~hori'e1 (OOOs) 

5 500 R2 Ordiqa,ry Shares 
GapH!ll Reserve 
Revenue Reserve 
6% Cum. Pref. Shares 

4. StaEhf:ics (Year tp pecember 31st) 

No, of Share~ in Issue 
Investment Inca.me Per Share 
Net Irn:erest !ncome Re~:. /Paid 
Realisations Per Share 
Township P~~fit Per S~are 
Wrife~offs Per Sqare 

(OQOs) 
(c) 
(c) 
{c) 
(c) 
(d 

1969 

5000 
101,0 
-10,9 

27,6 

23,9 

Total 
~arket Value 

R 5 560 290 

Issued (OOOs) 

5 186 

1970 

5180 
1~2,0 
-17,5 

31,1 

37,3 

1971 

5180 
126,6 
-25,9 

53,8 
7~9 

70,3 

Percentage of 
Issued Equity 

1972 

.5184 
136,3 
-13,6 

21,5 
22,6 
34,7 

2,7 

R (OOOs) 

10 372 
45 598 
36 632 

500 

93 102 

Forecast 
1973 1974 

5186 
203,2 
-23,6 

Z4,9 
31~5 
48,5 
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1969 1970 

x Company E.p.~. Adjusted 

1971 1972 1973 
Forecast 

1974 

tx Adjusted Consolidated E.p.s. 
t Declared Consolidated E.p.s. 

(c) 
(c) 
(c) 
(c) 
(c) 
(c) 

86,6 
119,8 
127 

75 
2103 
1355 

81,4 
150,0 
144 
80 

1829 
1405 

1,3 

104,2 
113,5 
159 

152,1 
259,0 
194 

190,2 
264,5 
277 
120 

383 
210 

t 

t 

t 

t 

Dividend Per Share 
Net Asset V&lue (Market Value) 

(Book Value) 
LiqJJiclity 
Qui.ck Assets 
1 nves l!nents In~;:otne Growth 

(5 Years) 
Adjusted Company E.p.s. Grow~h 

(.5 Years) 
Adjusted Consolidated E.p.s. 

Growth (5 Years) 
Dividencl Growth (5 Years) 
Price : High 

Low 

( : 1) 
( : 1) 

(%) 

(%) 

(%) 
(c) 
(c) 

Volume (I-tontl)ly) (OOOs) 

1 '1 
0,7 

+1 
2550 
1250 

19 

0,7 

+3 
1775 
n9o 

12 

85 
1857 
1481 

1,3 
0,8 

+4 
1760 
1280 

14 

90 
2749 
1596 

1,2 
0,9 

+2 

+6 
2425 
1600 

ll 

4277 
1786 

1,2 
0,8 

+10,5 

+ 8 

+17 

+11 
2800 
19.50 

15 

+23 
4100 
2450 

12 

x Excluding profit on realisation of investments and before deduct:ing amounts 
written off, 

t Figures arrived at using consolidated accounts. 

5. Asse~ Structure (Consolidated) 

Ordintry Shareholders 
Total Shareholders 
Long Term Liabilities 
Current ~iabilities 

Tot&l Funds 
Quoted Iqvestments (U/V) 
Unquot:ed Inv~stment~ 

(Directors Value) 
Land qpd Buildings 
Mining Assets, rtant and Equip. 
Current A.ss~t:s 

6. Nature of Business 

(%) 
(%) 
(%) 
(%) 

(Rm) 

(%) 

(%) 
(%) 
(%) 
(%) 

1969 

56 
61 
lZ 
27 

120,3 
40 

12 
6 

12 
30 

1970 

48 
61 
13 
26 

151,6 
31 

11 
11 
15 
32 

1971 

44 
59 
13 
28 

173,2 
27 

6 
12 
17 
38 

1972 

41 
53 
1,5 
32 

202,7 
27 

4 
11 
20 
38 

1973 

40 
53 
12 
35 

229,4 
26 

4 
10 
19 
41 

( 

Forecast 
1974 '/J 

33( 3 7) 
43( 46) 
28( 26) 
29( 28) 

307(327) 
39( 36) 

3( 3) 

( 23( 22) 
35( 39) 

A major holdtng apd finance corporal:ion, whose consolidat:ed gross assets 
approx:i111ate ~430 million. l!: if:l a subsidiary of Federa1e Mynbou, Whilst 
being predominantly gold orientated, General Mining is also the major producer 
of pow~r st:ation coal, chrome, fluorspar and asbestos in So~t~ Africa, besides 
being one of ~he counJ:ry • s priodpal producerf:l of uranium. 'fhe group a~so 
has ~ert~:in indusFri~~ (oil, petrol, chemicals, steel, engineering) and 
~olJilnen::i~l inter~s ts. 
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7. Group Structure 

I 
I 

Sanlam & Federale I 
Volksbeleggings I I I General Public 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
18,4% 
I 
I 
I 
I 

34,6% 

. 1+71% 
~-

Federate 
I 
I 
I 

29,4%1 
I 
I 
+ 

1+29% ,-
I 

Mynbou I 
I st% 
t 
~ollard 
Str 6 

I 
128,2% 

' I 

49% 
I~ I 
I I 

Anglo 
American 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

General Mining I 41 7% 
1 ~----~~~~--------~0~·~7%~·----------~~--,---.---.----

I 

" * + v v 
Operating Mine!? 
~nd Companies Sen trust + . 

I 57% 
I 
'----~~~------------~------~------~--~-----

8. Size of General Minin& Relative to Other S.A. Mining Houses 

The respective market capitalisation~ in July 1974, before the distortions 
set up by ~he vari.oqs offers for Union Corporation, approximated the 
following: 

Anglo Americ~n 
GFS;\ 
Barlow Rand 
Uni.Pn Corp 
JCI 
Cenern,l Mining 
Anglova<ll 

R Million 

700 
630 
340 
250 
175 
175 

60 

However, cross-holding!!! and industrial activities of all the groups make 
this order of size somewhat irrelevant in the strictly mining context. 
furthermore, the relationship between net assets and market value varies 
sign:i.ficant:ly. 

9. The penmin Operatin& Structure 

The following schedule illustrates the scope and relative significance of 
Genmin' s activities; the 1973 income allocation has been derived from 
the l;lccounts, the 1974 allocation has been estimated from various sol1rCes. 
The valuation basis is comparable to that applied to the buying list. 



Income Soun:e 

Gol.d - Divi~end Income (1) 

- After Tax Profits (2) 
Mi11ing Finance - Sen trust 

- Other (3) 
Coal - pivi(iend Income 

- After Tax Profits (4) 
Platinum - pividend Income 
Inqustrial - Dividend Income 

~ After Tax Profits 
Townships ,... Net Sales 
Metals and Minerals 

Pividend Income 
4fter Tax Profits 

Less: Amor~izatiops and 
Write-Offs, less Profit 
on Realisations 
Exploration Costs 

E.p.s. 
D.p.s. 

Ot~er :Expenses 

x Covered 

(5) 
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Contribution to 
Total Earnings 

1973 1974 

5 047 8 150 
664 1 800 
739 1 592 
660 1 160 

1 385 1 388 
579 600 

1 027 1 198 
1 333 1 600 
3 907 (4 000) 
2 093 (2 000) 

132 170 
611 (600) 

18 177 24 258 

920 1 300 
1 455 1 500 
1 350 1 600 

14 382 19 858 

277c 383c: 
120c 210c 

2,30 1,82 

Valuation 
Basis Valuation 

R(OOO) 

12,0% O.Y. 67 900 
20,0% E.Y. 9 000 

8,0% O.Y. 19 900 
6,5% D.Y. 17 800 
8,5% O.Y. 16 300 

25,0% E.Y. 2 400 
(A) 5 300 

10,0% D.Y. 16 000 
25,0% E.Y. 15 600 

(B) 8 000 

15,0% D.Y. 1 100 
25,0% E.Y. 2 400 

181 700 

15,0ip 8 700 
NiA 

15,0ip 10 700 

162 300 

3 130 c,p.s. 

Assuming 2x cover at ao% F 2 500 c.p.s. 

(A) Heavy dividend cuts likely in l975; valued at 15% D.Y. on avera~e 
prQjecteq divi<iend incom~ pf R800 POO. 

(~) ~0 meaningful information available, very tentatively valued at 4 x 
1973 earnings. ·· 

(1) Stilfontei.n and &uffels contribute .;If!. estima!=ed + SQ%, l:he balance 
fr()m pumerous smaller holdings, The VeiluatiOJl ra.te is 8 COillposite 
rate an<! inc:l'\.ldes, e.g. 18% o.y. for ::>tilfontein, H% D.y. for 
Bt~ffels, etc. 

(2) ~arberton Mines. 

(3~ In~~uded GFSA, s.A. holding of 1 million Union Corp. shares 
inclpded in 1~74. 

( 5) Primarily Hal.l J..ongmore, Sandoc~-Aus tral, and Superocl.;t. 
for 1~74 ptojections, vaJued on 1973 earnings. 

No basis 
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Th~ Impact of the Union Corporation Purchase 

The above schedule, and 
Corporation acquisition. 
to: 

valuation, ignores the impact of the Union 
This impact, we believe, should be assessed as 

(1) The iropact on the balance sheet. 

( 2) The short term impact on the P & L Account. 

( 3) The longer term investment implications. 

(4) The repayment of the $85 million loan. 

As background to a discussion of these aspects it should be noted that a 
relatively small amount of buying of Unicorp (less than l million shares) 
took place in Johannesburg, and that this was by and large financed by 
the disposal of GSFA shares from Genmin 1 s own portfolio. The bulk of 
Genmin 1 s purchasing, namely 12,7 mill ion out of its total holding of 
about 13,9 million Unicorp shares was in London at a total cost of $85 
million (i.e. an average of $6,70 per share). This amount was raised in 
the Euro-dollar market at a rate equal to the London inter-bank rate plus 
1,75%. The loan is on ~roll-over basis (apparently 3 monthly) and the 
facility will be available for a period of 5 years with repayments 
scheduled for the last 2 years. We have been told by Genmin that apart 
from the switch operations 1n Johannesburg, basically no portfolio 
realisations have taken place to finance the Unicorp buying. Hence it 
may be assumed that Genmin is prepared to live for a while with the full 
loan facility of $85 million. 

(1) The Impact on the Balance Sheet 

Section 5., 'Asset Structure', illustrated the approximate pos1.t1on 
anticipated for 31.12.1974. The proposed rights issue of 12 for 
100 at R32 will raise an additional R20 million, the effect of 
which is illustrated by the figures in brackets. ' In su'!llffiary, it 
can be seeq that while the proposed rights issue will reduce the 
impact of the heavy borrowings, the trend towards an increased 
reliance on external financing continues. 

II: should be further noted that the future R cost of repaying the 
$85 Eurodollar will depend on the blocked rand discount a~ the time 
of repayment; assuming the current 24% discount applies, locally 
held securt.ttes to the value of R75 million (rather than the 
appar~nt R57 million) would have to be sold. Applying R75 million 
to the balance sheet structure, post rights issue ordinary 
sharepolders' interest would hH to· 35%. (It should be noted 
that all assets are at book va~ues, which included quoted shares at 
RPO million with an estimated market value of some R200 million -
flpplying this 1 excess 1 of lH40 mill ion to shareholders funds would 
very signific~ntly reduce the gearing t9 a 55% ordinary 
shareholders' interest). 
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The Short Term Impact on the p & L Account 

Being 1, 75% above the London inter-bank rate (currently 11%) the 
annual interest charge is variable, but assuming an upper and lower 
average inter-bank rate of 10% and 12%, the gross charge would be 
$10,0 and $11,74 mill ion respectively. Allowing for the tax status 
of the loan (50% of the interest incurred is allowable against tax), 
the net charge becomes an effective 0 $8,0 and $9,36 million. 
This 'best' and 'worst' interest position may now be compared to a 
'best' and 'worst' Unicorp dividend payout position which assumes a 
30 c.p.s. final in May (as forecast by the Unicorp directors) and 
either an unchanged interim of 12c, or one increased to 18c, 
payable in October. 

'Best' 'Worst' 

Net Interest to 30.06.1975 (11,75%) -$4,0 m. (1.3,75%) .,..$4, 7m 
Final Unicorp Dividend (30c) 5,7 OOc) 5,7 

Net Profit $1,7 $1,0 
Net Interest to 31.12.1975 (11,75%) -$4,0 (13,75%) -$4, 1m 
Interim Unicorp Dividend (18c) 3,4 02c) 2,3 

Profit: $W m. Loss: -$1 ,4m 

The above table indicates that the short: term impact on Genmin' s 
effective profit position is as likely to be positive as negative, 
with the prospect that (~iv~n increasing Unicorp dividends) it will 
be positive witllin two years. 

0 No tax is ~urrently payable as Genmin has an assessed ta~ loss. 

(3) The Lon.ger Term Investmeqt Implications 

'l'o gain some impress ion o.f the nel.o! combined investment portfolio it 
may be useful to looJ.< at: the asset spread of GenJUin as appearing 
from its most recent accounts (:j..e. for the year to 31,12.1973), 
anq theq to aQd on it!!! attributable stake of 25,7% i11 Uniq>rp 
(~eing 23,9% direct plus 1,8% through Sentrust) at t:he same date. 

Valuex of Investment:s (31.12.1973) 

Genmin 25,7% of Unicorp Total 

Gold Rl00,5Jll~ 42% R 43,5m, 40% Rl44 ,Om. 41% 
f h 1: irl.Um 15,2 6 21,6 20 36 .a 11 
Cod 77,9 11 27,9 8 
Metals/Minerah 1,5,5 7 6,6 6 2Z ,1 6 
r.Jining Financial 40,1 17 15,0 14 55' l 16 
Industrial 33,1 13 14 '1 13 47,2 13 
Property 8 4 4 8,1 7 16 ,s 5 

R240,7m. 100% R108,9m. 100% R349 ,6m. 100% 
X 

M:ar~e~; or Dire~ tors' Valuation 
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Th~. above table clearly illustrates that, apart from platinum and 
coat, both Gen111in and Unicorp had a broadly similar ·spread of 
investments, and that recent (and future) Genmin purchases of 
Uqicorp will pr:i111arily increase Genmin 1 s investment in the platinum 
indus ~ry while reducing the ~take in coal. There will also be an 
improvement in the qu~lity of the gold portfolio! 

The key to an evaluation of the longer term investment implications 
for Genl]1in is an assessment of the 1 true' value of Unicorp - so 
t})at some attempt can be made to see whether the price paid by 
Genmin may be· justified on purely investment grounds. The 
following schedule has been derived on the same basis as that 
applied to Genmin. 

Union Corporation 

.Dividend Income Contribution to Total Valuation Valuation 
From Earnings ROOO Basis ROOO 

Estimated 

1973 1974 1975 

Gold 
- Dividend Income (1) 10 355 16 300 22 000 11% ( 2) 148 200 
- Unise1 ( 3) 25 500 

:Platinum 
- Dividend Incollle 3 591 5 320 4 380 (4) 46 600 

Oth.er Metals 
- :P<i1~bor~ 1 013 1 160 725 (5) 7 250 
- Other (Non S. A~) 876 876 700 15% Q.Y~ 5 840 

Financial 
- l.J.C. L (6) l 862 2 793 3 250 10% D.Y. 27 930 -Other (7) 482 580 640 10% o.y. 5 800 

Indu~triq~ 
- Sappi ( 8) 1 222 1 57Q 1 750 10% o.Y. 15 700 

- Other 1 332 t 465 1 600 10% D.Y. 14 650 

Property - OtlH~r 1 184 750 900 (9) 12 200 

21 918 30 814 35 945 309 670 

Acld: Other liJCQme -.-... 

Net Jntet"est & Fees 2 (!55 3 000 5 000 12(. 25 000 
Net: ~eaHslltion :Profits 4 668 15% 17 800 .-.-.-.-.-

27 .241 R34 f!l· t R41 m.+ 352 500 
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59c+ 
42c 

1,4 + 

70c+ 
48c 

1,5 + 

Assuming 1,8c cover, at 85% 

(1) 30% St. Helena, 19% Kiqross, and 12% Winklehaak. 

610c.p.s. 

520c.p.s. 

(2) Equals a 14,8% p, Y. on projected dividend income of R22m assuming 
a 1975 gold price of $175 per oz. 

(3) An assessed valuation of 300 c.p.s., less 40 c.p.s. subscription 
cost to Unicorp. 

(4) Impala. 1973 Effective dividend 61,7c, 1974 9lc (14c, 22c, 25c 
and 30c), 1975 dividend estimate 75c. Valued at 15% D.Y. on 
projected average div~dends of 120c. 

(5) Palabora valued at 750 c.p.s., a projected 10% p,y, on forecast 
dividend of 75c (120c). 

(6) 1974 D.p.s. 36c, projected 42 c.p.s. for 1975. 

(7) 20% Increase fpr 1974 and 10% for 1975. 

(8) Projected d.p.s. 18c for 1974 and 2Qc for 1975. 

(9) Largely Capital and Counties - assumed dividend cut and valued at 
36 c.p.s., the balance valued on 10% D.Y. 

The basis of t:he above valuation is therefore the sum of the 
valuation (on conservative assumptions) of the component 
!)ector$ e This lead$ to a total valuation of R352 500, or 610 
c.p,s. This amount is further reduced (according to a variable 
formula) to reflect the' retentions made by mining ho1,1ses, and a 
net price (equivalent to our Buying Price) of' 520 c.p.s. is 
derivced. Thi$ price is significantly affected by our relatively 
conservative view on gold shares (viz. our valuation pasis) 
using current markej: values the Unicorp gold inves tmentt:> have a 
valuation of R280 million, an addttional Rl06 million or 180 c.p.s. 

To summarise i.t may therefore be said that Unlon Corporation 
shares 111ay c1-1rrently be valued at between 520 c. p~ s, and 700 
c.p.s., according to the view on gold, which compares witb the net 
(ex premium) average p:rice of 480c paid by Genmin for its R59 
million of London purc~ases. 

(4) Tl')e Rep!'lyment of the $85 Mill ion Loan 

Much has been said abO!.!!= 1 true cost: 1 of this 1oan, poth interest 
and capital. peing significantly greater than the nominal $85 
mill ion at 1,75% above inter.,. bank rate; servicing charges of up 
t:o i9~ &nq capita! repayl"!lent at: a,. 30 - 40% premium have been 
J!l'n~ioned~ T~e int:ere$t servicing ppsition is quite cl~ar 
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however, Genmin has permission from the Reserve Bank to service 
the loan at the spot rate which means there is no servicing 
prem1.um. The capital redemption position is less certain, and 
while it seems likely that some premium over the official ($85 
million = R58 million) rate will be payable, as this will most 
probably be realised by the sale of gold shares while these are 
trading at a relatively high level it is difficult to speak of an 
effective repayment premium. There is no basis for estimating 
the possible future premium payment, but the following table 
provides a frame of reference for the magnitudes involved: 

Blocked Rand ROM Gold 'Number' of 
Discount (~) Index Shares Sold 

February 1973 ll 130 100 
DeceTDber 1973 32 180 95 
February 1974 12 330 40 
SeEtember 1974 43 430 47 

February 1975 23 360 42 

Projection I 30 400 41 
Projection II 20 500 31 

This table indicates that, to realise a given va\ue in London by 
the sate of gold shares ex-premium, while 100 shares must have 
been sold in February 1973, only 42 shares would h~ve to be 
realised to-day. An!i assuming the gold share index continuef? to 
rise, the 'cost' could be even fewer f?hares in the future. 

Ac~urate timing of the E1~are selling, to optimise the share price/ 
blocked rand discount relationship coulq signific~mtly reduce the 
effe~tive cost of the capital redemption. 

11. Conc~t,Lsion 

11.1~ A Summary of the rreceding Analysis 

(a) Pudng the year to Jl.12 .1975 !=he effective net charge to the P 
& L Account from the Un.icorp purchases will be SJila11, and maY 
even be positive. Over the period of the loan (average 4 
years) the r~t effect is most likely to be positive. 

(b) T~~ inclusion of the $85 million loan in the balance sheet will 
accentuate the already high gearing, and while the proposed 
rights iss1,1e, to raise R20 million, will reduce the impact 
somewl1at, G!i!rvnin will remain }lighly geared at: book values. 

(c) OJ) an ex-premium basis Genmin 's pl1rchases of Urticorp must be 
r!'lted gopd value, It is diffic~lt to ta,lk meaningfqlly of an 
effective cost in rand terms - if the gold share mar~e~ improved 
from its ct.u:rent levels over the next 3 .,... 5 ye~:Jrs the Unicorp 
p~rcl1ase, will look 'cheap'~ ~f the gold market goes badly they 
could look 'expensive'. · 
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(d) On the ba$is of the investment structure excluding the Unicorp 
haloing, Genrnin was valued at 2 500 c.p.s. The impat::t of the 
Unicorp purchases on this price is marginaUy pos1t1ve, but 
difficult to quantify. At the same time the increased gearing 
and the changed investment orientation has increased both the 
growth potential and the risk rating of Genmin. 

(e) On a similar valuation basis Unicorp was valued at 520 c.p.s. 
No 'premium' was added for the superior mine management of 
Unicorp, and the 520 c.p.s. is therefore comparable to the 2 500 
c.p.s. derived for Genmin. 

Recommenc::Ja t ions 

On solely investment: criteria both Genmin and Unicorp have appeal as 
predominantly mining investments with a strong orientation towards 
gold. Taking a long-term view it seems unlikely that they will 
remain separate and independent entities, but given the recognised 
Unancial expertise (and political pull) of Genmin and the·. technical 
expertise of Unicorp t:he eventual combination ,:nay well, cjespite any 
short term upsets, emerge a more efficient group - and a major force. 
1n_ the South Africafi miniQg environment. · 

I!= 1.s therefore recommeQded t::hat: 

(a) The current sharellolding in General MiniQ~ qe maintained, af\d 
further purcl1iises be made below 2 500 c.p.s. If, for non.,.. 
investment reasons, if: is decided to sell the existing 
shareholdings, they be sold at not less thaf\ 3 000 c~p.s. 

<~) That consideration be given to the purchase of additional Union 
Qorpqration s~ares below a pric~ of 520 c.p.s. 
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DETAILED REPORT - MINING FINANCE HOUSE 

(INTERNATIONAL DIVERSIFICATION) 
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CONTINENTAL RESOURCES INVESTMENT CORPORATION (CRIC) 

INVESTMENTS ANALYSIS Issqed: 23.10.74 

Received: 28.10.74 

Analysis: 25.02.75 

MINERALS AND RESOURCES CORPORATION LIMITED 

1. Directors 

2. 

Messrs. H.~. Oppenheimer (Pres.); S. Spiro (V. Pres.); F.S. Berning; 
G.A. Carrey~Smith; J.N. Clarke; Or. Z.J. de Beer; F.M.F. Ellis; 
G.C. Fletcher; H.R. Fraser; E.P. Cush; M.P. Hofmeyr; N.K. Kinkead
Week~s; Sir Philip Oppenheimer; B.W. Pain; Hon. Sir J. Pearman; 
G,W.H. Relly; J.G. Richardson; L.G. Stopford Sackville; J. Ogilvie 
Thompson; Hon Sir H. Tqcker; G.H. Waddell; W.D. Wilson. 

CR~C Grouf s Holding 

Type of No. of 
Shares Shares 

Ordinary, 1 340 280 
Held by 
CRIC in 
Lon !ion 

as at 31.12.74 

Current 
Price 

(Jhb) Z60cB 
(Ldn) Zl2p 

Total 
Market Value 

R3,48 m 
£2,84 m 

Book Percentage of 
Value Issued Eguity 

4,2% 
E2,406m 

~. Capit:~l and Reserves of the Company 

Authorised Issued $000 

44 336 
po 236 

32 50Q QOO Ordinary Shares of »D$1,40 each 
Capital Reserves . 
Reveque ReS~erves 

31 668 899 

46 868 

211 440 

42 SQO opp Additional shares o~ BD$1,40 each were created on 5th August, 
19?4, 
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Avthor ~sE.!d 

41 910 618 'A' Ordinary Shares of BD$1,40 each 
8 572 Deferred Shares of BD$1,40 each 

5~0 810 Ordinary Shares 
Share Premium 

Issued 

41 910 618 

Additional Capital and Reserves subsequent to 30.06.74 

$000 

58 675 

86 713 

145 388 

The 'A' ordinary shares were issued to HDD for its EMC interests, and are 
to participate fully in Minorco dividends only after June 1976, when they 
became ordinary shares. Until then 'A' shares are only entitled to 
dividends from EMC, while dividends on the ordinaries will be limited to 
about 75% of net other earntngs. 

Statistics (30th June) 

Pro-
'x XX jected 

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 --.-
Exchange Rate £1 = R 1,714 1 '714 1,95 1,75 1,61 

R1 = US$ 1,31 1,4 7 1,48 
Pre Tq~ Profits (Rm) 20,63 28,51 23,50 15,02 13,88 20,3 12 
Earnings Per Share (c) 67,2 93,9 73,5 47,2 43,5 63,8 28 
Dividend Per Share (c) 54 75,4 ¢> 68,6 43,9 42,0 47,7 19 
Return on Shareholders' (%) 31,4 36,8 27?0 14,4 13,8 14,1 

Funds 
Return on Total Funds (%) 25,9 33,8 23,2 12,3 12,0 12,6 
Sharetloloers' Interest (%) 82 91 85 83 85 88 
N.A.V. at M.v. (c) 298 405 387 457 490 4?4 

( : 1) 1,6 4,0 Z,1 1,7 2,6 4,2 Li<luiqity 
E.P.S. Growt:h Over Year (%) +52 +40 -21 -36 -a +47 -40 
5 Year E.P,S. Grow!:h p.ii.(%) + 5 +12 
5 Year P.J>,S. Growth p.a. (%) + 4. + 8 
Price ~aru~e High (c) 360 430 

Low (c) l90 255 
J\v. t:fonthlY Volume (OOPs) 93 123 

~ 1-for-1 Gap. issue in December 1968 
~ Including special dividend of 21,4c 

+ 7 
+ 7 

445 
265 
147 

xx 19?4 ACC04n~s pu~lished in US$ (previously £) 

+1 0 ... 1 
+1 +2 -2 
450 430 280 
370 300 240 

75 6 3 

The name of the company was chang~cl in J\ugust 1974 from Zalllbian Anglo 
American Limited (Z&mang1o) t;:o Min~ra1s <~nd !lesources Corpor;:~.tion Limited 
(Minorco).. . The company is endeavouring to progress as a major 
iq tern~ t ional finance company and to d~ve lop a pa 1 anced r a.nge of 
inves~men~s in the field of natura~ resources. 

270 
260 

1 
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The company holds a 49,98% in Zambian Copper Investments (ZCI) which was 
formed at the time of nationalisation of the copper mines, to hold 
Anglo's minority interests (49% of Nchange Con sol ida ted -1nd 12,25% of 
Roan Consolidated). In addition the company has interests in Anglo
American of Rhodesia (47 ,3%), Zamanglo_ Industrial Corp. (lOO%), 
AuHral ian Anglo-American (30%), Engelhard Minerals apd Chemicals 
(30,5%), and Trend Exploration (43%). 

Mineral investigations and prospecting are 1n progress in Australia, 
Brazil, Indonesia, Phillippines, Peru, Chile, Costa Rica and Panama. 

The company is registered in Bermuda for tax reasons. 

6. Group Structure 

I I Qentral Holdings 
Charter Cons .1 Anglo American Corp. I · Limited __;_ _ _;....:._,.;;...;..,__,2o% 29% I 9%"'-......-_:::=::..;:...:~--

~---:::--c---:---:--~ ===-===~1 =/ 
l Zamanglo Indus trial 1 I Minerals & Resources I Anglo American 
!Corporation Limited I I Corporation Limited I Core. Rhod. Ltd. 

~ 100% 47,3% 4 
'--------------~------~----~--------~--~' I I 
+ 30,5% y 49,98% ' 30,0% 43% w 

!Engelhard Minerals I I Zambian Copper I I Australian Anglo I I Trend Exploration I 
I & Chemicals Corp. I I loves tments I !American Limited I Limited I 

I 
y 12,25% 

!Roan Consolidated! 
Mines Limited 1 

51% • ' 
I 

I 
y 49,0% 

I Nchanga Consolidated I 
!Copper Mines Limited! 

' 51% I 

Zambian Government 

7. Conunent.s on the Company 

I 
12% + 

!Botswana RSTI 
I Limited I 

I 
I 

70%1 
IFrancana O.il 
I & Gas Ltd. 

52,5% • 
I 

Hudson Bay Mining I 
& Smelting Limited! 

Prior to 1970 when the Zambian Government acquired a 51% iqteres t in 
the copper mining companies, Zamanglo' s tncome was derived from 
dividend~ from its interests in Rhokana (53,7%), Nchanga (57,1%), 
Bancroft (99,4%) and Mufulira (34,4%). In 1970 e.p.s. and d.p.s. were 
boosted by special terminal dividends paid by Rhokana and Nchanga as 
part of the nationalisation deal. 

Consequent to nationalisation of the copper mines, the company embarked 
on a poli<:!Y o;f diversification into 'new mining project$ 011 a world-
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wide basis'. Initially this was financed through externalisation of 
Rl7 mill ion in cash resources authorised by the Zambiao Government in 
the period 1970 - 1972. With effect from September 1973 tl)e company 
received funds totalling $81 million (R55 million) on redemption of its 
holdings of ZCI loan stock i.e. R72 million was made available for 
ipvestment outside Zambia and Rhodesia compared to the then current 
market value of its investments in ZCI of R58 million (now R46 million). 

In August, 1974, Minorco issuecl 42 million shares to H.D. Development 
for its 30,5% interest in Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals (EMC). 
Rather than using the cash from the redemption of the Zimco bonds to 
buy EMC shares, Anglo chose to use this money to further diversify 
Minorco' s interests in areas where Anglo was not represented. This 
issue merely provides Minorco with some solid assets on which to borrow. 

Source of Earnin~s 

(30th June) Estimate 
(Rm) 1972 1973 1974 1975 

Divs. from ZCI 10 '75 10,72 16 '77 7,0 
Others 1,40 1,06 1,01 1,5 

Interest 5,15 4' 19 5,76 2..2 
17,30 15,97 23,54 14,0 

Less: Expenses 2,28 2,09 3,26 .2..tQ 

Pre-tax Profits 15,02 1~,88 20,28 9,0 
j!:.p.s. 47c 44c 63c 28c 
D.p.s. 44c 42c 47c (17c) 19c (6c) 

(30c) (13c) 

With LME copper price to mid-1976 fluctuating in the E500 - £600 range, 
1976 ZCI divid~m'd income could be !lt a similar level to t:hat estimated 
for 1975, with the clownside potential due to rising costs offset by the 
up~iqe potential of higher metal prices. 

Dividend income from other sources can be expected to improve slowly 
over this period as the new ventures pick up. 

Interest earnings could be maintained at ro1,.1ghly curnmt hvels, for 
wh tte l:he !>uild up of liquidity is impor!:ant in the C!lrrent climate, 
sp11r:e cash roust be channelled at this developmenl: stage into br:j.nging 
•ssets to the reveq~e generating st!)ge. 

J!:xpen~es must :rise substantially due to the heavy exploration 
co@mitments anc! addition,al administrative requirements. 

1977 R.p.s. and d.p.s, will b, drastically diluted by the 'A' ordinary 
shares participation in profits - but this disregards the potential 
prpfits ge~erated by the new projects. 
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7.3. Review of Subsidiari~s 

7.3.1. Zambian Copper 

Various changes have taken place 1n the conduct of operations of the 
Zambian copper mining industry: 

( i) 

( i i) 

(iii) 

Tile redemption of the Zimco bonds and 
consequential repayment of Minorco' s 
amounting to $81 million. 

loan stock and the 
ZCI loan stocks, 

Amendments to the taxation and exchange control regulations 
1n respect of the two m1n1ng companies which adversely 
affected the level of ZCI's dividend income, and ZCI's 
dividend pattern has been altered to conform to t;he annual 
dividend e;x:cernalisat:i.on of NCCM (July) and RCM (October). 
Th\,ls 2 dividend payments a year replace the previous 
quarterly basis. 

Following agreement between the Zambian Government find Anglo 
American Corporation (Central Africa)/AMAX, the latter's 
respective management and marketing functions have been 
terminated. 

The operating companie!!l, NCCM and RCM, are no~ responsible 
for their own ma,nagement while the government has taken over 
the marketing of metals. 

(iv) In February 1975, a reversion to pre-1970 rqining taxation 
arrangemeJ1J:S was proposed i.e. Jllineral tax at: 51% of gross 
profit, Plus 45% it1come tax on pet profit aft;er miperal tax 
an4. allowances, which are no longer 100%. 

ZCI, 

Source of ~arnin~s 

Estimate 
<June 30th) 19H/2 1972/3 1973/4 . 1974/5 

Average Copper Price 
/Per Ton < £) 43() 445 852 590 

(l<) 767 743 1 380 910 

NCCM ('(/~ nt3> 
Copper Sa~es 420 446 397 380 

(000 Tot1s) 
Taxed Prqfit (l<m) 68 77 113 60 
Dividepds (Km) 

'' '"T 
36 36 67 30 14,70 

. ' 
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_!{CM (Y/E 30/6) 

Copper Sales 242 283 278 250 
(000 Tons) 

Taxed Prof.~t (Km) 43 47 78 40 
Dividends (Km) 20!5 31 44 20 
Dividends Due to 

ZCI (Km) 

ZCI (Y/E 30/6) 

x Net Divs. from 
NCCM (Km) 17,6 17,6 28,9 11,8 

( $42 ,4m) 
RCM+ (Km) 1, 8 2,8 5,4 

($ 8,0m) 
2,0 

Net ProUt (Km) 21,6 22,5 37,4 15,6 
($54,8m) 

Divir:lends (Km) 19,4 20,5 33,4 14.2 
($49,0m) 

D.P.S. U22 ,6m) 15,8 ng 16,7 ng 27,2 qg 11,6 
(9p) (lOp) (40c US) 

Dividends due to 
Minor co (Km) 7,10 

(Rm) 7,40 

x After deducting 20% withholding tax from 31~08.1973 
+ As per quarterly/biannual divs, received 
lR = $1,4S = K0,96; 1£ = Rl,61 

2,45 

17,15 

ng 

ZCI 's Profit l:"ecord should be viewed again!;t the cyclicfll LME copper 
pric~ movement. After peaking 4bove £700 in early 1970, prices 
declined shC\rply to end 1970, spending 1971/2 in the dol<Jrums at a 
range £400 - £450, again clim.bing sharply to an al1-tilqe peak qf 
U 400 in early 1974 but coming o~f rapidly to £5{)0 by y(!ar end. 
Qurreqtly t~e price ts drifting at the ESSO l~vel, and is pot 
e~pec~ed to recover beyond £600 before mid-1976. 

Ll1J)) <:~:nd c:>thet:" world copper stocks .gr~ currently of tf"le order c:>f 
50{) OQO :ton!i, The deds ion of CIPEC (Zambia, Zair~, Chile, Peru) to 
<;HI: copper expor~s by 10% earHet' tl;lis year did not appear to have 
~~e qe~ired effec~ of reduciqg stpcks and a further ~% cut is planned 
shortly, · · · · · 

-~-~----~~-~-----~-~--~~--~----

(30th June) 1971 1972 1973 1974 --. -· .. -· -. 

N!:3t rn;>Hts (KOQQ) 896 990 548 54 
Dividend~> (KOOO) 900 250 250 
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The company has a diversified investment portfolio 10 Zambian 
inciustry and agriculture, In 1974 revenue from industrial 
investments was maintained but losses were recorded in the 
agricultural division. Overall profit fell 90% and no dividend was 
paid. Agricultural losses were due to poor climatic conditions and 
fungal disease in the maize. The large scale vegetable business was 
abandoned, but the profitable cattle operation was expanded, 

Anglo American of Rhodesia (47,3%) 

(30th June) 

Net Profits 
(o Increase 

(Rh$m) 

1970 

1,98 

1971 

2,12 
+ 7 

l972 

Z,56 
+ 21 

1973 

3,64 
+ 42 

The company has a portfolio of Rhodesian Shares with a Book Value of 
Rh$31,5 million and market value of Rh$53,5 million. Minorco \las 
additional attributable earnings of 5,4c (4,3c) a &hare from this 
source, but receives no dividend because of the Rhodesian situation. 

Jngelhard Minerals and Chemicals (30,5%) 

From a previous 2% indirect interest, Minorco in 
acquired a major i,ntere13t (30,5% ord., 20% conv. pre£.) 
mafn business is: 

August 1974, 
in EMC, whose 

(i) International marketing of a wide variety of ores, minerals 
ancl metals (Philipp Brothers Division) - 70% of 19n turnover. 

( ii) 

(iii) 

Mining and processing of kaolin and other 
minerals (Minerals & Chemicals Division) 
turnover. 

non,..metallic 
~% of 1973 

Re fiQing of pre.;ious metals aqq manufacturing of precious 
metals products for i,qdustry (Engelhard Indust:ries) - l.9% of 
1973 turopyer. 

lt is a leading developer and supplier of platinu~~palladium 
¢atalytic col)vertors for u~:~e in autoJ!lative polhttion control and has 
I.=Pnclucied contracJ:t> with 8 iQternational motor vehicle maQuf.!lctu,rers. 

% 1973 1974 % 
( Hst Decewber) 1972 1973 Increase 1st 6 Moths 1st 6 Mnths Increase -·,-
Revenue ($m) 1930 3050 58% 
]t:arnings ($m) 36,6 52,5 43% 25,4 52,2 105% 
JJ:,p.s. ($) 1,19 1,68 0,81 L65 
D~P.S, ($) 0,40 0.,43 o,~o 

The major portion of the dramatic lst half 1974 earnings tmprovetl)ent 
was 4erived from Philipp J.irothera, reflecting buoyap,t world metal 
f!larketa. !Iowev~r, con-tribution to Minorco 1s earniqgs has be~n 
minima~. 
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Ct,~rrently depressed base metal and platinum markets shoutd have 
recovered by mid-1976 when Minorco ordinary shareholders qualify for 
dividends from EMC. 

The earnings record indicates that by 1976/77 EMC' s annual earnings 
might conceivably be of the order of $80 million, paying dividends of 
$30 mill ion (qiv. cover is historically high), thus contributing Be 
(S.A.) per share to Minorco's attributable earnings (including 
dilution of the 'A' shares). 

Trend Exploration (43%) 

An unqouted U.S. comp;;1ny acquired at a cost of about US$48 million 
(R31,& million) for Minorco's 43% interest. Trend Exploration has a 
nt1Jllber of producing oil wells in the U.S. A. and Canada and operates 
others, on a prodl,lction-sltaring basis, in Indonesia. It is also 
actively involved in exploration in other parts of the world, and is 
believed to have a promising future. 

Operating revenue increased threefold from $4,6 mill ion in 1973 to 
$18,5 million in 1974. The trend purchase should not m~terially 
affect the original projections for Minorco as the deal was achieved 
by the buying of convertible debentures, so Minorco 1s interest income 
$hOI,lld be little ~ffect:ed. 

At current high oil prices, earnings from Trend wiU help towards 
offsetting loss of earnings in the base metal investments. 

Other Interests 

4ustra1ian exploration the outlook for foreign investments in 
mining operations is t1ncertain. 

~ra~ilian exploration : prospects are promising. 
' 

!3ot:swana 
disaster. 

The Selebi-'Pi!<we copper-nickel project is a financial 

E!sewhere little of quant:ifi,able worth has emerged. 

IL Concl\Js.ion 
-·.,.-~----.. -. 

The nee!:~ in recent years to exploit lower grade deposits has increased 
the physical dimensions of mining and processing operations. This 
fac;t:or together with the severe escahtion in capital cost will limit 
part~c~pation in new ventures to those comp.:mies which are strong~y and 
broad 1 y. based. 

~hile the above philo!'>ophy is supported in principle, 
Minorco' s ex is t:ing 'extel;"n&l' inves trnents nave be~n 
~nd on the evidence of Charter Consolidated's poor 
~.a:;t: few yean~, 1\.ng!ols world.,..wide investment. 
q~r-~tionep. · 

in ~er~s of return, 
very di~appQinting 

per formapce in the 
e~per t ise m!ls t be 
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The ~ssue of the vast number of new Minor:co shares was vi.~wed critically 
iT\ L9ndon investment !Circles as Minorco shares were issued on a projected 
19% p.Y. for EMC on a projecte~ 3%. Furthermore, with Minorco having 32 
million shares curren~ly in issue, the effect of an additional 42 million 
in Mi.norco shares will mean a severe cut in 1976 dividends. The deal 
lowered the net asset value from 415c to 310c. 

For J:he next 2 years, at least, profit prospects of the cqmpany are 
likeh to. remain closely tied to the profitability of the Zambian copper 
mine~~ With the low level of copper prices (ESOO - £600) envisaged over 
this period plus the crippliqg costs of imports grim prospects are in 
store for Zambia. 

At its current price the share is on a prospective 1975 dividend yield of 
7, 3%, similarly for 1976. Such yields are not adequate in view of the 
inherent political risk of further Zambian nationalisation and the 
uncertain prospects of the company's diversification programme. 

9. Recommendation 

Recommendations to disppse of chese shares nave been turned down on three 
occasions over the past two yea,rs. 

Ther~ is not much choice in the matter at present as trading volume is 
negligible witn downside potential in the share price. 

HoJding Minorco at this stage is purely an act of faith in 
fort:une for Anglo's 'external' investments. The principle 
to the condition, for institutional-type investmeq~s, 
fupda~enta,ls. · 

a change of 
is contrary 

pf sound 



APPENDIX 7c 

DETA I. LED REPORT GOLD MINING COMPANY 

~~--~---~---~------------------------------------------------------------------

CONTIN~NTAL RESOURCES INVESTMENT CORPORATION (CRIC) 

INVESTMENTS ANALYSIS 24.03.1975 

FREE STATE SAAIPLAAS GOLD MINING COMPANY LIMITED 

i. Directors 

D.A. Etheredge (Chairl!lan); G.Y. Nisbet (M.D.); M.W. Dunningham; 
J.G. Edmeston; E.P. Gush; G. Langton; D.E. Maciver; H.F. Oppenheimer; 
N.F. Oppenheimer; E. Pavit:t; R.T. Swenuner; A. Wilson. 

2. Rights Offer 

14 040 000 Shares of Rl,OO each at R2,50 per share, payable in full on 
application, to Jllembers of President Brand Gold Mining Company Limited 
(reg~stered 07.03.1975) in the proportion of 1 share for each President 
Brand share held, with an option to apply for excess shares at the same 
pr: ice. 

3. Purgose'of Offer 

The company has embarked upon an expansLon programme at an estimated cost 
of R.8.l million, which includes the sinking of a new shaft (No. 3) in the 
weH~rn p~:>rtioo of the lease area. It is estimated t11at t~e company 
will be able to finance appro~imately R43,7 million of tqe total capital 
required out of its existing funds and working profits, ·and possible 
boq:owiogs under temporary loap. facHities, !'lnd the purpo~e of the offer 
is to raise the balance. 

4, CRICls Holding in Presideot Brand 

CRTC holds oo Presidep.t Brand shares aod therefore has no entitlement in 
tep11~ of the offer. Hpwever, the nil paid letters of application, bei1:1g 
deFll~ in from 10.03.75 to 02.Q{t.75 can ·be bought~ dependent, of course, 
on CRlC's ftindamental views on gold il:lvestment. 

5, Administrative & l'echnj.cal Advisl:!l'S, Secretaries and Underwriters 

An~lo A~eric<m Corporation of S.A. Li!llited. 

Under\'Jrit:ing commhsiop 2,5% em total capital to be issued in thh offer. 
To.t:a1 ex,penses of l$sue estimated Rl,4 million (iqd. commission 
R877 000). Sec. ~~d tech. fe~s r~ce~vE;!d: 1972 R59 000; 1973 Rl18 000; 
1974 t{292 ()00~ 
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~· Capital and Reserves of the Company 

Appl.ication has been made for a JSE primary listing of 28 100 000 shares 
of lU,QO (issued and to be issued) and for the issue of renounceable 
le~ters of allocation. 

Appl~cation also made for a London Stock Exchange Listing. 

This offer is conditional upon granting of these applications not later 
th!lln 16.05.1975. 

All shares (issued and to be issued) rank part passu. 

Aythodsed: 
Issued: 
To be Issued: 

x To be Held in Reserve: 
(Sybject to Material 
Contract) . 

35 000 000 
112 491 8701 
114 040 0001 
I 8 468 1301 

Shares of Rl each 
Shares o£ Rl each 
Shares of Rl each 
Shares of Rl each 

Capital Reserves: Current (No Share Premium) 
Share PremiQm after New Issue 

Revenue Reserves: Current 

R 

35 000 000 
(fully pai4)ll2 491 870*1 

114 040 ooo I 
I 8 468 130 I 

xx :J.oan Facilitiel> (8% p.a. unsee., no drawings at 31.01.1975) 

6 021 000* 
21 060 000 

2 871 000* 
5 000 000 

Assets and Liabilities as at 30.09,74 * 
Represented by: Minil)g Assets 

Unlisted Investments 
Loan Levies Recoverable 
Net Current Assets 

Asse~s end Liabilities including post~issue capital (28 100 000) 

21 ·383 870 

18 306 870 
206 000 
534 000 

2 337 000 

21 383 870 

56 483 870 

x ~ee a1so sub-heading 'Material Contract' which follows (7.6.). 
x~ From P~esident Br~pd for temporary. ca.sh pending capita~ from this 

~hare iss1,1e, No other loans or debentures. 

7, Offer Partic1,1lars and Dates 

7.1. The Offer, as outlined ear\ier (yoder 2) opened 14.03.1975, and closes 
04.04.1975. 

7. 2. l!:xcess phat"es ava:i.Lab le for allocation represent those shares whose 
dgl~t$ are noJ: exercised. Results of t;:he offer aqd basis of ., ' 

allocation of excess shares will be a0nounced 10.04.1975. These fully 
paid J." A, s may be dealt in on tpe J. s. E. from 10.04,1975. 
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Fully paid renounceable L.A.s for excess shares allocated and/or 
Fheques refunded (no interest) 16.04.1975. 

7,3. V.S.A. Registered Members 

This prospectus is not registered with the Securities and Exchange 
Commi~sion, Washington, anq accordingly the offer is not being 
co~unicated to, nor is it open for acceptance by, persons with 
registered ~ddresses in the U.S.A. 

7 .4. Non-Resident Members 

May not use blocked rand in subscription either for the shares to which 
they are entitled or for excess applications. 

Blocked rand may, however, be used to purchase reno11nced nil paid 
letters of allocation but may not be used to subscribe for the shares 
~rising from such letters. 

7.5. U.K. Exchanse Control 

U.K. Residents must either use investment currency for portfolio 
investment in foreign currency securities (including the acquisition of 
rights) or use the proceeds of a foreign currency loan taken for such a 
purpose under a. specific authority given by The Bank of ~ngland. 

Refunds in respect of unsuccessful excess share applications may be 
reinsta,ted as investment currency with an option to sell for sterling 
without the '25% requirement'. Any amounts provided out of foreign 
currency loans may be restored. 

7,6. Material Contract (between the Company and President Brand) 

If, foP owing thi.s offer, President Brand and its nominees have a 50% 
or less of the issued qa.pital of the compa?y, then the company will 
capitalise sufficient of its reserves and 1ssue to President :Brand, 
fredited as fully paid, sufficient capitalisation shares to eqsure that 
between 50% - 51% of the issued capital of the company will be held by 
Pre~ident Brand and nominees. · 

But for this agreement, President Brand would, after the new share 
issue, own 4 7,013% of issued shares. Consequently, 1 56$ 130 new 
~hares will be issued credited as fully paid to President Brand. 

Other detail::; of the contract con.cern handling and treatment of ores 
a.n~ Are covered els~where i~ this analysis. 

$, Te!!hoical and Financial Histor~ 

..THn 1955 Incorporated. 

1957 - J~n 1959 Sinking No's 1 ~ 2 Shafts. 

1959 Developmijnt on Basal Reef (both Shafts). 



Qpt - Dec 1960 

J~n 1961 

~st tJal f 1961 

J961 - mid 1964 

Jun 1964 

1964 

Tons Milled 
Grqd,e ..., g/t 
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Metallur~ical plant trial operations. 

~ormal milling commenced; at $35 gold price grade 
8,9 g/t over 129 ~m mined. 

Development retarded by water-bearing fissures, 
faulting and unpayable zone neqr No. 2 shaft; 
monthly milling tonnage reduced from tqrget 90 000 
to 70 000; working loss recorded. 

Developm~nt and extension of ore reserves retarded 
by w4ter problems. 

6asal Reef ore reserves fully developed; at $35 
gold price 1,3 million tons at 8,23 g/t over 129 em 
i,e. 1 062 cm-g/t (reserves just over 1 year's 
production). 

Working results seriously affected by an uqderground 
fire; this plus adverse geological conditions 
(change of strike, large barren zone, high tempera
ture water) reatricted stope face availability i.e. 
production. 

Salient operating results for the 3 ye4rs ended 
30.06.1964: 

1962 1963 1964 

764 308 852 305 940 756 
9,44 9,49 8,45 

ijorking Profit/(Loss): 
G0ld 

Ore Reserves: 
'. ' . ' .. 

Tons 
Width - em 
V,tilue - g/t 

- em g/t 

Jun 1965 

R313 635 R381 838 (Rl33 205) 

781 998 1 307 261 1 329 941 
128 128 129 

a,s7 8,37 8,23 
1 097 1 071 1 062 

Ventilation problems and underground fire against 
restricted stope face availability; mill grade 
declined to 8,19 g/t (8,45); increa~ed working toss 
incurred R382.000; ac:cumulated loss Rl,7 wil1ion. 

H was ctear at this stage that 
declining mine grade, static gold 
increasing production costs, 
operations could not be c:ontinued. 

in the face of 
price and ever 
viab1e mining 

Measures pecawe necessqry to reconstruct the 
companies capital and rel:ieve it a,f the obligation 
to repay loans peyond its means. 



Sep 1965 

Oct 1965 

From Jan 1966 

Oct 1972 

1972 - 1974 
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President Brand Gold Mining Company Limited made an 
offer for the entire issued capital of the company 
as reconstructed. 

Company became a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
president Brand under the following scheme: 

President Brand undertook to deliver, by pipeline, 
milled ore (high grade) at cost of production from 
its mine to F.S. Saaiplaas reduction plant at a rate 
of not more than 45 OOQ tons/month until maximum 3,5 
million tons had been delivered. In conjunction, 
at least 5,3 million tons of ore was tQ be milled 
by F.S. Saaiplaas from its own lease area at a rate 
approximately 68 000 tons/month. The .scheme 
succeeded in putting the company on a profit-making 
bas is. · 

This scheme terminated. The company has subse
quently been treating milled ore from President 
]3rand (max. 75 000 tons/month) on a toll basis 
(cost of treatment+ 20c/ton). 

Results of mining operations in the last 3 financial 
years: 

1972 1973 1974 ---. 

Tons milled - min~ production 
Milled ore purchased from 
Pres. Brand - ~ons 

1 162 

543 

000 

600 

1 215 000 1 112 500 

51 175 

Total 1 705 600 1 266 175 1 112 500 

g/t - m1n~ 7,49 6,4h 5,3lx 
- combined 11,14 6,85~ 

Cos~ per ton milled 

Working profit - gold 

Ore Reserves; 

Tons 
Wtdth - em 
Val\le - g/t 

- \lraniu111 

- em g/t 

R7,5lxx R7,85xx R10,68xx 

R9 361 OQO 
R 93 000 

l 677 OOOxxx 
132,8 

7,74 
1 028 

R5 894 000 
R 93 000 

1 937 000 
133,9 

6,32 
846 

R7 491 000 
~ 20 000 

3 260 000 
132,1 

5,82 
'769 

~ l'l'ofits at the low mine yields indicated were derived from average 
gold receipts of $79 (197l) and $150 (1974). 

xx The reduc;ed rate of deVE!lopment due to the planned curtai l.ment of 
111ining operation!> caused wot;"king costs per ton milled to be lower 
th~n normal duri~g the period under review. 
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xxx This was tonnage ~wai.lable for stoping only as the ore blocked out 
of the mine could not be considered payable if treateq alone and the 
company had no ore reserves in the accepted meaning of that term. 
From 1973 to date, the rise in the gold price h~s enabled the 
company to calculate and publish ore reserve tonnages. 

1975 

9. Uranium Potential 

Authorised capital was almost trebled to current 
levels. 

In earlier years uranium revenue was an important contributor to m1p.e 
profits. 

1963 - 1970 High grade uranium slimes (equivalent to 363 tonnes 
uranium oxide) delivered to Virginia O.F.S~ Gold 
Mining Company Limited for production of oxide. 

O>tid,e sales are now the responsibility of Harmony Gold Minin~ Company 
Limited and F.S. Saaiplaas is entitled to 40% of profit from any sales of 
the 363 tons. Since 1963 profits from this source total R2,1 million. 

No further uranium sates contracts have been negotiated, but a1 imes and 
tailings have been st9ckpiled. This will continue pending arrangements 
for uranium production at the President Brand plant, curren~ly on a care
and-maintenance l>as is. By December 1974, high grade uranium-bearing 
slimes stockpiled totalled 7,7 million tonnes at average grade 0,20 kg/t 
i.~. l 540 tonnes uranium oxide with a potential revenue value of the 
order of R23 million to R30 milllon (at average U308 price $10 ~·$13/lb). 

10. Earl)ings and Dividenqa Record 

Amo1.1nts in ROOO 

E~rnings Before Tax 

From mine production 
From milled ore p~rchased from 

Pres, Brand 
F<rPIJl toll charges on ore milled 

on behalf of Pres. Brand and 
Pres, Steyn sin~e 1.11.72 

Sl.lnc:l):"Y 

Earnings After Ta>e. 
~¢~8 Capital Expenses 

Earnings after tax and capital 
expense appropriations 

Div dends 
Div <Jen<ls (c? 
Mv dend cQver 

1970 

867 
5 31 

297 

6 475 
~ 

6 475 

6 475 
==~=== 

6 246 
50 

1,04 

1971 

1 674 
4 371 

320 

6 365 
1 037 

5 328 
216 

5 112 
:;:;:;::;:::;;:: 

5 621 
45 

0,91 

1972 1973 1974 -,-·-

2 154 4 885 7 491 
7 207 912 

97 508 

453 453 551 

9 814 6 347 8 550 
5 257 3 106 1 540 

4 557 3 241 7 010 
512 4 751 

4 557 2 729 2 259 
:;;;=n===~ ====;.= :::::==== 

4 060 1 999 1 999 
32,5 16 16 
1,1~ L37 1,13 
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~1. Effect of Higher Gold Price on Recent Conduct of Operation~ 

In December 1971, it was estimated that mining operations would cease ~n 
June 1973. However, during 1972 it became clear that, in the light of 
the increased price of gold, it was possible that ore to the north and 
west of the present workings might become payable and it was decided to 
undertake further prospect drilling and development into these areas. 

H: was realised that, should the exploration programme indicate that it 
could be economic to mine the area, a new shaft would have to be sunk. 
At the end of 1972, it was thought that there was likely to be a break 
in production between March 1974 (when existing mining operations were 
expected to cease) and 1978, which was the earliest estimated date for 
proc:\uction to commence from the new shaft. 

It was therefore tentatively planned to use the F.S. Saaiplaas plant to 
mill and treat, for the 4-year period, ore from President Steyn, which 
company was planning to increase its production. 

·By Pecember 1973, the higher level gold price then made it possible to 
consider mining into 1977. This necessitated the revision of the 
tentative arrangement. President Steyn is now expanding its own plant 
c.apacity, and F.S, ~aaiplaas, in order to assist that company in the 
iterim, is milling and treating on a toll bas is 25 000 t:ons/month of 
President: .$teyn ore for 1 year· from April 1974. The :Presic:Jent Steyn 
tonqage will be replaced in April 1975 by production from F.S. Saaiplaas. 

1.2. Pr~Sipecting and Geology 

Diamond drilling to evaluate the northern and western areas of the lease 
arel;l commenced early 1973. 

Three old holes were re-opened for deflections and 2 new holes 
drilled. Data from these holes plus older holes together with the 
known geology, qi,s.closed by . current m~n:q1g operations, confirm the 
propable ex tens ion of economic gold and uranium values :ln. the western 
portion. See attached plan and section. 

E of F.S. Saaiplaas fault sp ~W; 

w of F • $. Saaj.plaas fault 14° E. 

1 (>00 - 2 150 metres. 

llangin& \o/all: Shale, the thickness of which may present: some mining 
problems in the west. 
No. 1 Shaft = 0 em; No. 2 Shaft = 35 em; 
No. 3 Shaf~ = 35 em (E) - 130 em (W). 

Apart from major faults along t:he boundary and other 
smt!!Uer faults, there are only 2 known m.;1jor faults ~ith 
displ<l~ements of 100 ~ 250 metres. 
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Expected to be intersected in all major faults and dykes. 

Will be released when the water table drops below the 
level of the workings. 

Th~ Directors claim that nei(:her water not methane 1s expected to pose 
abno~mal mining problems. 

l3. Economic Potential 

Mill potential of 
No. 3 shaft are~ 38,0 million tons at av. grade 6,0 g/t. 

Planned milling rate: No. 2 Shaft - 50 000 x) 
No. 3 Shaft - 150 000 ) 200 000 tons per month. 

x Grade slightly less than 5 g/t in No. 2 Shaft area. 

Lif~ of mine: 
Uranium: 

Other Reefs: 

19 ye~rs. 
Relatively high values indicated to persist in the new 
western area aqd expected to 11lake a significant contribu
tion to overal~ mine profits. (For details of ~tockpile 
potential refer back to ea~lier Section 9)~ 

Although average grades are obviously too low, no mention 
is made of the possibility of selective mining of pockets 
of higher grade gold intersected in the A & B Reefs 
(Kimb~rley ·zone) or Leader Reef. Th~se reefs must 
therefore be co~pletely disregarded. 

The d.ecision to f?ink a new shaft and expand the mines milling and 
treatment facilities follow:; exha,ustive feasibility stu<iies. lt was 
found that the return wa$ roughly twice as sensitive 1;<> proportionate 
chang~s in level of revenue as to changes in capital expenditure, 
reflecting the fact l:ha~ the project is a low-grade~ lar~e-tonnage 
propos i ~ iop. 

14· Project Details 

14.2, 

Depth 2 225 met:res; diameter 9,1 metres; up- ;:tnd down-cast 
ventilatipn; hoisting roc~, men and materiah; sub-hoist in bottom 
t.fs m!'ltres; c;1padty 188 000 tons/!llonth (176 000 reef); 5 01)0 persons; 
~0() mal:erial cars; 12 st<Hion~:~; connection to 2 shaft on 13 level -
~nd OYtlet legal requirement; material transfer; initial developlllent 
~~.q:·ing sinl<ing phase. 

. - ' \ 

Mf ll ing and Treatment 

O~pa,dties extended to 2,()0 000 l:oos(month (current mill cap. 100 000, 
treatment cap. 145 000). 



14.3. 

14 .4. 

14.5. 
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Lab01..1r 

Progressive increase 4 000 to 7 500 (+ accommodation); an adequate 
supply assumed. 

Progress to Date 

Pre-grouting in progress; pre-sinking completed; preparation for 
cm)structioo of concrete headgear (slide technique) commenced; 
er~ction 0~ temporary hoists in progress. 

Planned 

2qd Half 1975 
E~rly 1978 
Late 1978 
1979 
Mid 1980 
1981 

Shaft sinking commences. 
Shaft sinking complete. 
Equipping completed. 
Shaft commissioned. 
Production start-up. 
Full capacity. 

14.6. Minin~ Method 

14.7. 

Upper Section 
Deeper Section 

Selected scattered mining. 
Semi-longwall mining. 

llO em .,.. 120 em Width stapes with optimisation of productivity and 
mechanisation within geological limits of the orebody. 

Cqpital Expenditure 

E&timate~ to bring the mine fo a milling and treatment rate of 200 000 
tons/month (198l): 

ln 1974 terms 
3Q% Eqcalatioq prov~s~on (prices and contingencies) 

R Mill ion 

62 
19 

81 

A c•pita\ redemption allowance of 100% of capital expen4iture incurred 
~~c~1 year is applit;:able in palculating tal(.ation and State's share of 
profit. 
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!~£~;!~~~~a l,~~ B<lS<!d t)l1 Prospective Divi.dends 

(a) 

(p) 

(c:) 

Max Pollak & Freemantle 

IGold ~rice U50 $175 $200 $225 I $250 I in 1975 x I 

\Year 751761 77 751761 77 75 1761 77 75 176 1 77 I 75 176 1 
I I I I I I I I I I I 

I I I I I I I I I I I I 
IE.P.!). (c) 41 61 10 141181 22 241281 34 321401 48 I 421501 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
!D.P.$. (c) 21 31 5 I 71 91 11 121141 17 16j20I 24 I 211251 
I I I I I. .. I I I I I I I I I I 
IP.V. (c) 12151 I 12781 I 13561 I 4441 I 15401 I 
I I I I I ••• I I I I I i I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

x Gold Price increasing Qy 15% p.a. frpm 1975 base price. 

Fergusson Bros. 

Discount 
I. 
I At 
I At 0% 

10% 0 

15% 0 

D.P.$. (c) 

Simeson, Frater 1 Melrose 

Gold 
p.a. I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

' & Stein 

Present Value (c) 
Rising From $175/o~. 
At 7,5% p.a. I At 15% p~a. 

• • • • • . . I 
• 280 • I 2 920 
. . . . . . . I 

84 I 1 540 

10 ..., 30 

At ggl4 price of $180/oz., 1975 E.P.S. = 20c, D.P.S, = lOc. 
Assuming working costs rise no faster than gold price, 1981 E,.P.S. 
~ 23c i.e. at f~ll prodqction. 

Dividends (or increased issued capital) are based on the Directors 
estimate that, in spite of t:l!e heavy capitCll expenditura programm!'!, the 
coJTipany shoulc;l be able to distribute apout half the a,nnu<ll profits as 
dividends d~rins t:he ~onstruction period. 

Depending on the gold price, t:a,x and lease liability should not be 
incurred before t:he mid-198Qs. 

The average of above views wo~ld seem to indicate a divi4end in the lOc 
to 30c range, covering both the short and longer term i,e. const:ruct:ion 
and f4l.l production phases. This gives a yield range, oq is~ue price, 
of 4% - ~i; and, on ~resent vatue, of 1,6% - 10,7%, · · · 

77 

60 

30 
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Pre,ent value is, more conservatively, considered to be about 280c (see 
cirQled values in tabulations for criteria) which is only 12% above the 
iss!-le pdce. 

However, the gearing in this share is phenomenal. A doubling of the 
rate of gold pri~e increase from 7,5% to 15% p.a. mi~h~ increase the 
P.V. tenfold. 

16. Trading in Nil Paid Letters of Allotment 

The rights should, oq P.V. considerations, command a price of 30c each, 
but taking account qf the fact that 'blocked rand' may not be used to 
take !-IP the rights it ts considered that foreign· shareholders in 
President Brand are likely to be sellers of their rights thereby 
creating an initial e~cess ·supply and consequently the L.,A.s could be 
depressed. 

This is borne out by initial dealings. NPLAs opened at: 10c, moved up 
steadily to a level of 28c, and subsequently moved back, gyrating at the 
l5c - 18c level before declining to 8c. 

300 000 BPLA~ changed hands on 11.03.1975 and 950 000 on 12.03.1975. 
Rumour hils it that a considerable proportion of the ri~htt;; sold were 
those that would have been offered to American shareholders. It is 
suggested that in a bid to co111pensat:e them for their inability to take 
up the rights, the sponsors themselves sold the rights and will remit 
the proceeds to tbe u.s.A. 

On Friday 21st Johannesburg was still absorbing London selling at a new 
low of 8c. 

17. Investment Criteria 

The preceding comprehensive summary serves to throw into perspective the 
ch.;~nging fortunes of F.S. Saaiplaas and the historical arrangements at 
r~t:ionalising operations between F.S. Saaiplaas and Preside~t Brand, and 
to A lesser extent President Steyo. · · 

The hist:ory of technical problems anci production rationalisation renders 
tbe financial :reco:rd somewhat ~rrelevant in quantifying PASt performance 
wtt:h a view to evaluating future potential in the new expansionary phase. 

In ~n at:tempt to derive an investment rating, the following factors are 
highlighted: 

( i) Scrutiny of t:he :record reveals poor mining performance due 
to considera~le fa~lti.ng, with attendant wal;:er and methane 
~a.s pvobl~ms, and low gr~d~s. 

( :i.i) The physical epv;i.rooment bas no~ changed (and must thus 
~e~ain ~uspect) and, while technology may reduce the water 
&pd Hre hazards, thi.s can only be accomplishecf at an 
inherently higher CPH· 
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The thick shale hangingwall, yet to be encountered, poses 
an additional potential cost or grade-dilution burden. 

(iv) Grades in the new area at 6 g/t are low, although 
marginally higher than the 5 g/t residual ore at no. 2 
shaft. While Union Corporation mines orebod ies grading 4 
g/t at Grootvlei and Marievale, their costs are 
historically low and the mines are shallow. These grades 
must be compared with an industry average in excess of 12 
g/t. CRIC rejected the Unisel (grade 12 g/t) offer 
because of the 'speculative nature of gold'. 

B. Positive Factors 

(:i.) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

18. Conclusion 

The decision to embark on a capital expansion of this 
nature indicates confidence by Anglo American in the future 
Col.lrJ)e of the bullion price, which currently has a strong 
support base at $170. 

The enormous uranium stockpile and the relat;ive high grade 
of in situ ore could start making a significant 
contribution to prof :its in the late '70s or early '80s. 
This contribution appears to have been largely disregarded 
in the brokers' r.v. evaluations. 

The very high gearing largely offsets risk on the bas is 
that there is phenomenal upside and limited downside 
potential in the share price. 

T)1is is a low-grade, large tonnage venture parti~:ularly vulnerable to 
rl$ing costs and stagnant gol~ price. 

On the strength of t;he compan:Y' s record and disclosures 1 plus dividend 
yield co~siderations, this 1s obviously not a gold SQar~ for the 
ipstitutional investor. 

If additional 'inside' 
shoul~ be re~evaluated 
in terms of source). . r- -

information is available, then F.S. Saaiplaas 
taking into account such ipform&tion (disclosed 

B~cause of the importance of thE! uranium element in profitability more 
details. should be gleaned conc:erniqg contr~:~cts, potential annual sales 
a~d processing costs etc. 

lf this investment is to be cons ide red, then a technical oq-the-spot 
eyf.llvatioq of the. miqt::! by the minin,g analyst would bt::! prudent. 

Hpw~ver, if CRIC is to lnves~ directly in gold mines a prior 
consi9er<ltion would be "! con$ensus on gold investment criteria and the 
sub~eqgeqt objective, syste~atic ranking of all gold mine shares. 
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M~rket re:;ponse to tp~ NPLAs suggest that there i$ l i.ttle advantage in 
taking up the NPLAs as shares ~ill probably be available ~ell below 300c 
in the market. 

19. Ana!yst's Vi~w on Gold 

Tile analyst's pess1m1stic view of the West's political and monetary 
system, and bul U..sh ·outlook for gold remains unchanged. F. S. Saaiplaas 
wQyld be included in a personal portfolio purely on the basis of a cheap 
entry into a highly geared share, with gold price risk well GOmpensated 
for by uranium potential. 

f11NlNG ANJ\LY~T 



APPENDIX 7d 

DETAlLI;:D REPORT - COAL MINING COMPANY 

~-~~~--~-~------------------~--~--------------------------------------------·~--

CONTINENTAL RESOURCES INVESTMENT CORPORATION 

INVESTMENTS ANALYSIS 20.05.1975 

APEX MINES LIMITED 

1. Direc;tors 

R.A~ Hope (Chairman); L. Boyd; M.B. Forsyth; J.S. Hammill; 
D.J. Holliday; Ian Ma~Kenzie. 

~. Secretaries & Technical Advisers 

GFSA. 

3. Nat~re of Business 

The company owns freehold property and coal and mineral rights 1n the 
Witbank, Brakpan and B~noni Districts ~nd other mineral and coal rights 
in the Ermelo district:. 

CoaJ mining operations are carried on at the Greenside Colliery at 
Blac~hill in the Witbank district. Four seams are being mined - No.s 1, 
2 enq 4 seams provide steam coal, No. 5 seam metallurgical coal. 

Greflnside mine has a 412 000 tons per annum (17%) partidpation in the 
Japa~ese low-ash coal ~xport contract. 

Bl~nq coking coal is processed for sale to Highveld Ste~l anq Vanadium 
Co:rp~ Ltd., ·in terms of a long term contract (30 years, commencing 1968). 

Bellevue Colliery Cqmpany O'ty) Limited, for several year~ a whqlly-owned 
inoperative subsidiary, ha~ been struck off the register of compApies. 

Aut_twrhed 
. , __ . '·. · .. ;." . 

Issued ROOO 

2 ~7Q 000 Ordinary sbares Af at each 1 950 000 fully paid 1 950 

90 OOQ ~,5% Red. cum. pref. shares of R2 90 000 fully p~id 180 
eacb (red. at Companies discretion 
at R2,10 each) 

Capipal Reserves 
Rf.!venue Reserve!:! 

z 130 
9 109 

35 

H 274 

Autllqdseq capital W~.S increased and reorganised ( 28 .1.2 ~ 73) preparatpry 
to rights issue (11.01. 74), R,2,4 m being raised towards tqe tow-ash coal 
prpje~t. Coqstru~tion of ~he plant i$ proceeding s.atisf.a~tPrily. 
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5. Stat is tics 

:Year (31st December) 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 i % Growth 

I I I 1 5 I 
!Seam I Nos. I No. I Nos. I No. I Nos. I No. I Nos. I No. I Nos. I No. I Nos. I No. I Yr I Yr I 

:==========================t=:===~=t==:===f=:===~=t==:===f=:~==~=t==~===t=:===~=t======t=:===~=t======t:~====~t==:===f~l~LZ~lf~R=~=l: 
!Tons Hoisted I 1 321 I I 1 382 I I 1 607 I I l 486 I I 1 572 I I 1 647 I I + 5 i + 4 i 
I< ooo) I I 497 I I 613 I I 559 I I 748 I I 813 I I 832 I + 2 I + 11 1 
I I I I I I I I I I I I ! I 
!Discards I 15,6 I I 16,8 I I 20,6 I I 21,1 I I 25,3 I I 27,2 I I + 8 I +12 I 
I<% of Tonnage Hoisted) I I 38,0 I I 39,1 I I 38,4 I I 42,9 I I 41,7 I I 41,6 I + o I + 2 1 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 
!Total Tonnage I 1 114 I I 1 150 I I l 276 I I 1 172 I I 1 174 I I 1 199 I I + 2 I + 2 1 
!Sold (000) I I 308 I I 373 I I 344 I I 427 I I 474 I 482 I + 2 I + 9 1 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
!Working Profit I 0,481 I 0,391 I 0,351 I 0,411 I o,36L 0,361 I + o I - 6 I 
I<R/ton Sold) I I 1,311 I 1,071 I 0,651 I 1,301 I 1,39 I 1,611 +16 I + 4 I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I Working Profit I 539 I I 454 I I 444 1. I 476 I I 422 I 428 I I + 1 I - 5 I 
I (ROOO) I I 402 I I 401 I I 224 I I 554 I I 659 I 776 I +18 I +14 I 
I I I I I I I I I 
!Working Profit of Combined I 941 I 855 I 668 I 1 030 I 1 081 1 204 I +ll I + 5 I 
I Seams ( ROOO) I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
!Pre-tax Profit (ROOO) I 905 I 815 I 603 I l 010 I. l 094 1 357 I I + 8 I 
I I I 
!Tax Rate (%) I - I - I 21 I 33 I 27 I - I - I - I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
IE.P.s. (c) I 69 I 62 I 36 I 51 I 61 I 69 I +13 I o I 
I D.P. s. Ord. < c ) I 30 I 30 I 30 I 30 I 30 I 30 I o I o I 
I Pref. (c) I 11 I 11 I 11 I 11 I ll I 11 I o I o I 
I Return on Shareholders 1 I I. I I I I I I I 
!Funds (%)1 15,6 ·1 12,8 I 8,5 I 13,3 I u,s I 12,0 I -11 I- 5 I 
!Return on Total Funds (%)1 13,8 I 11,4 I 7,7 I 12,3 I 12,2 I 11,0 I -10 I - 4 I 
I Shareholders' Interest (%)I 82 I 84 I 84 I 89 I 91 I 91 I 0 I + 3 I 
!Liquidity (:1)1 2,7 I 1,8 .I 2,1 I 1,8 I 2,2 I 2,9 I +32 I + 2 1 
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6 ~ Co,nmE~n ~:s on Comeany 

6.1. Review of Statisti~s 

(\s the selling pric;e of coal is controlled, the profitqbility of coal 
mines is cyclical, with rising costs reducing profits until the next 
price incre~se - historically retarding steady growth. 

While the 6 year statistical record may not highlight this 
profitability cycle as well as a Longer record, the following 
pbservations clearly emerge regarding recent Apex history: 

Tqns lioisted 

There has been a steady increase in m1n1ng output .,. metallurgical 
coal to a greater ext~nt than steam coal. 

Discards 

In both No.s 1, 2 & 4 seams and No. 5 seam there has been an 
increase in the percentage of coal discarded. This increase is 
minim;:ll for No~ 5 seam due to the high margin obtained for this 
type of coal. The increase in steam coal discard~, on the other 
h.and, is pronounced due to the greater quantity of poqrer grade 
material of low. margin rendered unprofitable under. the effects qf 
cost escalation. The ~astage is quite evident and cannot be 
permitted to co!ltinue in.qefinitely - a good argument to support a 
realistic coal pricin~ policy. 

Total Tonnage Sold 

All coal hoisted, less discards, is ultimately sold. 

Working Profit 

'l'l)e steady 4% per annulll compound growth in working profit per ton 
·sold for metalh1rgical ~oal reflects the stJ:ong long-ten:n demand 
fqr this type of cqal, which is in world-wide short supply, In 
co(\trast, t}le dismal p·e:rformance of the steam coals re~iects the 
~dverse effect pf the Government's price fi:l!:ing policy 9n the low 
margtn grades. 

Th~ real contdpution of the !lletallurgical sales tq tot-'ll working 
profit is illustrated by the ~ year 14.% p.a. growl:ll i,n working 
profits of metallurgical coal. However, pecause ·annual 
metallurgical tpnnages ·sold have varied between orily 30% - 40% of 
ltea!ll coals, the beneficial effect i~ diluted to 5% per annum 
growth in working profit for the combiped No. s 1, 2, 4 & 5 seams -
~ven this is an ~nviable recprcl for t;:he S.A. coal industry. 

6.2. Price•, Sales and Working Costs 

The ri~e in oil price has increaseq the demand for steam cpal. 
t~owever, the 1974 increase in He~m cpd s&les was only ~ 1 1% t1P art 1973 
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sales. This disappointing performance was experienced fairly 
g~nerally throughout: the coal m1n1ng industry, primarily due to the 
inability of the railways to transport the coal. Rail tonnage moved 
was significantly down on 1973, and road transport was greatly 
increased. Representations to Government to solve the railage problem 
continue. 

Highveld Steel & Vanadium Corporation's requirements of No. 5 seam coal 
inqreased markedly in November 1974, as a result of the commissioning 
of an extra furnace. 

The September 1974 increase in the controlled price of coal has been 
severely offset by the marked increase in working expenditure, 
particularly Black labour charges, which rose by almost SO% over 1973. 

Working revenue from sales of steam coal were offset by an equivalent 
inqrease in expenditure which resulted in only a miniiQal increase in 
working profit. 

75% Of the increase in revenue from metallurgical coal was off&et by 
the increase in expenditure. 

6.3. Profitability and Dividend E~pectations 

!974 Coal mining profits were 11,3% up on 1973 due to: 

Higher tonnages sold; aqd 

An increase in the controlled price of coal. 

As there Wils no ta~ li.ability (due to heavy capital e~penditure) net 
profit (after tax) was up ~6,0%. 

Histod,cally, a stat:j.c 30c dividend with high cover (more than 2~ in 
noq.-tax paying years) has been maintained, although pre-t<ut profits 
have shown a bealthy 8% per annum growth. Heavy reten~ions, 
supplemented by ~ rights issue, have financed peavy capital 
expEmditure. lligh liquidity has been preserved throughq\,lt. 

The alarming increase in cost of stor~s and other costs will inevitably 
erode profitability of sales both to the domestic market and 
JHghvel<J. Nevertheless, because of the conbs iderably higher price to 
b~ ·received frol'J sale of low-ash cod to Iscor, the profits for 1975 
are expected to be substantially higher than for 1974, but an increase 
in dividends- will be restrained by the heavy capital e)tpenditure 
program. 

Financing of e~penditure: 1974 net C'lSSets increased by 38,7% of which 
mor~ th<'ln 0,75 r~presentecl an increase in fixed assets~ 76,0% of t:he 
iPcrease in net assets was financed by t:he net pro~eeds from the 
lnc~•ase in equity capital, an~ tbe balance out of profits. 
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6,4, Efforts Towards Increasing Profitability 

Pressured persuasion is being brought to bear on the Government to 
introduce a more realistic pricing policy. 

Pouble-washing technology has upgraded the lower grade/lower price 
coals, but high capital expenditure is initially involved. (85% of 
1974 total R2,4 million capital expenditure was spent on the Low-Ash 
Coal Project. Estimates for 1975 capital expenditure of R5,7 
million indicate 65% on this Project). 

Export coal rapid loading appliance and rail link to Richards Bay 
line is scheduled for completion January 1976 - in time for· trial 
coal deliveries to Richardi Bay. 

Mechanisation has commenced on 4 seam with an expected beneficial 
effect on costs. 

The standard and quality of colliery ventilation has improved. 

A Black Worker's Liaison Committee has been operating successfully. 

6.5. Factors Favouring a More Rational Coal Pricing Policy 

There is an urgent need to increase the productive capacity of coal 
washing facHities, to meet S.A.'s increasing demand by 
construction of entirely new washeries and extensive renovations to 
existing plant. Under current coal price~fixing policy and 
pJ"Ofitability there is little incentive to commit risk Ci:lpital. 

It seems that both Government and traditional users of coal must 
uJ"gently re-examine their attitudes to the domestic price of coal, 
especially in the context of the average cost of coal and electric 
power in S.A. industries having been estimated to be less than 3% 
of total cost. A realistic doubling of the price of coal would 
therefore add little to overall costs and, it is argued, would 
cause !llUCh less damage to s.A. industry and the S.A. economy as a 
whole than a persistent and. ip.creasing shortfall in J:he supply of 
~oal for the domestic market. 

The poor stope extraction rates (as law as 40%) have been widely 
recognised as unnecessarily wasteful. Technologically up to 80% 
extrctction by underground methods is possible. 

Tl)e wasteful discarding of low-margin poorer grade coal is 
i 0de fens ible. 

'l'he pressure £or better wages and accommodation for Bl;<Jcks will be 
su§tained. 

Co!ll is no longer viewed simply as furnace fodder, f>ul: aEJ a base 
material for the prod!,.lc~ion of sophisticated products food, 
plastics, liquid fuels, gas etc. 



7. Fu~ure Prospects 

lst Iialf 1975 

July 1975 !:o 
April 1976 

April 1976 

Late 1977 
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No significant change in colliery output. The 
higher controlled price of coal ~ expected to 
outweigh increases in expenditure in 1975 with 
higher profitability from steam coal sales. 
Iiowever, March 1975 quarter net profit is 40% down 
on the previous quarter! (Difficult geological 
conditions and late deliveries of spare parts and 
equipment resulted in decreased output). 

Low-ash coal production has been sold to Iscor. 
Low-ash blend coking coal commands a high price 
compared with that of steam coal, and with the 
production and sale of this product, substantially 
increased profits can be expected from no.s 2 and 4 
seam operations. 

Export deliveries (for 11 years) to Japan commence. 
Thus an overall increase in sales of coal from No.s 
2 and 4 seams is expected in the 2nd half 1976. 

Increased demand for metallurgical coal due to 
further expansion at Iiighveld Steel, which will 
exceed existipg contractual maximum tonnage. 

A life of mine of + 30 years is indicated. 

8. Conclusion 

The coal share boom has taken off earlier than anticipated by the market. 
Coat, in an era of expensive energy and resource shortage~, has taken on 
a new image. It is 'no longer regarded simply as furnace feed but; as a 
bal)e for product ion of sophisticated product$. The large-scale entry of 
the oil companies into the coal industry provides the necessary catalyst 
for exciting developments. These factors automatically place coal in a 
more favo4rable commodity price light in the longer-term. On the short
term those collieries that are able to provide internationally scarce 
metp.llurgical coals or provide low-ash coals (by upgrading of the less 
profitable traditional steam coals) for export must score heavily 
espedally as the high margins on these quality coah guarantee a more 
co~peti!:ive performance in i~flationary times. Apex is such a colliery. 

',_ .- . . . 

9. Recommendation 

Failure to act on ,!in earlier recommendation to buy in. to the coal indus try 
at 7% - ~% <!iyidend yields represents a lost ground floor investment 
oppprtuoity. 

With the coal sector average currently at 5,7"4 D,Y., Apex at 4,8% D.Y. 
might appear a little expensive, but buying at current levels is still 
reco111mended on 9oth short- and long-term growth prospects. 

MINING ANAI...Y&T 



APPENDIX 8 
SUMMARY REPORT - MINING COMPANY INTERIM RESULTS 

(Plus Supplementary Tables to Assist in Equity Buying D~cisions) 

Last Pate to Register Dividend 

Interim: 
Final 

30.06.74 
n.l2.74 

11,5c 
23,5c 

COMPANY: SOUTH AFRICAN MANGANESE LIMITED 

Chairman: F.H.Y. Bamford Managing Director: M.G. Wilson 

Total Issued Shares (OOOs) 21 600@ 20c ----Market Cap. at 27.11.74 (410c) = R88,6m 
Total Institutional Holding 30.09.74 (%) ---- Value R5,9 million 

Fund X: 6,6 
Total Sector Market Cap. (%) 0,50 Market Weighting 

(Manganese Sector) 
Total Portfolio (Institution) (%) 1,97 

I I 
I~Y~EA~R~E~N~D~:~3_l~s~t~D~ec~e~m_b~e~r--~--~~~-+~~-+~~~~~~---r~~+----;-----l 
I I 
IE.P.S. (c) I 
I I 
lD.P.S. (c) I 
I I 
ID.P.S. Growth Over Year I 
I I 
IE.p.s. Growth Over Year I 
I I 
ID.P.S. 5-Year Growth (%) I 
I I 
IE.P.S. 5-Year Growth {%) I 
I I 

· IDiv, Cover I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
llNTERHt: I 
I I 
IE.P.S. (c) I 
I I 
I% Of Yeqr E.P.s. I 
~--- I 
lD.P.S. (c) -\ 

I% Growth Over 6 Mths D.P.S,I 131 I 
l . I 
!Nature of Business: Owns and mines extensive deposits of manganese ore in the I 
I Postmasburg - Kuruman districts of the Northern Cctpe. I 
I I 

l Date I Comments: l 
August 174 I Equity Buying List - Max. Buying Price 400c. I 

I Well Managed, Consistant growth record. I 
J Iscor mak~ng merger overture$. I 
I I 
I Pecisions: I 
I Decis i~m deferred unti 1 Bamford sounded out. I 
I I 
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INVESTMENTS ANALYSIS· 

INSTITUTION'S EQUITY BUYING LIST - HlNING SECTOR 

I ( MARKET I MARKET ( I 1974/S (MAXIMUM I YIELDS ON \W{lMUM 1coMP DlV GROWTH (%)\DIVIDEND ~c/-~ P S (C)I RETURN\ 
. I I ' I VALUE OF I I I I . ' ' , ' I • • I I • • • i , i 

.'·1· COMPANY I YEAR ICAPlTAL-IINSTITUTION'SI %OF !PRICES (C) I BUY!~G I BUYING PRICE I LAST I LAST IFORE-1 I I I I RE- I 
I I END IISATION I HOLDING I EQUITY I I PRICE I CURRENT I PROSPECTIVE I 10 I S lCAST I LAST IFORE-1 LASTI~ORE-1 QUIREDI 
I ! I (RM) I (RM) I IHIGH LOW I (C) IDY (%)1 P/E IDY (%)1 P/E I YEARS I YEARS IS YRSI ICAST I !CAST I (%) I 

I I I I I I I I I I i I I I I I i i I i 
I MINING I I I I I I I i I I I I I i . I I I i I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
ls.A. Mang I 12/741 91,8 I 6,1 I 6,6 I 520 300 I 400 I 8,75 I 6,4 I 10,5 I 5,9 I I + 26 I +10 l 35 I 42 I 62,21 b7,21 15 1 
!Trans Natal I 6/741 40,2 I 1,4 I 3,6 I 167 90 I 83 I 8,4 I. 6,0 I I I + 1 I + 5 I 7,0 I I 13,71 1 13 I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I i I I I I I I 
IDIANONDS I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 
IAnamint I 12/73 230 I 11,0 4,8 14500 2300 I 3700 I 6,5 I 15,1 I 7,6 I 12,1 +12,5 I+ 12 I+ 7 1240 1280 1244 1304 1 13 I 
IDe Beers I 12/73 920 I 27,6 3,0 I 525 I 240 I 370 I 6,6 I 5,6 I 6,6 I 6,2 +12,5 I + 13 I + 7 I 24,5 I 24,51 6b,5l bO I . 13 I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
IMIN. FINANCE! I I I I I I I I I I I. I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 . 
!Anglos I 12/73 637 I so,o 7,9 I 840 I 445 I 487 I 4,9 I 12,2 I 9,1 I 9,5 + 9 I + 11 I+ 9 I 24 28 I 40,01 51 I 
IAmgo1o I 12/73 998,8 I 5,9 0,6 16400 13450 I 3225 I 4,5 I 11,0 I 7,751 9,3 + 6 I + 21 I + 6 1145 250 1190 1345 I 
!Anglo-Vaal I 6/74 51,7 I 1,6 3,0 12860 11000 I 1450 I 5,2 I 6,3 I 6,2 I + 7 I + 8,51 +10 I 75 90 1231 1270 I 
!Part Prefs. I 11 I 0,4 3,6 11200 500 I 870 I (50% Anglo-Vaal+ SOc) I I I 47,5 55 I I I 
!Gen. Min. I 12/73 145,1 I 5,2 3,6 14100 2450 I 3000 I 4,0 I 18,9 I 7,0 I 10,3 + 5,5 I + 11 I + 9 1120 210 1159 1290 I 
IFed. Myn. I 12/73 49,5 I 0,3 0,6 I 780 370 I 540 I (20% Gen. Min. Less 10%) I I i I I 
IG.F.S.A. I 6/74 640,3 I 12,8 I 2,0 15550 3200 I 3600 I 4,2 17,8 I 6,251 12,0 I+ 8 1150 225 1203 1300 I 
!Johnnies I 6/741 133,0 I 2,3 I 1,8 14100 1600 I 2400 I 5,6 7,8 I 6,251 7,5 + 7 + 7 I + 9 1135 150 1306 1320 I 
IRand. Sel. I 9/741 489,2 I 13,2 I 2,7 11850 980 I 1400 I s,o 13,3 I 5,751 10,2 + 5,5 + 10 I + 9 I 70 80 1105 1137 
IT.c. Lands 1 9/74i 69,4 I 1,4 I 2,1 12000 9.00 I 1050 I 5,25 10,4 I 5,7 I ... 17 + 30 I +10 I 55 60 1100,61134 
!Union Corp. 1 12/731 421,2 i 17,6 I 4,2 I 760 405 I 670 I 3,6 7,2 I 6,251 10,3 + 9 + 17 i-+10 I 24. 42 I 43. I 65 
I i I I . I I I I I I I I I I 
I COPPER I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
,-- I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
IPalamin I 12/731 215 I 6,2 I 2,9 11425 795 I 750 117,0 5,1 I I + 14 I 1127,5 ll4b I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I i I I 

lJ 
13 
~~ 

15 

13 
14 
13 
14 
15 
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SECTOR BREAKDO~N Of OR~INARY SHARES QUOTED ON J.S.E. (MARKET CAPITALIZATION) 

COMPARISON BETWEEN TOTAL MARKET (196) AND 197)) AND INSTITUTION'S HOLDINGS 

I)TII JUNE, 1973 

I ·-~----- I INSTITUTlON'S ORDINARY 1- INSTlTUTlON'S UNIT TRUST 
I MA~KET CAPITALISATION I MARKET CAPITALISATION j SHAREHOLDINGS AT I ORDINARY SHAREHOLD!NGS AT 

SECTION I AT)0.03.l973 ! AT 3 l.OJ.l963 I 30.03.1973* I 30.03.1972 

1-sl:CTOK TOTALS I% Of TOTAL i SECTOR TOTALS I %OF TOTAL.! SECTOR TOTALS ! %OF TOTAL I SECTOR ~OTALS ·I z OF TOTAL J-
1 (ROOOl I I (ROOOl I I (ROOOl I I (11000) I I 

I I - I I I I 
Mining- Gold I 3 676 731 I 1S,S7 I I 6S7 603 I 27,6I I 5 621 I 1,46 
Mining- Coal I 160 554 I 0,68 I 177 138 I 2,95 I 755 I 0,20 I 714 I 1,39 
Mining- Diamond I 3 S46 lOS I 15,02 l 572 706 I 9,S4 I 92 427 I 24,02 I 4 576 I 8,94 

I I I I I I 
Mining- copper I 734 448 I 3,11 I > I I 12 484 I 3,24 
Mining - Manganue I 113 384 I 0,48 I ) I I 6 311 I 1,64 
Mining- Platinu• I 434 942 I 1,84 I l 519 S44 I 8,65 I 42 i 0,01 

I I I > I 
Mining- Tin I 17 998 I 0,08 I l I 
Mining - Other Mineral I 69 677 I 0,30 I ) I 

I I I I 
Mining- Finance I 4 993 331 I 21,1S I 1 491 731 I 24,85 I 122 535 I 31,83 I 5 )12 I 10.38 
Iodustrial Finance I 1 758 S30 I 7,45 I 21S 282 I 3,59 I 38 961 I 10,12 I 7 406 I 14,47 
... tua1 Fund Manag-nt I 34 425 0,15 I I 

I I 
lnvuc.ent Truat I 219 989 0,93 45 249 I o, 75 I 7 784 I 2,02 I 790 I 1,54 
lnaurec:e I 440 818 1,17 1 073 I 0,02 I I 
Property I 613 067 2,60 8 489 I 0,14 I 939 I 0,24 

I I I I 
leverage and Hotd I 435 164 1,85 98 149 I 1,63 I 11 412 I 2, 97 I 4 504 I 8 ,80 
Building and Alliecl I 535 007 2,21 137 791 I 2,30 I 7 949 I 2,07 I no I 1,82 

I I I I I I 
Chemcal I 394 489 1,67 I I 5 1109 I 1,51 I 559 I 1,09 
Clothing and l:nitvear I 134 117 0,57 66 505 I 1,11 I 905 I 0,24 I 1 028 I 2,01 
Fiahina I 142 763 o ,60 l I I 755 I o ,20 

I > 214 066 I 3,57 I I 
Food I 413 835 1,75 > I I 14 461 I 3,76 I 4 273 I 8,35 
Footvear and Leather I 22 448 0,10 I I I I I 
Furniture and Appliance& I 182 029 0,77 10 748 I 0,18 I 296 I 0,08 I 1 379 I 2,69 

I I I I I I 
Iron, Steel, Engineering I 732 141 3,10 225 885 I 3,76 I 9 556 I 2,48 I 3 208 i b,27 
Motor and Tranaport I 362 019 1,53 53 339 I 0,89 I 1 486 I 0,38 I 2 ~97 I 5,08 
Paper, Pulp, Packaging I 317 507 1,34 126 635 I 2,11 t 4 913 I 1,28 I S4 I 0,11 

I I . I I I I 
Phanaaceutica1 I 98 931 0,42 I I 4 167 I 1,08 I 453 I 0,89 
Printing and Publiahing I 84 838 0,36 I I 3 134 I 0,81 I 825 I 1,61 
Storu I 495 397 2,10 I I 3 349 I 0,87 I 4 191 ! 8,19 

I I I I 
Sugar I 266 687 1, 13 I I 8 4 70 I 2, 20 
Turile, carpet I 129 854 0,5~ I I 597 I 0,16 I 1 044 I 2,04 
Tobacco and Match I 370 570 1,57 52 643 I 0,88 I 2 261 I 0,59 I 4 221 i 8,25 

I I I I I I 
Wholesale and Retail I 80 OS4 0,34 121 966 I 2,03 ' 228 I 0,06 ! 735 I 1,44 
General I 94 704 0,40 49 876 I 0,83 I t 303 I 0,34 

I I I I 
Banks I 1 500 135 6,35 157 210 I 2,62 I 15 945 I 4,14 2 375 I 4,1>4 

I I I I 
I I I 

TOTAL I 23 607 388 6 003 688 I 100,00 i 384 855 I 100,00 I 51 174 _100,00 

"*Consisting of holdings of ordinary shares of the Institution, Fund X, FundY and Pension Fund. 

NOTE: In 1963 certain sectors ~re co.bined e.g. Stores with Wholesale and Retail. 



APPENDIX 9 
NE\'J_§.__ REVIE~l..._!ECHNICA~ CHARTS, STATISTICS 

AND FORECASTING FOR WEEKLY INVESTMENT MEETING 

-~-~~-------~---~--------------~-------------------------------------------·----

INVESTMENTS DIVISION 

REVIEW AT 31ST JANUARY, 1975 

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS OF IMPORTANCE 

GoLd and International Monetary Affairs 

28J:h Fourcade, French Finance Minister ' 

Called for a return to fixed parities, pointiqg out that 
g!'!peralised floating although 'in vogue' amongst finance mipisters 
will not reassur~ peop~e. 

Forecast U.S.A. will revalue gold stocks before end of 1975. 

Stated that the dollar was no longer a reserve currency and it must 
be replaced in the system by S.D.R.S. apd major trading currencies. 

24th J.M.F. $6b Recycling fund 

Kuwait's oil and finance minister doubts whether the I.M.F. will raise 
the money because 

Western estimates of oil exporters surpluses of $60b far too high, 
being based on today's oil prices but ignoring + 20% increase 
(1973) and ov!'!r 25% (1974) in prices of imports. 

Ipter~st rate offered on f:unds too low. 

~.~. Kuwait will use half $7b 1975 oil surplus on domestic budget 
aqd after grants to non-oil Arab countries and to Africa will 
h~ve little left to recycle. 

Gatt reports that potential of Arab countries to import 
capital goods was ~eriously underestimated. BxportR to 
Aral?s of 7 industri,al nations in first 6 mont;hs of l974 were 
58% higber at $12b~ 

Jnterest Rates and Monetary policy 

24th Bank of England reduped minimum lending rate to 11% from 11,25%. 

Simon, u.s. Treasury Secretary, outlined June 
Spending $348b, receipts $298b, deficit $SOb 
(compared with e~titnated $35p to June 1975). 
qept o,f $109b ~o Jun~ 1976. 

1975 tO JUO!O! 1976. 
bi~gest in peacetime 
:rncreat\e in oat ional 
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Uorrowing 1975 

Direct Government $70b, Federal Agencies $lOb, new corporate issues 
$30b (1974 $25b). U.S. Government will be raising more new money in 
1975 than all borrowers in 1974, therefore one must question whether 
decline in interest rates will continue. 

25th Bank of Montreal lowering Prime Lending rate from 10,5% to 9, 75%. 
Bank of America reduced prime rate from 10% to 9,5%. 

28th U.S. Treasury Bill rate fell to 5,8% from 6,4% - lowest since February 
16th 1973. 

29th Belgium cut Bank rate from 8,75% to 8,25%. 

30th Chase Manhattan cut its prime rate from 9,5% to 9%. 

Oil Price Freeze 

27th OPEC reached virtual agreement to freeze the price of oil for 1975 and 
then raise it by 80 - 90% of industrial countries inflation for two 
years; after that the price would fully reflect any increase in cost 
of imports. 

N.B. Industrial countries now have vested interest in high oil price 
to protect their own huge energy programmes against dumping of 
cheap oil. 

Currencies 

Following large u.s. deficit 1974 $3,lb (1973 $1,3b; 1972 $6,4b) and huge 
German surplus (1974 50, 7b DM; 1973 33,0b DM) the u.s. dollar was very weak 
on exchange markets. 

27th Swiss imposed further restr.ictions on forward dealings in Swiss 
francs. Most co~entators, however, regard Dollar's weakness as 
temporary and see a steady revival over the year. 

SOUTH AFRICAN EVENTS OF IMPORTANCE 

27th Rand Adjusted Upwards Against the$ from 1,45 to 1,47 (+1,38%) 
Historx of Manased Float Started on 30th June, 1974 

21.06.1974 
13.08.1974 
17.08.1974 
05.09.1974 

R = $1,5 
R = $1,47 
R = $1,45 
a = $1,42 

-2% 
-1,4% 
-2% 

11.09.1974 
08.11.1974 
18.11.1974 
27.01.1975 

R = $1 ,43 
R = $1,44 
R= $1,45 
R=$1,47 

+ 0,7% 
+ 0,7% 
+ 0,7% 
+ 1,4% 

27th Diederichs promised to review problem of joint taxation of married 
couples. 

27th Zambia decided to stop using Mombasa for imports and exports and has 
made alternative plans to reroute 30 000 tons of stranded imports 
through Tanzania. 
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29th Post Office Announced Increased Rates to Take Effect from 1st April 

Faced with deficit of R6,2 million 1973-4, Rll million 1974-5, Minister 
hopes to raise R37,8 million in 1975-6, an increase in revenue of 7,64% 
over 1974-5 of R442 million. Main increases are: 

28,5% Increase in trunk calls 

16,6% Increase in telephone rentals 

50% Rise in telegram rates 

Substantial increases in postal rates for newspapers and magazines. 

Mine Labour 

Threat of strikes by white mine labourers demanding a 5 instead of 5, 5 day 
week. De Beers announced that it was employing less migrant black labour at 
its Kimberley mines. 

29th U.N. Commissioner for Namibia announced that he would seize exports 
from S.W.A. unless there were clear signs of negotiations with S.A. on 
freedom and independence for S.W.A. 

30th Report of Stellenbosch Bureau of Economic Research 

Levelling off which occurred in the economy in third quarter of 1974 
continued into fourth quarter and can be expected to continue into the 
first quarter of 1975. Most firms still consider trade to be 
satisfactory so decline in activity not serious. 

Western Province ManufacturinG Firms Experience in 4th Quarter 1974 
Compared with 3rd 

Orders - 30%. Deli very periods - 19%. Stocks of finished goods 
+56%. Stocks of raw materials + 21%. Sales +9%. Volume of 
production + n:. 
A 7% overall decline in business conditions. 

Main Comments 

Cooling off will ease bottlenecks and may avert danger of demand 
inflation being superimposed on cost inflation. 

Floor for gold price $153. 

Country's vhible trade balance will improve with imports rising 
less sharply. 

Decreases in short term interest rates and to a lesser extent long 
term rates can be expected in first quarter with consequent pick up 
in property market and residential construction. 

Worst feature was acceleration in buying and selling pricu despite 
slowing in economy. 
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I iNVESTMENTS -A-NAL~Y-s-Is---------------S-TA_T_Is-·r-Ic-s-Fo;-WEEKLY INVESTMENT MEETING -------- 11 sT JANUARY, 19151 

I - -r--- I --~ I 
I SHARE MARKETS HIGH LOW I b MONTHS AGO 1 FORECAST b 1 o y E. y. 1 
1 ~~~---~---~~~-----~---------~'-------~------~------·~'-M-o_NT_H_s_A_GO_~I ____ ·_·-~-------' 
I I I . I I I I I 
!U.K. (FT.) . I 543 May '.721 146· Jan '751 263 I 1 22,7 1 
lti.S.A. (DOW Jollf;sl I lOSt Jan ',7ll 578 .·. De<. '741. 788 I I I 
I.. . _. ··1: • I 'i I I I 

8,3 I 
5,4 I 

!RHODESIA (INDUST.) I 'j55 ·Aug '741 293 Jan· '751 338. 1 1 10,3 1 
I I_ . . .. 1 I I I 1 

I 
5,8 I 

I S.A. GOLD (RDM. l I. 4&0 Aug '7.41 176 Nov '73 I 433. J -LOWER I I 
!MINING FINANCE I 330 Nov '741 172. Nov '731 259 MARG. EASIER! 8,\1 I 

I 
7,7 I 

IINDUS'fRIALS (ROM.) I 292. Ju1 '731 154;4. O<t '741 189 FIRMER I 22,0 (FMll 
I . I I I I I 

5,9 I 
8,1 (FMll. 

I 

I I I I I I 
I INTEREST RATES I HIGH I LOW I 6 MONTHS AGO FORECAST 6 I DATE CHANGED I 

~--~---~-------~~-·----------'~-------~~----------~-------~-----~-M-O_NT_H_S_A_GO~I~------------' 
I I I I I I 
!LONG I I I I I 
1- I I I I I 
!U.K. '751 5,5 Sep '631 I 15,3 I 13,7 I 
!u.s.A. I I I &,24 I 6,25 I 
I I I I I I 

i6 ,5 Jan 

!RHODESIA (GILT) I 6,25 (1968)1 6,5. I 6,5 I 6,5 I 
IS.A. (GILT) '751 8,05 Jan '741 9,25 I 9,5 I 9,5 9,5 I 
I I I I I I 

6,5 
9,5 Jan 

IS.A. (SEMI-GILT) '741 8,03 Jan '741 10,25 I 10,75 I 10,75 10,5 I 10.75 Aug 
IS.A. (MA DEBENTURES) I I 11,5 I 13 I 13 13,5 I 
I I I I I I 
I SHORT (90 DAY NCDS) I I I I I 
,-- I I I I I 
!U.K. (CDS) I .. 1. I 11,6 I 11,8 I 
!U.S.A. (TREAS. BILLS) I 5,606 Jan '751 I 6,4 1 5,60& I 
I I I I I I 
!RHODESIA (NCO) 1 I 3,65 I 4,5 I 4,5 I 
Js.A. (NCO) I I 11 I 9,5- 10,5 I 10,5- 11,25 1 
I I Jan '751 I I I 
IEURODOLLER (90 DAY) 14,125 Aug '7417,875- 8,375 I l2,B75 8,375- 8,8751 7,75- 8,25 I 

Dec '74 

Dec '74 
Jan '75 

Jan '74 

I '--------~~--------~--------~~---------~-- ---'--------------

HIGH 

--------------·----'---
I -
IGOI.D PRICE $ 
I 
I 
I 
I COMMOO ITY INDEX 
!GOLD AND FOREIGN 
!EXCHANGE RgSERVES 
I 

iMONEY AND-NEAR MONEY 
I (DEFLATED ANNUAL % CHANGE) 
I _______ _ 

I 
!REAL GROWTH (GNP) 
I 

I 
!U.S.A. 
!U.K. 
I 
I FRANCE 
I GERMAN¥ 
I 
I ITALY 
I JAPAN 
I 
!TOTAL OECD 
I 
!RHODESIA (EUROPEANS) 
I 
I SOUTII AFRICA 
!U.S.A. I __ _ 

I 
I 198 Dec 
I 
I 
I 
11480 Feb 
I 
11254,5 Ju1 
I 
I 14,6 Sep 
I 
I 

.4,9 
7,4 

6,4 
4,5 

4,7 
6,5 

4,6 

: LOW FORECAST 6 : 
I MONTHS AGO I 

6 MONTHS AGO LAST WEEK THIS WEEK 

I I I I 
141 174 I 177.25 '741 129 Jul '741 120 - 160 I 

I I (Dissent I I 
I I 150 - 180) I I 
I I I I 

1292 1135 I 1102 '7411134,5 Jan '751 I 
I I. I I 

763 716 I 726 '731 729 Aug '741 I 
I I I I 

4,7 Jut '741 6 ,l O<t '74 8,3 Nov '741 '731 1,8 Sep '741 I 
I I I I I 

I I I I 

8,8 1. 
8,6. I' 

I 
7, :i I 
1, 2 I 

.. ·. I 
10,8 · ·1 
11,8· 1 

I 
7 ,2 I 

I 
3,6 I 

I 
9,5 I 

I 
I 

1974 

-2,2 
-0,5 

4,75 
-0,4 

4,75 
-3,25 

0,25 

7,0 

1974 

12 .-2 
17.75 

15.5 
7,0 

25i25 
26,75 

15,5 

11,6 

I 
I. 

I 
I 
I 

I 
.I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1973 

6,9 
8,4 

6,9 
6,0 

4,2 
12,9 

·a ,1 

I 
u,s I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I . ,, 
I 
I 
I 
I 

a ,6 I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

(I) 1973 (ll) 1974 (I) 

2, 7 -2 '75 
0,4 -6,0 

5,5 4,75 
4,5 1,5 

. 9,8 2,5 
. 3 ;1 -6,5 

3,0 -1,5 

OCTOBER 

12,1 12 ,2 

6,5 

8,9 8,6 

13,8 13,6 

I 
1974 (II) I 

I 

4,5 

4,5 
-0,5 

0 
4,5 

2,75 

NOVEMBER 

12,1 
18.3 

14,9 
7,1 

24,7 
25,8 

14,6 

13,6 

I 
I 

ANNUAL % 
CHANGE 

FORECAST - 1975 

-2,0 
1,75 

3,0 
2,5 

-0,25 
2,0 

0,5 

4 

DECEMBER 

12,2 

5,9 

14,1 

FORECAST 
1975 

10 ,o 
18 ,o 

ll,5 
6. 75 

14.5 
11,5 

ll,O 

10,0 
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